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Appendix 1A
Human Computer Interaction

1A.1 DEFINITIONS OF HCI
HCI is a multidisciplinary field that includes aspects of computer science, artificial
intelligence, psychology, engineering, anthropology, philosophy, sociology, human
factors and communication studies. Bellotti (1993) highlights the many HCI concepts
from different fields. She states that “system user-interface design has inspired many
theoretical HCI analytical approaches from various disciplines, including cognitive
science, linguistics, and computer science” (p. 101). Johnson (1992) focuses on
understanding the communication among human, machines and in the context of the
user’s tasks. He defines HCI as “…the study of the interaction between people,
computers and tasks” (p. 1).

Long (1989) has a more extensive definition of HCI, combining both the theoretical
aspects and components of HCI, explaining that the fields involved in HCI concepts
facilitate each component to maximise their interactions, and carry out their assigned
work efficiently:
Human-computer interaction comprises phenomena and a discipline which takes those
phenomena as its scope. The phenomena involve systems consisting of: people – both
as individuals and as social organisations; computers – both stand-alone and as
networks; and their interaction. Since the systems are physical and informational, so too
are their interactions. The discipline is concerned to support the optimisation of the
interactions between humans and computers to perform work effectively. The concern,
then, is not with the interactions in isolation. Humans use computers to do work and
also have performance requirements for the work which is carried out. Interactions and
their optimisation, then, need to be developed in the context of work and performance
(p. 5) .

According to Carroll (2002),
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is the study and the practice of usability. It is about
understanding and creating software and other technology that people will want to use,
will be able to use, and will find effective when used. The concept of usability, and the
methods and tools to encourage it, achieve it, and measure it are now touchstones in the
culture of computing (p. xxvii).
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HCI research seeks to understand human interaction with computer technology and the
apparatus involved in the interaction process. HCI makes the most of various theories
and methodologies from scientific research and psychological theories. Grudin (2008),
for example, stipulates that “HCI is used very broadly to cover work in several
disciplines” (p. 2). He employs theories from human factors, ergonomics and
information systems to define HCI.

Applying Simon’s (1996) view of systems as interdependent parts that contribute to the
entire HCI system, HCI related tasks consist of three steps: input, process and output.
Human beings provide the initial input to machines for processing and output, while the
output from machines becomes input for human beings to process and to decide if
further input is required; that is, human beings process what they see on computer
screens (Figure 1A.1). However, while the three steps may appear simple, there are
many areas to be explored in HCI. HCI affects many people, especially in the
technology age where computers are predominantly the basic work tool being used in
offices, homes, public places and at educational institutions.

Figure 1A.1 HCI – Input, Process and Output
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1A.2 OBJECTIVES OF HCI
The objective of the study of HCI is to provide users with high-levels of usability (Hix
& Hartson, 1993) by matching user capabilities, meeting their requirements, reducing
the need for learning and minimising frustration. As individuals are from different
backgrounds, they will have varying perceptions of usability.

Lazar (2007) suggests that universal usability is basically ideal design, although
designing for people from different cultural backgrounds can be even more challenging
than designing for a universal standard. However, there is increasing evidence that
catering to the requirements of diverse users can enhance designs for the general public.

Shneiderman & Plaisant (2005) stipulate that one objective for the field of HCI is to
surpass step-by-step procedures and improve the extent of fundamental beliefs to
produce robust theories. Clearly, for a subject as extensive as user interface design,
several theories are required to understand this concept. Taxonomies can be involved in
describing and comparing such theories that explain user interface design. Taxonomies
may include user interface styles like menus, online forms and text commands, to
compare between Graphical User Interface (GUI) based instructions and text-based
instructions when carrying out tasks using computers. They can stipulate levels of user
experience, such as beginner, intermediate or advanced, to distinguish between
amateurs or advanced computer users.

Sharp et al. (2007) advise that many terms have been developed to highlight various
types of design involving “user interface design, software design, user-centred design,
product design, web design, experience design, and interactive system design” (p. 9).
The progressively overarching conventional term encompassing these types of design is
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‘interaction design’. However, to cater to a variety of users and purposes of products,
Dix et al. (2004) define the term ‘universal design’ as “the process of designing
products so that they can be used by as many people as possible in as many situations as
possible” (p. 366). While products are usually designed for the general population,
cultural differences among users are also important when it pertains to web sites,
especially if the motivation is to develop a site for a specific culture or subculture. Other
factors like “age, gender, race, sexuality, class, religion and political persuasion” (p.
392) may also affect the response of a user towards a system.

As human beings use computers to perform their tasks, they should be included as part
of the entire human computer interaction system. The field of HCI facilitates the
analysis, modelling, design and evaluation of the interaction system to fully maximise
the potential of the computer-based technology and the human beings involved in this
interaction system (Baecker, Grudin, Buxton & Greenberg, 1995; Booth, 1990; Carroll,
2003; Dix, Finlay, Abowd & Beale, 1998; Grudin, 2008; Helander, 1988; Maddix,
1990; Preece et al., 1994; Sears & Jacko, 2008; Sharp et al., 2007). Thus, it will be
useful to discover the differences among various types of interaction systems and how
they influence people’s preferences for different types of user interfaces. In this case,
the emphasis is on web interfaces.

1A.3 DESIGN FOR EFFECTIVE HCI
Effective HCI involves the design of user interfaces for computer applications. Of
particular interest in this thesis is the design of web interfaces. HCI also includes an indepth consideration of users’ ‘culture’, which is discussed in Section 2.3.
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1A.3.1 Design of User Interfaces for Computer Applications
User interfaces are intermediaries making it possible for humans to communicate with
machines.
The user interface is the main point of contact between the user and the computer
system; it is the part of the system that the user sees, hears, touches and communicates
with (Macaulay, 1995, p. 1).

User interfaces have to include a range of methods to facilitate productive interactions
by various users and for users to effectively search for information. Intuitive interfaces
for users are essential to request and recover varied data resources while
accommodating differences in language, culture, and level of education.

There is a variety of types of interfaces used with different types of hardware including
personal computer, laptop, palmtop, mobile phone, ipod, digital camera, teletext, arcade
game, information kiosk, and automatic teller machine. The various types of user
interfaces allow human beings to perform tasks relevant to their objectives.

1A.3.1.1 Role of HCI in Computer Systems Design
HCI plays a key role in the development of effective user interfaces and modes of
interaction:
[I]n information systems design, the primary activity is the design and creation of
computer systems for use by others (the “users”) (Beardon, Gollifer, Rose & Worden,
1997, p. 27).

A primary aim of HCI research is to render systems more functional and to provide
users with interaction facilities appropriate to their particular background and goals.
Designers of human-computer systems tackle the daunting mission of writing software
for numerous users, while rendering it to function as if it were developed for each end
user (Fischer, 2001).
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The aim of HCI design is for the product to meet the users’ requirements instead of
making the users adapt to the product. This is achieved by using design techniques,
processes and methods throughout the different stages of product development that
concentrate on the users, rather than the product. User-centered design (UCD) is such a
product enhancement approach. User prerequisites are the characteristics a product must
possess, and the functions it must carry out, from the user’s point of view. UCD is based
on gathering and examining these user prerequisites (Courage & Baxter, 2005).

Without effective procedures and tools, vast amounts of time and effort are needed in
order for a good, working interface to be produced. Bratteteig & Stolterman (1997)
suggest that “system design is carried out through activities such as brainstorming,
formulating an offer, and describing system functions, architecture, modules, and work
processes” (p. 292). This process needs to be simple and effective:
[I]t is desirable to have user interface system which allows application programmers
and interface designers to create interfaces without programming and without having to
painfully learn tedious details of underlying toolkits (Sukaviriya, Foley & Griffith,
1993, p. 375).

Since the development of the GUI, sets of HCI design criteria have been developed
(Khan, 2002). However, more recently, pictorial interfaces have become increasingly
popular for HCI. Pictorial representations facilitate users to recall and identify
operational features present in a computer application (Siau, 2005).

1A.3.1.2 Development of User Interfaces
The original user interface comprised patch panels and Hollerith cards (Selker, 1996). A
patch panel is usually built up on racks and contains cable connections which render the
changing of the path of particular signals more convenient. Hollerith cards are
commonly known as punch cards, which is basically firm pieces of paper that hold
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digital information symbolised by the presence or absence of holes punched in
predetermined parts of such paper to store data.

Commencing in the 1960s, vector pictorials were employed for representing pictures
and graphics, for instance in computer aided design (CAD) applications. As it was not
easy to operate a light-pen and a keyboard at the same time, cursor keys and spinwheels were developed to choose where on the screen the user wanted to move to.
During the 1970s, text instructions to computer terminals were used to execute
commands – a ‘command line’ user interface. A number of fortunate users were able to
use ‘screen editors’ which enabled text to be modified immediately instead of
explaining modifications via text instructions (Selker, 1996).

The 1980s led to more advanced and commercial forms of interaction employing a GUI
(Selker, 1996). HCI has been greatly advanced through this move from a text instruction
operating system, which uses an instruction-based user interface like UNIX, to a GUI
that includes the use of the mouse to carry out an instruction by clicking on appropriate
menu options on the user interface (Virvou & Kabassi, 2002).

Users working with a program usually have an aim. To achieve their aim they have to
perform the correct order of instructions (Virvou & Kabassi, 2002). In its early
development stage, HCI concentrated on feasibility and design standards for GUIs
operating windows, icons, menus and pointing devices (WIMPs) to produce more
functional systems (Fischer, 2001).

From the latter part of the 1980s, many software programs like email, instant
messaging, word processing, spreadsheets, databases, and presentation applications
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have mainly used graphical interfaces (Siau, 2005). By means of the GUI, the virtual
environment within the computer is depicted vividly on the display usually employing
the ‘desktop’ metaphor. This realistic environment is a symbolic illustration of the
objects in the office setting, like the use of documents, and folders to hold documents.
Although this virtual environment on the computer display is operated by the computer
processor behind the walls of the physical computer, all concentration is placed on the
display, instead of the processor (Fishkin, Gujar, Harrison, Moran & Want, 2000).

Given that our eyes are the main conduit to mental processing, it is not surprising that
novel models for developing computers include improving computer pictures and
animation in interfaces. Since high-quality displays and sufficient memory to operate
them have become viable, individuals have been engrossed in pictorially portrayed
interfaces (Selker, 1996). In the latest versions of the majority of operating systems, an
object-oriented user interface (OOUI) is operated with the GUI (Khan, 2002). GUIs are
now universally regarded as user friendly and are particularly important for beginner
users (Virvou & Kabassi, 2002).

User interface design should emphasise usability, especially in terms of cognitive
ergonomics – the efficiency of processing of information by intended users (Long,
1989; Preece et al., 1994; Turk, 1992). To facilitate usability in user interface design in
terms of cognitive ergonomics, Carroll (2002) discusses how user interface evaluation
can be carried out with the help of cognitive models. The evaluation includes cognitive
modelling processes, user interface management systems and cognitive model interface
management systems.
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1A.3.1.3 Modes of interaction
Modes of interaction are seen as an interaction method and are a means of employing an
actual tool to carry out an interaction task. The developer selects a suitable interaction
tool and interaction method for each interaction task. Interaction tasks are basic inputs
necessary from the user, like typing text to execute a function, or selecting a function
directly from the function menu to bring about desired actions (Jacob, 1996).

There may be many distinct means of employing the same tool to carry out the same
task: for instance, one can utilise a mouse to choose a function by the use of a pop-up
menu, or a predetermined menu in the form of a palette (Jacob, 1996).

1A.3.2 Design of Web Interfaces
Building on the design of user interfaces for computer applications, the design of web
interfaces surpasses the interaction between person and machine to enable interaction
among people from various parts of the world, through web sites.

1A.4 USABILITY AND EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
Since the people who use the web vary greatly in terms of skills as well as cultural
background, usability of web sites is important. In this section, design and evaluation
techniques will be discussed.

1A.4.1 Overview of Methods of Web Site Development for Usability
As there are numerous variables that impact on usability in web site design, there is not
yet a standard set of rules to guarantee good usability. The task and makeup of usability
are too complicated, in part due to software development being focused on people
(Lawrence & Tavakol, 2007). Although it is vital to establish to which content users are
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attracted, there are also several other considerations in building a web site that is simple
to use. For example, if the designer is developing a web application that will be
distributed to a well-identified organisational audience, such as a corporate intranet, it
will be clear what types of web browers and connection speeds the users will possess
(Lazar et al., 2005). In other circumstances, more complex design procedures are
required. There are many sets of design procedures which lead to improved usability of
web sites, however, only the key methods are discussed in this thesis.

In their book entitled The Web Professionals Handbook, Bordash et al. (2003) discuss
general principles of web site design, usability and accessibility and describe client-side
technologies, including XHTML, CSS, JavaScript, and graphics. However, utilising
plug-in applications like Flash or Acrobat reader are not typical across web users.
Therefore, plug-ins should be provided with an alternative (e.g., to click for the Flash
version of the web site), not as a prerequisite to display the web site (Lazar et al., 2005).

Apart from the technical aspects of web site development that affect usability,
significant usability issues need to be considered from the point of view of the objective
of the user. The main aim of web site usability is to enable users to navigate to their
desired destination as promptly and competently as possible (Bordash et al., 2003). In
addition, Sano (1996) claims that although the enticing opportunities have caused an
overwhelming rush to possess a web presence, several web sites have not fulfilled their
capabilities because they overlook the requirements of the users.
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Bertus & Bertus (2005) discuss the value of human factors in web design in terms of
return of investment and the resulting sales revenue increase. This justifies a
sophisticated methodology of web site design and evaluation, which includes use of
human factors expertise.

Ultimately, there are a range of possible good usability designs for known
circumstances. For a particular web site scenario, the precise traits of good usability
design can be, and perhaps have to be, an individual issue, since one’s own ideas,
fervour, and persistence are required to discover the potential, to evaluate thoughts and
to make every effort to attain design objectives (Lawrence & Tavakol, 2007).

To facilitate greater usability, Vora (1998) proposes a human factors methodology for
designing web sites. Vora states that there are many rationales for a huge advancement
in web sites, such as simplicity of web publishing, comparatively low cost in obtaining
web presence, little training requirements due to the straightforward hypertext-linkoriented navigational paradigm, simplicity in renewing and disseminating information,
non-reliance on particular platform, and the capability of targeting a broad audience.
Vora (1998) suggests that the usability design methodology for web sites employs
similar procedures as those necessary for the development of other computer-based
systems, which encompass “planning, analysis, design and development, testing,
implementation, and maintenance” (p. 154). However, the distinctions for web site
design are transparent in the explanation of each phase, with particular focus on:
[i] planning…[which consists of]…understanding the goals of the web
site…understanding users and user environments…[and]…identifying content
owners and authors and understanding their needs…
[ii] design and development…[comprise]…[a] designing for users:
understanding user behaviours…[which is further subdivided into]…use of
metaphors…design of individual pages…use of advanced technology…use of
graphics and multimedia…accessibility related design
issues…[and]…designing for international audiences…[b] design style guides:
creating consistent web sites…[and]…[iii] maintenance…[include]…updating
the web site content…checking web site integrity…monitoring web usage
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trends…[and]…evaluating and implementing newer technologies (pp. 154169).

Mayhew (2005) proposes a design process to achieve web usability. The general design
process is grouped into three levels of design, with each one involving a repetitive
design process, replication and evaluation. Mayhew (2008) builds on the design process
for web usability by proposing that the requirements specifications within the usability
engineering lifecycle involve three main components, i.e. design values and guidelines
application, structured design methodology and organisational approaches. The
requirements specifications involve three phases:
• Phase 1: Requirements Analysis
o User Profile
o Contextual Task Analysis
o Usability Goal Setting
o Platform Capabilities/Constraints
o General Design Guidelines
• Phase 2: Design/Testing/Development
o Level 1 Design
 Work Reengineering
 Conceptual Model Design
 Conceptual Model Mockups
 Iterative Conceptual Model Evaluation
o Level 2 Design
 Screen Design Standards
 Screen Design Standards Prototyping
 Iterative Screen Design Standards Evaluation
 Style Guide Development
o Level 3 Design
 Detailed User Interface Design
 Iterative Detailed User Interface Design Evaluation
• Phase 3: Installation
o User Feedback (pp. 918-920).

Degen, Pedell & Schoen (2005) suggest a “Just in e-time” (or JIET) design process
framework in terms of usable processes for web-based e-business applications, which is
comprised of the following 8 phases:
0 Project Setup…1 Audience Identification…2 Use Context Analysis…3
Requirement Identification…4 User Interface Design…5 Evaluation…6
Redesign…7 Design Specification…[and]…8 Process Quality (p. 361).
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To measure the effectiveness of this framework, the researchers propose the following
design process usability criteria:
[i] Effectivity…[ii] Efficiency…[which encompasses]…[a]Configurability of
a design process…[and ]…[b] Expandability of the framework…[iii]
Satisfaction…[which consists of]…[a] Comprehensibility…[and]…[b]
Ongoing process improvement (pp. 358-359).

Strybel (2005) recommends the use of task analysis in the design of web applications.
The researcher states the applications of task analysis as:
[i] Selection and training…[ii] Function identification and allocation…[iii]
Interface design…[iv] Measurement of mental workload…[v] Testing and
evaluation…[and]…[vi] Performance modelling (pp. 387-389).

Courage, Redish & Wixon (2008) develop task analysis further by indicating that the
following six steps are necessary in the design of web sites.
[1] Defining Task Analysis…[2] Selling Task Analysis…[3] Planning For a
Task Analysis…[4] Collecting Task Analysis Data…[5] Conducting
International Task Analysis Studies…[and]…[6] Analysing and Presenting the
Data (pp. 928-946).

In summarising web design methodology for usability, Nielsen (2000) stipulates that the
method in designing web usability involves simplicity in web design. He claims that
users return to web sites because they have “high-quality content, often updated,
minimal download time, ease of use” (p. 380), and that the web site content is “relevant
to users’ needs, unique to the online medium and net-centric corporate culture” (p. 382).

1A.4.2 Emotional Design
Norman (2004) explains the notion of ‘emotional design’ and the rationale for loving or
hating our daily implements. He discusses the meaning of implements in terms of
attractive objects working better and the multiple faces of emotion and design. He
suggests that design in practice needs to be considered in terms of three levels of design
(visceral, behavioural, and reflective). These levels can correspond to product attributes,
where visceral design is associated with appearance, behavioural design is associated
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with pleasure and usefulness, and reflective design is associated with self-image,
individual gratification and reminiscences. Since people from different cultural
backgrounds view aesthetics differently, aesthetics will influence emotions differently
for different groups of people and this emotion is used to decide whether something is
good or bad, or safe or harmful.

In the The Science of Persuasive Design, Straub & Gerrol (2009) examine the scientific
principles of a new web site design methodology known as PET design which was
launched in January 2009 by Human Factors International. The basis for PET design is
usability, but it is enhanced by maximising what users are able to do currently to what
they intend to do in the near future, by concentrating on designing for persuasion,
emotion and trust on web sites. PET design combines the main beliefs of web usability
with social psychology, neuro-psychology, and the field of persuasive design to
contribute to the rational and emotional procedures that inform making decisions. PET
design has shown direct positive influence in online business transactions which, in
turn, improves the overall business performance. Social proof, perceptual contrast,
framing, scarcity, and obedience to authority are among the persuasion principles which
are used to illustrate that the application of such principles can enhance the performance
of web sites which previously had poor designs.

1A.4.3 Value-Centred Design
Cockton (2004) proposes ‘value-centred design’ in HCI. He claims that the endeavours
of computing, psychology and sociology to control HCI have all been unsuccessful.
Although they have much to contribute collectively, this gap cannot be closed except by
concentrating on the meaning of ‘gifted design’, which is to enhance the world by
developing innovative products to focus on value in their design. However,
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concentration on value complicates design by applying subjectivity and objectivity at
the same time. Thus, HCI has to be objective in the search for subjective value, and the
author refers to this as ‘exceptional design’ due to the ability to prepare for
unanticipated value in design. Hence, the concept of value must be based on culturecentred design, since what is valued is often culturally dependent.

1A.4.4 User Experience Design
Sharp et al. (2007) discuss user experience in interaction design. This indicates how a
product conducts itself and how this product is made use of by people in the actual
world. In particular, it is about the way people are aware of a product and their delight
and gratification when operating the product. It involves their general idea of how good
it is to operate, including the intricate details, such as how easily a switch turns and the
ease of pressing a button. It is vital to indicate that one is unable to design user
experience, but rather, only able to build a design with attributes that can induce user
experience. If such a design can enhance the cultural aspects of user experience, it adds
enormous value to the design.

To summarise user experience design, Kuniavsky (2008) explains user experience and
HCI, defining user experience as:
a set of broader considerations than HCI…[because]…both fields share
boundaries with a number of other fields, and each other…[comprising two
aspects]…either field can resemble anthropology, cognitive psychology,
industrial design, or computer science in practice…[while]…customer
relationship management and marketing play a large role in actual day-to-day
experiences with products and services (p. 898).

User experience design involves more than just the interactions between human and
computers but also includes the contributions of knowledge from different disciplines to
provide a more well-rounded experience in using products or services.
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1A.4.5 Usability Evaluation Techniques
A key aspect of developing usable web sites is efficient and effective processes of
evaluating usability of prototypes (Formative Evaluation) (Bevan et al., 1991; Sharp et
al., 2007) and of final products (Summative Evaluation) (Sharp et al., 2007). In this
section, usability evaluation techniques for computer applications are discussed.

1A.4.5.1 Usability Evaluation Techniques for Computer Applications
Early usability evaluation techniques paved the way for current ones, in particular, web
site usability evaluation techniques. Such techniques were developed as part of
sequential design methodologies. Using his knowledge in software development for
spacecraft mission procedures, Royce (1970) pioneered the waterfall model of
sequential software product development, including evaluation of interim products. He
regards the waterfall model as suitable for small scale projects. Bohem (1988)
developed the spiral model, which is more complicated and adaptable, because it
concentrates on reducing risks. Therefore, the spiral model technique needs experienced
designers.

Usability evaluation plays a vital role within such iterative design methodologies. The
following subsections explain the different types of usability evaluation methods. They
are grouped primarily on the basis of whether or not they directly involve users in the
evaluation process.

a) Usability Inspection Methods (Not Involving Users)
Cockton, Lavery & Woolrych (2008) define usability inspection methods as those
which are analytical in nature and are directed towards particular interaction design
objectives. They give examples of six usability inspection methods: heuristic
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evaluation; cognitive walkthrough; heuristic walkthrough (a hybrid of heuristic
evaluation and cognitive walkthrough); ergonomic criteria; cognitive dimensions; and
pluralistic walkthrough, which are discussed below.

Nielsen (1990) suggests that heuristic evaluation is an easy method to detect usability
problems. It can achieve significant gains because a large number of problems can be
discovered by having as few as five evaluators. A group of ten heuristics has been
developed for the design of user interfaces (Molich & Nielsen, 1990; Nielsen & Molich,
1990). They are referred to as heuristics because they resemble ‘rules of thumb’ to
substantiate usability problems by taking into account potential infringements, instead
of some course of action to follow (Nielsen, 1992). Nielsen (1994a) improved on the ten
heuristics by analysing 249 usability predicaments and this refinement led to a group of
heuristics with enhanced explanatory power, which provides a checklist for heuristic
usability evaluation.

Nielsen (1994b) developed the discount usability engineering evaluation technique,
which is comprised of scenarios, simplified thinking aloud and heuristic evaluation. He
explains that the more straightforward the approach, the higher the chance of it being
utilised in design evaluation. Burton & Johnston (1998) adopt Nielsen’s discount
usability engineering and discovered that a reasonably complicated interactive task can
be evaluated by their Networked Assessment Toolkit (NEST), which enables the
creation and display of examination and survey assessment content.

Cognitive walkthrough (Lewis & Wharton, 1997; Wharton, Rieman, Lewis & Polson,
1994) is regarded as a practical inspection approach which measures the aptitude to
become skilled at using systems. One or more reviewers select a group of tasks for
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analysis, in the context of a target group of users. Analysts go through each phase of the
tasks, responding to a group of questions and justifying their responses with observed
evidence, knowledge or precise evidence. Negative responses show possible usability
problems with the system. These have to be thought about in the perspective of the task
and may be classified as minor problems or major problems.

Heuristic walkthrough is a hybrid of heuristic evaluation and cognitive walkthrough
which involves two stages of evaluation; that is, a task-based stage and a free-form
stage. The task-based stage includes the reviewers investigating the tasks employing a
group of mentally stimulating questions obtained from the cognitive walkthrough, with
the freedom to perform the tasks in a random order, within no specific timeframe,
although directed by which task is more important. The free-form stage includes
reviewers investigating the system, utilising the group of mentally stimulating questions
again, together with the heuristics from heuristic evaluation. Sears (1997) contrasted
heuristic walkthrough with cognitive walkthrough and heuristic evaluation, and found
that heuristic walkthrough reveals more genuine problems than cognitive walkthrough,
and produces fewer false positives than heuristic evaluation. Therefore, the combination
of heuristic evaluation and cognitive walkthrough enhances evaluation efficiency in
terms of analyst groundwork and detection resources.

Ergonomic criteria make use of a group of standards to evaluate the usability of a
system (Bastien & Scapin, 1995; Scapin & Bastien, 1997). There are 18 ergonomic
criteria (standards) which are derived from ergonomic usability definitions and
instances of principles, together with comments that provide assistance with
clarification of potential conflict with associated criteria. These standards were
constructed by evaluating current principles and experimental findings (Scapin, 1990).
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Cognitive dimensions (Green & Petre, 1996) summarise a group of orthogonal scales,
known as “notations”, which are relied upon to develop information structures for
evaluation methods.

The pluralistic walkthrough method (Bias, 1994) was developed by IBM. It involves an
administrator guiding a group of three different participants (one representative user,
one product developer, one usability specialist) who act as system users. Each one is
provided with paper copies of a group of screenshots and task descriptions, and
requested to indicate in detail the required action to fulfill the task. The method also
elicits comments about the screen designs. The comments from each participant are
discussed by the group and suggested changes agreed upon.

Kieras (2008) describes model-based evaluation as employing a paradigm of how a
person would utilise a projected system to attain forecasted usability, by procedures of
calculation or imitation. He suggests that there are three existing approaches; i.e. task
network models, cognitive architecture models and GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods,
Selection Rules) models. Task network models involve task performance which is
modeled in the form of a PERT-chart-like network of procedures. Each procedure
begins when its required procedure has been fulfilled and has a presumed allocation of
fulfillment times. Cognitive architecture models are defined as a scientific proposition
about those dimensions of human thought processes that are comparatively stable over
time and comparatively autonomous of task (Gray, Young & Kirschenbaum, 1997;
Ritter & Young, 2001). In other words, the working of the perceptual, cognitive and
motor elements are imitated by a computer program to generate a model human being
fulfilling the task in a mockup task setting, which provides inputs and responds to the
outputs generated by the model human being (Kieras, 2008). GOMS models are the
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pioneer methods of model-based evaluation in the area of the computer user interface.
This approach for designing user interfaces is built on the philosophy of solving
problems and obtaining skills. In a nutshell, GOMS models explain the knowledge of
processes which a user is required to possess so as to run a system (Card, Moran &
Newell, 1983).

b) Usability Testing (Involving Users)
Heim (2008) describes a usability test as “a structured process used to explore the
interaction between an objective participant and a proposed design” (p. 277). The
usability test is normally concentrated on a particular portion of the design so as to
recognise and comprehend any difficult parts or elements. A usability test can review a
design from the perspective of a particular preset usability measure, or it can reveal new
problems which were not formerly thought about.

Dumas & Redish (1999) propose a practical guide to usability testing. They state that
the objective in usability testing is to enhance the usability of a product. They also
suggest that the participants act for the actual users and perform the actual tasks. During
a usability test, the tasks performed and the comments made by the participants are
monitored and documented. After the usability test, the data collected is analysed, the
actual problems are identified and modifications are suggested to resolve those
problems. The usability test is only effective when it is operated to enhance the product
(that has been trialed) and the process of developing that product.

Usability tests are valuable to a design project, particularly if the new system is large
and complicated and includes several users. Usability tests can exist in various diverse
types. They can be carried out in costly usability laboratories using one-way mirrors,
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complicated equipment, video cameras, monitoring software, additional monitoring
apparatus, and large testing teams, or they can be performed with no machinery, just
with the help of a paper model, an observer, and a subject (Heim, 2008).

Dumas & Fox (2008) suggest that usability testing can be conducted in a usability lab,
remotely and/or on-site. Conducting usability tests in a lab is costly due to the use of the
different apparatus mentioned earlier, while remote usability testing is much more
economical, except that the users and their environment cannot be seen. On-site
usability testing is preferred because the evaluation team is in the same location as the
users and their environment can be seen. On-site usability testing can involve travel
expenses for the evaluators, but enables the users to remain in their working
environment and investigates the acceptance of a product within the actual environment.

Sharp et al. (2007) discuss usability testing and field studies. The researchers state that
usability testing is a method that highlights the advantage of being in the users’ real
working conditions. They also stipulate that field studies are normally carried out to
discover how a product or model is accepted and applied by people in their daily lives.
Such environments are distinct from the restricted settings utilised during some more
formal usability testing, where tasks are organised and fulfilled in a systematic fashion.
On the contrary, field studies involve activities which are untidy because they
frequently coincide with real work activities, and may be continually interrupted. In the
case of international users, field studies may not always be feasible due to cost or
availability of usability experts to conduct tests in the designated countries.
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Nielsen (2000) suggests five approaches towards international usability testing: (i) visit
the foreign country in person and conduct the test remotely; (ii) employ one local
usability person to conduct the test; (iii) get employees from one’s local office to
conduct the test, although they may not be educated in usability; or (iv) get the users to
carry out a test by themselves without guidance; and (v) a feasible approach, only
suitable for large companies with high budgets, is to form usability groups in main
markets.

The differences among a usability lab, field studies and Nielsen’s five approaches are
highlighted as follows. When usability tests are conducted in a usability lab, the actual
environment of the users is simulated with the help of expensive apparatus. When field
studies are carried out, they are done on-site where the users and their actual
environment are. The five approaches include remote usability testing, where trained or
untrained personnel are employed to carry out the usability tests and on-site usability
testing, where the users and their environment can be seen by usability experts.

1A.4.5.2 Summary of Usability Evaluation Methods
Table 1A.1 shows a summary of the evaluation techniques discussed. Some authors,
such as Lindgaard (1994) and Rubin (1994) discuss several evaluation techniques, but
only the potentially applicable ones, which are also discussed by other researchers, are
included in this table.
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Table 1A.1 Usability Evaluation Techniques
Usability Evaluation
Techniques

Examples of Methods

Types within Methods

Authors (Reference)
Cockton, Lavery &
Woolrych (2008)
Nielsen (1990); Molich &
Nielsen (1990); Nielsen &
Molich (1990); Nielsen
(1992);
Nielsen (1994a)

Heuristic Evaluation

Web Site Evaluation
Heuristics

Pierotti (1995)

Discount Usability
Engineering
Evaluation Technique

Nielsen (1994b)

Networked Assessment
Toolkit (NEST)

Burton & Johnston (1998)

International Usability
Inspection
Web Site Usability
Heuristics

a) Usability
inspection methods
(not involving users)
Cognitive Walkthrough
Heuristic Walkthrough

Lawrence & Tavakol
(2007)
Wharton, Rieman, Lewis
& Polson (1994); Lewis &
Wharton (1997)
Sears (1997)

Ergonomic Criteria

Scapin (1990); Bastien &
Scapin (1995); Scapin &
Bastien (1997)

Cognitive Dimensions

Green (1991); Green &
Petre (1996)

Pluralistic Walkthrough

Bias (1994)
Task Network Models

Usability Model-Based
Evaluation Methods

Cognitive Architecture
Models
GOMS Models

b) Usability testing
(involving users)

Nielsen (2000)

In a Usability Lab,
Remotely, On-Site

Field Studies
International Usability
Testing

Kieras (2008)
Gray, Young &
Kirschenbaum (1997);
Ritter & Young (2001);
Kieras (2008)
Card, Moran & Newell
(1983)
Dumas & Redish (1999);
Dumas & Fox (2008);
Heim (2008)
Sharp, Rogers & Preece
(2007)
Nielsen (2000)
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Appendix 1B
Culture

1B.1 WHAT IS CULTURE?
In this section, culture is discussed in terms of definitions, dimensions and learned
behaviour.

1B.1.1 Definitions of Culture
Culture is a broad concept, going beyond what is tangible. In other words, it is not
something that exists only in the physical form. Culture can be experienced by means of
a combination of everyday activities. Differences in cultural experience are not fixed
but are constantly changing, especially through interactions among people from various
cultural backgrounds:
The notion of culture as the condition of human-kind, our very mode of
existence, is one of these ideas and certainly a familiar one for anthropologists
through the ages. To this idea has been added another: that we human beings
make, indeed create, the various cultures in which we live and thereby
constantly carry with us the capacity to transform society and create new
human environments (Austin-Broos, 1987, p. xix).

Culture is so broad that Kroeber & Kluckhohn (1952) identified 160 different
definitions of the term, grouping them under the dimensions of topical, historical,
behavioural, normative, functional, mental, structural or symbolic. Since then, the
number of definitions is likely to have significantly multiplied, especially since the
development of the discipline of ‘cultural studies’.

The word ‘culture’ is applied to all aspects of life: the arts and education, experience,
and creative endeavour. It identifies key aspects of these processes as practised by
particular groups of people (Williams, 1958). Culture specifies what people have built,
the activities people are involved in, the ideas people have and how people feel about
particular matters (Honigmann, 1963). Culture can be defined as a heritage of social
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traditions which is passed on from one generation to another (Kroeber and Kluckhohn,
1952, cited in Bodley, 1994). Culture incorporates traditional beliefs and value systems
of societies, the social changes that come about, and the model society people hope to
achieve (Billington et al., 1991).

Cultures do not have protocols to govern new attributes that are added to existing
cultural settings (Honigmann, 1963). However, human beings have the ability to create
new cultural systems. Culture cannot be taught the same way as language is taught
(Hall, 1981). Rather, culture is the set of nurtured behaviour, which consists of the
beliefs, feelings, thoughts and actions existing in a group of people (Wurtz, 2004). It
covers behaviour that a cluster of people intentionally, or automatically, consent to, so
as to make possible a uniform, friendly and peaceful life together (Sudweeks & Simoff,
2002). Culture is related to the classification of responses to particular circumstances
and common convictions that identify a group of people (Portigal, 1997). In other
words, culture influences the way people lead their lives, shaping them for the purposes
of their beliefs or superstitions. This influences the way they perceive the world around
them and therefore the way they behave.

From another perspective, one can also claim that “cultures are not mutually exclusive”
(Yeo, 1996, p. 3). Individuals differ in their genetic background but this does not mean
that they necessarily identify with their respective ethnicity. Some individuals have
mixed cultural parentage but may identify more with one parent’s culture. Cultures may
also overlap, with individuals identifying with more than one culture; for example, an
individual from Europe who plays the violin could fit in to both the avant-garde
European culture and the classical music culture. Provided that the individual fits in to
particular cultures, we would be able to predict with some reliability particular things of
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which the individual is aware. In the example of the European who plays the violin, we
would anticipate the individual to have knowledge of composers of classical music such
as Mozart, Beethoven, and Chopin. However, more general information relating to
particular cultures cannot be taken for granted (Yeo, 1996).

1B.1.2 Dimensions of Culture
Culture can be referred to as a set of standards to which people conform in order to be
accepted by others of similar culture. The need to understand what motivates people to
behave in particular ways requires an unravelling of the different aspects of culture and
comparison with other individual characteristics, e.g. cognitive style. “A constant
concern is to understand why people act the way they do” (Robinson, 1985, p. 9).

Conventionally, the term culture includes the dimensions of religion, race, social class
and language. But culture may also be considered to include the way we are brought up,
what we have seen or heard or encountered, the type of education system we
participated in, and the people with whom we have interacted. Culture can also be seen
as reflecting people’s involvement in various aspects of life. These areas of involvement
may be represented in numerous ways. Connell & Gibson (2003), for example, see
culture as engagements with “ethnicity, religion, gender, occupational status, political
beliefs and so on” (p. 117). On the other hand, Billington et al. (1991) emphasise
cultural items such as “music, clothes, engagement rings, wedding ceremonies, sport,
cult movies, literature, political campaigns” (p. 18).

Kamppuri & Tukiainen (2004) categorise culture into “subjective (“inside the head”)
and objective (“outside the head”) [because it appears to be] beyond exact definitions”
(p. 47). Hall & Hall (1987) refer to culture as “a system for creating, sending, storing,
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and processing information” (p. 3) and “an enormous, subtle, extraordinarily complex
computer” (p. 4). Hall (1981) feels that it is almost impossible to distinguish between
cultures with the exception of people who traditionally reared sheep, planted crops,
hunted, worshipped different gods and managed their societies in various ways. The
rationale for this is that there seems to be considerable overlap in modern cultures in
developed countries.

1B.1.3 Culture as Learned Behaviour
In a general sense, culture shapes social life and vice versa. This is evident in the way
people’s actions reflect their cultural backgrounds. People from different cultural
backgrounds may perceive particular actions either positively or negatively, depending
on their degree of understanding and acceptance of those actions.
No longer is culture understood simply as the legacy of habits and
understanding accumulated from the past. Today, with more refined theories of
human symbolism and institutional life, culture is understood rather as an
interpretation of historical circumstance by a particular people in their time and
place. To study a culture is to focus on a specific instance of social life (AustinBroos, 1987, p. xix).

Culture includes a body of learned behaviour present in a particular human society, it
has predictable form and content, and shapes behaviour and consciousness from one
generation to another. Individuals from similar cultural backgrounds tend to behave in a
particular way, reflecting the template of their culture (Miraglia, Law & Collins, 1999).
Thus, individuals may, to a certain extent, be categorised into distinct groups, with
appropriate cultural tags attached to them to enable a clearer understanding of the role
of culture.

Culture encompasses the way people behave, which can be displayed in the home, at
school and in the workplace. These behaviours can be positively or negatively accepted
by others, depending on the level of understanding of people from particular cultural
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backgrounds. However, positive or negative behaviours may not have originated
entirely from particular cultural backgrounds but instead reflect personalities,
temperaments and habitual practices of people, which may have resulted due to varying
family upbringing. For example, an individual may not realise that being a freeloader is
inappropriate and persists in living in someone else’s rented house without paying rent
and helping oneself to the personal items of the tenants in that house. Hence, at one
extreme, this could be considered as ‘individual culture’.

Every culture possesses its specific convictions, standard responses to particular
circumstances, and insights. Members of a particular culture tend to possess generally
the same sets of “knowledge” about common matters and would respond in a similar
way, in at least some circumstances (Yeo, 1996, p. 3). Culture in every society takes its
own shape, purposes and meanings (Williams, 1958), which gives each culture a unique
identity. Perceptions, interests and opinions of people are often significantly influenced
by their culture. Culture involves what people think, what they do, and the things they
produce (Bodley, 1994). In other words, people from different cultures take on different
approaches towards particular issues. Culture is the means by which a cluster of people
provide significance to the world surrounding them, their approach towards problem
solving and getting work done. An example is the workplace scenario when there is a
discussion about trying to solve a particular problem – there may be divergent
approaches because the people present at the meeting come from different cultures.

Culture is not just what we are born with but is also learned and involves assigning
symbolic meanings (Bodley, 1994). This is evident in children from one culture who are
adopted by people from another culture. For example, if an Australian couple adopts a
child from Cambodia, this child lives and learns in the environment of his or her
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adopted Australian parents, instead of his or her biological Cambodian parents. This
child most probably has very little idea about Cambodia and will need to be
intentionally educated about his or her place of birth.

Culture is frequently more influenced by where we are brought up, rather than where we
were born. In this sense, culture can be described as a subtle aspect of education
because we are exposed to it on a daily basis, not just at school but also during normal
community activities. This subtle education is passed down from parents to their
children, and to their children’s children, through the various activities or practices of
their particular culture. However, each generation is also influenced by other cultures
and technological developments. Therefore, changes in culture occur, some subtle and
some dramatic. This indicates that culture is indeed versatile, transcending generations
but adapting to changing circumstances (Bodley, 1994).

1B.2 PROBLEMS FACED IN ASSESSING CULTURAL ASPECTS OF WEB
SITE USABILITY
Web site usability is made more complex when cultural aspects are involved. As
mentioned earlier in the chapter, culture encompasses numerous dimensions that render
web site usability more challenging. The foundation of these dimensions of culture stem
from two areas: cross-cultural psychology of web site usability and cross-cultural
perception of web site usability.

1B.2.1 Cross-Cultural Psychology of Web Site Usability
Ratner & Hui (2003) examine theoretical and methodological problems in cross-cultural
psychology. Cross-cultural psychology has established that psychological occurrences
are observed to differ in distinct environments. It has recognised particular cultural
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issues that encourage these varied appearances. The role of culture has to be addressed
if the psychological occurrences in individual behaviour are to be understood. The
problems in cross-cultural psychological study that obstruct this understanding include
five aspects: (i) biological factors establish the important psychological attributes,
whereas cultural factors influence the unimportant ones; (ii) psychological disparities
among groups are emphasised but not cultural differences; (iii) cultural factors are not
appropriately related to individual behaviour; (iv) cultural factors are perceived as
having intangible impacts rather than concrete impacts on individual behaviour; and (v)
specific cultural factors that influence individual behaviour are not considered.
Therefore, the role of cultural considerations has often been underrated in psychological
descriptions of individual behaviour.

According to Oyserman, Coon & Kemmelmeier (2002), a good example of cultural
factors being misinterpreted, or not associated appropriately, is the comparison of
individualism-collectivism between Chinese and Americans. Since Chinese and
Americans rate differently in terms of individualism-collectivism (Hofstede, 1980), and
individualism-collectivism is associated with characteristics like wealth, educational
level and political system, these factors may influence the psychology of individuals
from individualistic cultures. It can be said that Chinese come from a collectivistic
culture and Americans come from an individualistic culture. However, individualism
and collectivism have not been distinguished from other factors which also differentiate
Chinese and Americans.

An example of the case of cultural factors being interpreted as abstract instead of
concrete is Ratner & Hui’s (2003) criticism of research by Hofstede (1980). In an
attempt to explain important cultural impacts on human behavior, Ratner & Hui
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analysed three of Hofstede’s suggested social factors (avoidance of uncertainty,
collectivism-individualism, and power distance). Uncertainty avoidance (avoidance of
ambiguity), as a key factor, does not provide information on social life and psychology
if the daily life context is removed. Similarly collectivism-individualism (group versus
individual goals) suggests adherence to particular social systems and thus, does not
provide information about concrete social life. The same applies to power distance
(acceptance of differences in power among people) where there is no information about
concrete social life (why or how those power differences occur) (Ratner & Hui, 2003).

Choong et al. (2005) point out that power distance, collectivism and individualism, and
femininity and masculinity (separation of gender roles) may affect the results when
observers are present. This is also illustrated by Yeo (1998), who reports on a usability
test carried out in Singapore, where a participant broke down in tears. The explanation
of this behaviour was that it is not tolerable to criticise the designer in the presence of
others in the Eastern culture, because he/she may lose face.

Another related example of cross-cultural perception is when Evers (2002) reviewed a
virtual campus web site in England, North America, the Netherlands, and Japan. The
results show that the Japanese user group (secondary school students) did not feel at
ease in speaking their minds in the presence of others and did not feel confident because
they were unable to participate in discussions to arrive at a concensus.

One example of specific cultural factors not being considered is Peng’s cultural analysis
of inferential reasoning (Ji, Peng & Nisbett, 2000; Nisbett, Peng, Choi & Norenzayan,
2001; Peng, Ames & Knowles, 2001; Peng & Nisbett, 1999). A historical analysis of
reasoning and social values of Chinese and Greeks was carried out by Nisbett et al.
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(2001). The researchers claim that the modern Western linear thinking goes back to
Western philosophy and social conditions thousands of years ago, and the modern Asian
holistic rationale also originated from ancient days. However, such cultural
characterisations provide insufficient information about concrete social life (who, what,
where, when, how and why). Hence, a richer comprehension of history, philosophy,
sociology, and politics is required to precisely define cultural factors that encourage
specific types of inferential reasoning (Ratner & Hui, 2003).

1B.2.2 Cross-Cultural Perception of Web Site Usability
One aspect of cross-cultural perception is related to localisation of web sites. Nisbett
(2003) declares that fundamental thought patterns appear to be affected by culture.
Western culture emphasises judgement, classification, and preference in comprehending
circumstance as purely cause and effect driven. However, Eastern culture highlights
relationships with others and appears to acknowledge paradoxes. Such intercultural
matters pertain to spiritual, history, language, artistic, and other aspects. Some examples
are: calendars that recognise different sacred time phases; terms used for describing
colours; categories and symbols. These cultural inclinations may influence the way
content is assessed in information search activities (Marcus, 2008).

Such issues may impact on the usability evaluation of internationalisation of web sites.
According to Herman (1996), in the study of the effects of culture on objective and
subjective usability evaluation, the results indicate that objective usability evaluation
may be more effective than subjective responses from Asian participants, because they
avoid speaking their minds, are very courteous and refuse to give comments which are
negative in the presence of observers. Thus, the subjective usability evaluation results
seemed to be positive, although poor user performance was obvious.
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1B.3 WAYS TO IMPROVE CULTURAL ASPECTS OF WEB SITE USABILITY
In the previous section, the problems associated with cultural aspects of web site
usability were discussed. This section addresses possible ways to overcome these
problems.

1B.3.1 Web Site Design and Usability
Web usability research and procedures profited from many years of HCI research before
the web developed (Lawrence & Tavakol, 2007). Web site usability is increasingly vital
due to the exponential number of web sites with varied purposes and a wide spectrum of
users (Turk, 2001). Improvements of web site usability are achieved by effective web
site design and usability evaluation procedures. These approaches involve consideration
of user characteristics, including culture. See Section 2.2 for discussions on improving
web usability.

1B.3.2 Culture-Centred Design and Usability
Culture-centred design and usability are discussed in terms of the culture context of
usability, culture-centred design and usability evaluation considerations.

1B.3.2.1 The Culture Context of Usability
Abdelnour-Nocera (2002) discusses context and culture in HCI and explains that
usability relates to three cultural aspects: workplace, tool-related, and personal
background. This idea recommends a new theory of the relationship between humans
and computers. The relationship between humans and computers should not be
considered as merely conceptual information managing components. Users are human
beings and computers and their interfaces are devices within the socio-cultural context.
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Stephanidis (2000) suggests accessibility of computer-oriented products and services by
people in various parts of the world. However, user interfaces have to be developed for
specific user groups and not simply translated to the local language, and modified
superficially, to create a local facade for use in various local markets.

To highlight accessibility to people from different nationalities, Marcus (2008) points
out that user interfaces for thriving products and services allow users worldwide to
retrieve complex information for a variety of purposes. To address localisation
problems, Marcus (1995; 1998) suggests that culture dimensions, such as those set forth
by cultural anthropologists and analysts, could give user interface designers some idea
of what they could expect from users and adapt user interfaces appropriately to meet the
needs of users in a more effective manner.

Users can be differentiated in various aspects even within a cultural group.
Demographics, user experience, education levels, employment or even hobbies
distinguish users. Personal requirements and objectives, including those at a group
level, identify the tasks that they perform. User-centred and task-based design
approaches identify these characteristics and assist the achievement of useful user
interface designs which recognise user requirements (Marcus, 2008).

To enhance the web experience of culturally diverse users, Del Galdo & Nielsen (1996)
have also considered procedures for the design of web sites. They explained that these
may differ for different cultures because of impacts of language, history or other
elements. If users are offered user interfaces, in particular web interfaces, which enable
them to identify with what they are accustomed to, as well as new ways in getting the
same task completed, users are more than likely to find such user interfaces helpful and
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interesting. There is a higher chance of users returning to the same web site (Marcus,
2008).

As an excellent example of the culture context in culture-centred design and usability,
Dyson (2004) discusses the use of ICTs for and by indigenous Australians. She
highlights seven ways to address issues pertaining to indigenous Australian culture.
First, the use of electronic archives of indigenous Australian knowledge and culture.
Second, the preservation of indigenous Australian languages through talking books and
e-learning. Third, the differentiation of indigenous Australian and Western intellectual
property is important to protect that of indigenous Australians who regard intellectual
property ownership collectively as a community and to be shared only after obtaining
permission from the community. Fourth, the protection of secret or sacred indigenous
Australian knowledge is carried out by clearly defining the management of such
knowledge by specific groups. Fifth, the employment of indigenous Australian staff to
remove pictures, art works or even the name of a deceased indigenous Australian is
required as a respect to the mourning ritual customs. Sixth, the use of e-commerce
enables indigenous Australians to sell directly to a much larger pool of potential
customers to reduce unemployment among the community by creating more jobs for the
artists due to the high demand for their products. Lastly, there is a need for indigenous
Australian web designers to build culturally appropriate web sites for government
departments and community organisations to disseminate information and provide
services to the indigenous Australian community.
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1B.3.2.2 Culture-Centred Design
With web users requirements as a focus, Lynch & Horton (1999; 2001; 2004) propose a
web style guide in terms of basic design principles for creating web sites. The process
involves interface design, site design, page design, typography, editorial style, web
graphics and multimedia. The key issue in web design is catering to users’
requirements. This is achieved by thinking about what the target audience is after and
focusing the web site design on the target audience’s desires. Next, the people who
represent the target audience should be interviewed to understand what they really
require and design the homepage in such a manner as to render the products and
services which the target audience believes to be the most important. This involves
understanding the target audience’s cultural background, knowledge, web experience
and interests, in order to accurately cater to their requirements in terms of web site
design.

Shen, Woolley & Prior (2006) explain that their research deals with culturally
originated issues in user interface design. The design inferences of globalisation were
discussed in terms of the associated procedures of internationalisation, localisation,
‘glocalisation’, iconisation and culturalisation, so as to determine a foundation for a new
method of HCI design. The capability for a more varied culture-centred, design-based
system known as Culture-Centred Design (CCD) was presented, and a CCD procedure
expanded. A redeveloped computer user interface, integrating a coherent and culturally
originated metaphor for a Chinese user population, was discussed. A culturally precise
‘garden’ metaphor was designed as an alternative to the existing global ‘office’ or
‘desktop’ metaphor. An evaluation of the interface was conducted with a group of
Chinese users to measure its achievement in terms of interactivity, usability and cultural
importance. The general results of the first two review stages have indicated optimistic
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conclusions for the utilisation of the CCD system and the Chinese garden metaphor.
The researchers critiqued the existing design customs of internationalistion for nonWestern cultures because they generally involve international users acclimatising to
current Western forms of the user interface.
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Appendix 1C
Localisation and Internationalisation of Web Sites

1C.1 CONSTRUCTS IN THE LOCALISATION AND
INTERNATIONALISATION OF WEB SITES
Given these two very different approaches to information delivery on the web, this
chapter investigates the impact of several factors on web site design and usability for
users from different cultures. In discussing web site design and usability, several
interaction scenarios (web site purposes) could be considered. For this reason, for
evaluation of the effectiveness of localisation and internationalisation of web sites, one
specific scenario should be chosen to determine the type of web site and specific
evaluation variables to be used. The scenario selected for this thesis is a restaurant
booking web site (see Chapter 3).

Although it has been several years since the burst of the technology bubble, and the
downward trend of the economic cycle led to the fall of dot-com companies, the web is
still an integral part of most societies and it will continue to give the economy a boost.
Economic pressures may result in more effort to produce effective localised web sites to
capture market share. However, globalisation through an Internet strategy (perhaps with
centralisation on a regional level) could be the next trend for those companies who
decide to concentrate on international sales (Tixier, 2005). This increases the
importance of investigation of the variables affecting the success of localisation and
internationalisation of web sites.

In order to investigate the variables which affect the success of localisation and
internationalisation of web sites, three constructs are used in this thesis: Text Elements,
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Web Interface Elements and Web Design Elements. These constructs are explained in
the following sections.

1C.1.1 Text Elements Construct
Language is a fundamental aspect of communication, including computer-mediated
communication. Some people, e.g. (Crystal, 2001) suggest the use of a common
language for the web, raising the issue of whether American English should be the
‘lingua franca’, due to the fact that the Internet originated in the US. However, with an
increasing number of people from various cultural backgrounds adopting the use of the
web, the next practical progression from the original consideration of web sites in
English only (by the American pioneers of the Internet), was the availability of web
sites in different languages. The rationale is to enable the web to be effective in
disseminating information to all audiences. However, currently this may not be entirely
the case, as there are inherent difficulties in translating web sites.

Since language plays an important role in user interfaces, and the language of the
interface creator may be different from that of end users, designers need to be aware of
the language most frequently used by website users (Murrell, 1998; Stander, 1998).
Thus, caution should be employed to avoid circumstances in which the user is unable to
comprehend the interface correctly (Stander, 1998). Therefore, the key aspects of
language use on the web need to be reviewed in order to investigate which ones should
be tested as variables affecting web design and usability in this research (see Appendix
2).
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The following subsections discuss key aspects of language use on web sites. A subset of
these issues will be selected to provide variables for the experiment described in
Chapter 3.

1C.1.1.1 Monolingual
A technical community may agree that some technical terms (e.g. Internet) on web sites
should not be translated to another language but remain in an accepted standard
language (e.g. English). There are also web sites that are only presented in one language
and they can be considered as monolingual text (e.g. the W3C site). However, on some
international web sites, although one language is used, the content and/or format of
information displayed may be varied to suit the local reader’s purpose. For example,
information on web sites may need some adjustments to cater to the diverse purchasing
habits, or legal requirements, of the international audience (Ishida, 2004).

1C.1.1.2 Multilingual
Multilingual web sites support content in multiple languages. However, they may not
address the cultural differences inherent in those languages. Since the way information
is displayed can reflect many regional and cultural differences, a localised web site
needs to address more than just language. To be effective in translating the intended
message from one language to another, cultural and linguistic differences need to be
respected and adopted (Arko, 2004; Ishida, 2004). Although more than one language
version of a web site may be required (Cyr & Trevor-Smith, 2004), a multilingual web
site may not be relevant to an international audience because its content may be
intended for a set of specific local audiences, despite the content being available in
multiple languages (Starr, 2005). Within different cultures there may be multiple
languages as well as idioms, jargon, and slang. For example in the Chinese culture,
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there are what one may call multiple languages (also known as dialects), i.e. Hokkien,
Teochew, Hakka, Hainan, Fuchou, and Cantonese. Also, there may be vocabulary
differences within a particular language such as British English versus American
English; and Mainland China Mandarin versus Taiwanese Mandarin (Marcus, 2008).

1C.1.1.3 Clarity of Meaning of Text
Text on web sites often includes domain specific terms, which can be confusing to users
who are only requiring basic product or service information. This issue is referred to as
text clarity (Osterbauer et al., 2000). Text and copy in brand names and messages on
web sites communicate the personality of a particular brand to the customer using words
and reinforcing the brand using a unique typeface. News about brand features is vital on
web sites to ensure that the most up-to-date information on a particular brand’s products
is available. These may or may not be translated in different circumstances (Rowley,
2004). One example of text and copy in brand names and messages is the clothing brand
“Timberland”. This brand name would not be translated in a localised version of a web
site featuring products from this manufacturer.

1C.1.1.4 Foreign Characters
The display of information in another language often involves the use of character sets
that differ from those used in English, which can be problematic. In the past twenty
years, most information systems have been developed with the 7 bit US-ASCII
character set. Specifications for representing upper and lower case Roman characters,
Arabic numerals and a selection of punctuation characters and control codes are
provided to enable the use of this ASCII character set. People who use languages with
characters not included in this character set are forced to use Anglicised/Romanised
versions, e.g. “oe” rather than “ö”, “ss” rather than “β”. For instance, romanised
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transliterations of foreign titles are heavily used by many library Online Public Access
Catalogues because of the existing limitations of information systems using the 7 bit
US-ASCII character set. In order to display character sets from Asian languages, it is
necessary to use inline images or localised, ‘kludged’ versions of software, even though
the former gives poor performance, and the latter reduces interoperability and freedom
in using the most up-to-date tools (Knight, 1997).

Multiple character sets permit the display of information in different languages to an
international audience on the web. With the acceptance of Unicode 4.0, the display of
multiple languages is possible (Starr, 2005) although some problems remain. An
appropriate “charset” attribute in a “meta tag” enables the web browser to display the
intended language. For example, for western European languages, the charset in the
meta tag is <META HTTP-EQUIV=”Content-Type” CONTENT=”text/html;
CHARSET=ISO 8859-1”> while language attributes are, for example, lang=“en”
(English) or lang=“sw” (Swedish) (Knight, 1997; Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001).

1C.1.1.5 Sort Order
Sort order in web sites should cater for different cultures. Languages that do not use the
Western alphabet may face problems in the sort order of words/terms during navigation
from one web page to another, since the first letter of a word in a particular language
may change after localisation, thereby changing its sort order position in the navigation
list (Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001; Starr, 2005). Also, languages with letter variants can
cause problems. For example, in French, “Å” is positioned after “A”, but “Å” is after
“Z” in Finnish (Marcus, 2008). In Swedish, an extended character such as “å” is sorted
after the letter “Z” (Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001). In Germany and France, “Ä” is sorted
as “A”, but in Sweden and Finland, “Ä” is sorted as a different character, after “Z”. In
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Spanish, “ñ” is sorted between “n” and “o” while “ch” is sorted as a single character. In
French, variations in a character are sorted as the same character, such as “c, ç” and “a,
à, á, â”. In several Asian languages (e.g. Chinese), characters are sorted by the brush
stroke order (Choong et al., 2005), while the Japanese Hiragana characters and the
Korean characters are sorted using pronunciation and Hangul alphabet order
respectively (Starr, 2005).

1C.1.1.6 Reading Direction
Roman languages (most European languages) are read from left to right. However,
Asian languages can be read in various directions (horizontal and vertical). The
Japanese language, for example, can be read from right and down or down and to the
right (Marcus, 2008). It is usual to find a combination of both horizontal and vertical
text in Asian newspapers, in particular those in Chinese, Japanese and Korean. One
example of vertical reading direction is Mongolian, where text is read from top to
bottom followed by left to right (Choong et al., 2005). Arabic and Hebrew languages
(bidirectional) can involve right-reading for Roman text, although Arabic languages are
generally read from right to left (Choong et al., 2005; Marcus, 2008; Starr, 2005).

Web sites often assume that text will be read from left to right. However, web sites can
also allow for text to be read from right to left, by changing the layout to one that has an
arrangement of hypertext links grouped as a frame on the right-hand side of web pages,
rather than the conventional left-hand side frame (Parush, Shwarts, Shtub & Chandra,
2005). Reading direction should also cater for reading from top to bottom or bottom to
top (Cyr & Trevor-Smith, 2004; Starr, 2005).
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1C.1.1.7 Text Input
Text input may be required on web sites to collect information about the web user. The
information collected may be in the form of units of measure, address formats,
telephone number formats, date and time formats, number and currency formats, and
name formats. This is especially important for e-commerce sites.

Units of measure input on web sites can be programmed to allow for metric or imperial
to be used for different countries, since each country may or may not utilise the same
type of measurement (Marcus, 2008; Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001).

Address formats in online forms should allow input of different types of addresses.
Most countries use a similar number of address fields but may differ in the order of
address fields (Marcus, 2008; Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001). For example, most address
fields usually begin with house number or building number, however, some begin with
country.

Telephone number formats in online forms should allow different telephone number
entries. The number of telephone number fields is the same for most countries but the
number of digits used may differ (Marcus, 2008; Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001).

Date and time formats are universal in the sense that they include day, month and year.
However, the order may vary. Online forms should allow two digits each for year,
month and day in the order appropriate for that culture (Arko, 2004; Marcus, 2008;
Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001).
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Currency formats on web sites need to enable the use of different monetary systems
utilised in various countries around the world. Number formats also vary. For instance,
use of the decimal separator and thousands separator in a number, and also special font
characters (Arko, 2004; Marcus, 2008; Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001).

Name formats on web sites should support the conventions of different cultures, e.g. in
the number of fields used (Marcus, 2008; Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001). For instance,
some countries use middle names whereas others do not.

In terms of language, Europeans constitute about 24.6% of Internet users (Statistics,
2008) and, in Europe, communicating in many languages is much more common than in
the American culture. However, according to Tixier (2005), 52% of Europeans are more
inclined to visit a web site if the language used is their native language. Internet users
are likely to spend twice as much on purchases online when they visit a web site in their
national language.

In another instance of language, Nichols et al. (2007) discover that users seem to prefer
to use the default language in the digital library interface, instead of changing languages
when using the interface. Therefore, the designers of digital libraries are required to
make sure that the default language fits the language of the collection content, in order
to give the user a better experience in obtaining information from the collection.

Choong et al. (2005) note that developing web sites in non-English languages and
formats will be progressively more widespread and more vital as a usability matter.
However, a web site which uses text in the user’s second language may be made more
useful if the text is connected to content that suits the user’s own culture, rather than the
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culture related to his or her second language. Choong et al. (2005) state that unclear
language, or translations unsuitable to context, baffle users, bringing about frustration,
mistakes, disorganisation and in some instances, vulnerability. They found that
presentation and layout in terms of the direction of information displayed on the web
has mainly been of Western styles, where users employ a horizontal reading style from
left to right. As discussed above, this may not suit other languages.

1C.1.1.8 Summary
The central claim in this section is that language plays an important role in the
localisation and internationalisation of web sites. Language impacts via a number of
specific aspects of text. The issues to be investigated in this thesis include the following
text inputs: units of measure; address formats; telephone number formats; date and time
formats; number and currency formats; and name formats (see Appendix 2). These
aspects of language are known as the Text Elements Construct in this thesis (see Table
3.2 and Section 2.4.3.1). Chapter 3 describes the methodology used to examine these
aspects of language, via the experiment.

1C.1.2 Web Interface Elements Construct
Several graphical aspects of web interfaces pertaining to localisation and
internationalisation of web sites require investigation to ascertain their cultural
implications. In the context of HCI and culture, metaphors emerged as a vital factor that
affects the localisation and internationalisation of web sites. The subsequent subsections
discuss the main aspects of metaphors and a subset of these issues is chosen as variables
for the experiment explained in Chapter 3.
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1C.1.2.1 What Are Metaphors?
Metaphors are a common feature of language. They are a vivid means of using
something familiar to explain something unfamiliar, but similar. “Metaphor reveals a
basic tendency of the human mind to think of certain referents (the topic of the
metaphor) in terms of others (the vehicle)” (Danesi, 1998, p. 119).

A metaphor can relate to a real life object, a person, an animal, a phenomenon or an
abstract concept. For instance, in the statement “He is such a pain in the neck”, “pain in
the neck”, a physiological phenomenon, is used as a metaphor for the feelings that are
aroused by a person’s personality or actions. In the statement “My neighbour’s children
are little monkeys”, “monkeys” is an example of using an animal as a metaphor for
children’s mischievous behaviour. An example of using an abstract concept as a
metaphor is “giving birth to an idea”, where birth is the abstract metaphor being used in
this example to represent the emergence of an idea.

Metaphors are linked to poetry and creative thoughts and may be defined in a literary
context: “Metaphor is for most people a device of the poetic imagination and the
rhetorical flourish – a matter of extraordinary rather than ordinary language” (Lakoff &
Johnson, 1980, p. 3). Students are usually introduced to the term ‘metaphor’ in the study
of literature, such as when studying the lines from Shakespeare (1963) “Life’s but a
walking shadow, a poor player, that struts and frets his hour upon the stage” (Macbeth,
Act V, Scene 5), where “stage” is a metaphor to describe “life”. However, as Walter &
Helmig (2005) point out, it is a mistake to perceive metaphors as ornaments of speech
used only to fulfill functions in the areas of poetry and literature. Metaphors are a
common feature of language and are used in many different domains. For example, they
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are not only used extensively in poetry and literature but also in politics, journalism and
everyday conversation.
Metaphors have given rise to diverse and for the greater part still unsolved
problems…This is not because they are rare…They are widespread and
occur in quite different forms of linguistic communication…They are easy
to trace in daily conversation, advertising, newspaper-articles, sermons,
scientific disquisitions, philosophical writings, as well as in novels and
poetry (Mooij, 1976, p. 1).

Metaphors are used so commonly in everyday language that we are often unconscious
of them in our speech. For example, we often use building or architectural metaphors in
our daily conversations, such as the word “foundation” for understanding basic
concepts, “façade” for disguising the truth, “scaffold” and “scaffolding” for graduated
accumulation of knowledge, and “blueprint” for describing a project plan. Similarly, we
commonly use direct or translated metaphors from religion or literature to express
ourselves. In the Bible (New International Version, 1973), the phrase “eye for eye”
(Matthew 5:38) is used in its translated version in daily language as “An eye for an eye,
a tooth for a tooth” where “eye” and “tooth” are metaphors for seeking revenge in the
same measure as the affliction suffered.

The use of metaphors in language can be highly effective if applied appropriately.
Walter & Helmig (2005) postulate that metaphors are vehicles of language or agents of
association, reduction and reconstruction. Association can be linked to understanding
tangible or abstract concepts. Reduction can be referred to the simplification of tasks
with the assistance of the metaphor. Reconstruction can be said to facilitate learning
through accumulating knowledge in an effective manner. This notion of metaphors is
explained in the next subsection.
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1C.1.2.2 Metaphors Are Fundamental to Communication
Marcus (1994) states that metaphors are a basic form of communication for human
beings and should be given important consideration. This also means that ways to
improve the use of metaphors to enhance communication should be considered, whether
verbal or non-verbal. An example is the use of metaphors on the web to communicate
intended messages to its audience, either using text or images.

In terms of perception, metaphors exist as key elements in the way we understand the
world around us. Lakoff & Johnson (1980) perceive metaphors as being “conceptual in
nature” and suggest that they “play a central role in the construction of social and
political reality” (p. 159). Metaphors can also be established directly through our daily
experiences. Lakoff & Johnson (1980) state that fundamental metaphors are found in
tangible concepts such as “in-out”, “up-down”, “substance”, “object” and are the basic
components of our conceptual system. Human beings are not able to operate, think
logically or converse without them.

In addition, metaphors help move concepts from an abstract form into a more easily
understandable concrete form. Our conceptual system can be described as how we
process what we see around us in our minds. The various concepts in our conceptual
system result from the environment we grew up in, the language we grew up speaking,
and the people we interacted with when growing up. These provide a lens through
which we see the world. These concepts help build the foundation for understanding
other concepts necessary for our daily living. Lakoff & Johnson (1980) point out that
metaphors are widely used in our daily living because they are present in our language,
thought and action.
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Hence, in order to understand our conceptual system, there is a need to define the use of
metaphorical representations within our conceptual system. An example is time. In the
English language, and its associated cultural framework, time is seen as a valuable
commodity. Time is an abstract concept but is referred to in terms of linear
measurement and concrete concepts. Time is often referred to as “running out”, “cannot
be wasted”, “ticking away” or even as “money”.

As metaphors are part of our conceptual system, they possess the means to present the
choices which people make when they provide input to a computer. The status of the
resulting data and functions are returned as output displayed on the computer screen. A
typical example is when a man enters his personal details in an electronic form to
register himself as a member of a soccer club and clicks on the “submit” button; he
would expect to see on the computer screen a response in the form of a “thank you”
note indicating when he will be receiving his membership card in his mailbox. This
registration process represents filling in a paper form, sending it as a letter and getting
the “thank you” note as a reply in the mailbox.

Since metaphors are integrated with our conceptual system, they can act as effective
educational tools. “Metaphors are the fundamental concepts, terms, and images by
which and through which information is easily recognised, understood, and
remembered” (Marcus, 1994, p. 12). Metaphors are viewed as educational tools to
increase knowledge in an easily grasped manner. For example, in learning how to use a
computer, the trash can (or rubbish bin) metaphor indicates the location where deleted
documents can be moved to. This takes a known concrete concept to describe an
abstract concept, such as deleting something that is not tangible.
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1C.1.2.3 Metaphors and Culture
Culture impacts greatly on the form and use of metaphors through the use of language.
Lakoff & Johnson (1980) propose that the framework of metaphors in language and
thought coincide with basic values in a culture. This leads to consideration of the
contentious ‘Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis’ named after Edward Sapir (linguist and
anthropologist) and Benjamin Whorf (Sapir’s colleague and former student).

Language and thought may be viewed as being interdependent. Language may have
propelled thought or vice versa. People from different cultural backgrounds may view
the link between language and thought differently. The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis brought
together two principles that indicate the presence of a logical association between
grammatical groupings of the language spoken by an individual and the way this
individual comprehends and conducts himself or herself in the world. The researchers
suggested that language establishes thought and the distinctions in language equate to
the distinctions in thought. They called the former “Linguistic Determinism” and the
latter “Linguistic Relativity”. They postulated that the way we see the world around us
is governed by the language we speak. They also stated that people differ in their
opinions at least partly because they speak different languages. However, it is uncertain
that the intention was to have linguistic determinism comprehended in the same way as
‘determinism’ is interpreted in the disciplines of philosophy or psychology.

Sapir (1958, [1929]) promotes the function of language as a channel of communication
for various societies, with no two societies living in the same ‘world’. Whorf (1940)
provides credence to this notion by investigating the specific grammatical devices
which facilitate thought through language. He claimed that as human beings:
we cut up nature, organise it into concepts, and ascribe significances as we do,
largely because we are parties to an agreement to organise it in this way – an
agreement that holds throughout our speech community and is codified in the
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patterns of our language…all observers are not led by the same physical evidence to
the same picture of the universe, unless their linguistic backgrounds are similar, or
can in some way be calibrated (Whorf, 1940, pp. 212-214).

Whorf (1956) analyses metaphors from a psycholinguistic point of view. He makes a
comparison between the Hopi (a Native American Pueblo group of northeastern
Arizona, USA) and Western European languages to illustrate the principles. He
discovered that the Hopi language (a Uto-Aztecan language) is associated with the Hopi
culture in terms of its grammar, while the same type of association applies to Western
European languages and their cultures.

The most popular example of linguistic determinism is Whorf’s (1956) research on the
language of the Inuit indicating that there are multiple words for ‘snow’. He contends
that this changes the perception of the world for the Inuit people, thereby leading to a
unique way of living as compared to someone who speaks English. However, the idea
that people from Arctic regions possess several words to describe snow has been
referred to as an “urban legend” by the philosopher, Steven Pinker (1994). Interestingly,
Pinker claims that the Inuit do not have more words to describe snow as compared to
English. In fact, snow experts and skiers can easily produce English words such as
snow, sleet, slush, blizzard, avalanche, hail, hardpack, powder, flurry, dusting and even
‘snizzling’, as Boston’s WBZ-TV’s Bruce Schwoegler, a meteorologist describes snow.

Crystal (1987) challenges the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. He maintains that successful
translations between languages prove that languages like Hopi can be translated to
English despite having different concepts. He maintains that, although there are
differences among various cultures in terms of concepts, it does not mean that it is
impossible to establish understanding among diverse cultures. For instance, the same
message may be expressed in Japanese and in English; however, it may take more
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words in one of the languages. He contends that it is inappropriate to conclude that
when a language does not have a word to describe a specific thing, the people are
unable to comprehend the concept. He illustrates this with an example from Australian
aboriginal languages. Although these languages use few words for numerals, like “one”,
“two”, “few”, “many” and “all”, does not mean that the speakers of these languages are
unable to count.

Although Whorf’s (1940) theory of the principle of linguistic relativity states that a
person’s thoughts are affected by the language(s) available to communicate them, his
principle of linguistic relativity may be labeled as a short-sighted view of the language,
whereby a person’s thoughts and behaviour are entirely moulded by his or her language.
However, Whorf suggests that thoughts and behaviour are influenced by both language
and society. In this instance, he contends that thought does not rely on grammar alone,
but also on logic or reason, which is meant to be uniform across the universe.

Hypothetically, there can be two sides to the ‘coin’ of linguistic determinism. One
extreme states that thought is entirely established by language. This can be encountered
in our daily experience; for instance, when a person has trouble articulating himself or
herself because of limitations in the language. However, this person may be aware that
language is not sufficient to articulate what he or she means and may use visual
illustration to assist. This ability to illustrate visually clarifies that thoughts are not
represented by groups of words, since a person can comprehend a concept without the
ability to articulate it in words. At the other extreme, thought is not established by
language at all. This is not true, for example, when comparing deaf children and deaf
parents with deaf children and hearing parents in terms of carrying out tasks not
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associated with hearing. The former pair is likely to accomplish the tasks better because
they are more confident in using sign language than the latter pair.

Therefore, language may influence thought in various degrees but not entirely. There
may be high linguistic determinism or low linguistic determinism. High linguistic
determinism means that language establishes thought to a large extent. There may even
be conscious linguistic determinism or unconscious linguistic determinism. Conscious
linguistic determinism proposes that people make deliberate efforts in establishing
thought using language. For example, Muslim females, in particular Arabic females, are
expected to communicate their thoughts to men only when there is a valid reason and
are not expected to have casual conversations with them. Unconscious linguistic
determinism proposes that people do not make deliberate efforts in establishing thought
using language.

The relationships between thought and language are still a matter of debate. However, it
is clear that culture is an issue for the use of metaphor on a web site.

1C.1.2.4 Language and Colour Terms
There is also discussion in the literature regarding the association of language and the
concept of colour. Berlin & Kay (1969) propose an evolution of fundamental colour
terms and claim that there are seven stages in this evolution. In stage one, the two
primary colour groups are black (for dark colours) and white (for light colours). In stage
two, the colour group red surfaces. In stages three to six, yellow, green, blue and brown
evolve respectively. In the last stage, purple, pink, orange and grey evolve.
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According to Berlin & Kay (1969), the Dani Tribe in New Guinea uses a stage one
colour category. Only contrast is used to identify colour groups in the local language
Dugum Dani. Modla in Dugum Dani means light or bright which corresponds to the
fundamental colour white, while mili means dark or dull which coincides with the
colour black. They would identify a colour that is not bright (for example dark blue) as
mili, meaning black.

In another instance of the use of language and colour terms, Kay & Kempton (1984)
conducted two experiments to attempt to prove the ‘Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis’. The
focus in the first experiment was on the existence of Linguistic Relativity with
participants who speak English and participants who speak Tarahumara (Native
American of northern Mexico’s Sierra Madre). In this experiment, participants were
presented with one green chip and two different shades of blue chips (light blue and
dark blue). English speakers identified the green chip as the odd one out among the
triad, unlike Tarahumara speakers who identified the dark blue chip as the odd one out.
The Name Strategy was evident in the first experiment – i.e. the English speakers
differentiated between colours based on the colour names of the chips used in the
experiments. For instance, if one chip is called green and the other two are called blue
(one light and one dark), the odd chip must be the green chip. The focus of the second
experiment was to establish whether the Name Strategy supports a cognitive mechanism
in differentiating colours using colour names. In the second experiment, two chips were
presented at one time and participants asked to compare whether the greenness between
the first two different shades of green chips is more than the blueness between the last
two different shades of blue chips. The Name Strategy was not evident in this case
because English speakers seemed to differentiate colours purely on colour hues rather
than colour names, just as the Tarahumara speakers did in the first experiment. The
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researchers deduce that language does not restrict thought entirely. This is supported by
later evidence provided by Özgen & Davies (2002), where perception of new colour
divisions can be developed through supervised training.

Roberson, Davies & Davidoff (2002) find that the Berinmo speakers from Papua New
Guinea are able to recognise colours even though they may group neighbouring areas of
colour spaces together in a way that is unlike English. In a more recent study involving
a group of semi-nomadic equatorial African children and a group of English children,
Roberson, Davidoff, Davies & Shapiro (2004) suggest that colour vocabulary
acquisition occurs slowly. Colours are gradually grouped into categories identified by
each culture and language, and differ largely between individuals.

In summary, the cross-cultural linguistic and colour perception studies mentioned
attracted viewpoints that do not support the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis.

1C.1.2.5 Signs, Symbols and Icons
Signs play an important role in human communication:
The human brain has endowed people with a remarkable capacity – the
capacity to produce, understand, and make use of signs…A sign is
anything – a word, a gesture, etc. – that stands for something other than
itself (Danesi, 1998, p. 11).

Mohan, McGregor, Saunders & Archee (2001) define signs “as artefacts or acts that
refer to something other than themselves” (p. 98).

Peirce (1955) explains signs using the terms “Representamen” to illustrate the sign
itself, “Object” to identify what it resembles, and “Interpretant” for the meaning given
to the sign (pp. 99-100). For example, the “e” symbol of Internet Explorer is a sign
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which represents the object – a web browser – and subsequently, the “e” represents the
interpretant of the object, which means to browse the web.

Saussure (1983) states that the linguistic sign is made up of a concept and sound pattern,
being a two-sided psychological entity. The linguistic sign is both spoken and written.
As a whole, signification and signal represent the linguistic sign. The linguistic sign is
governed by two principles. The first principle specifies that the association between
signification and signal is arbitrary. In other words, sound patterns are not propelled by
concepts to exist and vice versa. The second principle specifies that the linguistic sign
has a linear character, which means it takes place consecutively and not concurrently.

Concepts and sound patterns are complementary because the use of each triggers the
other:
A linguistic sign is not a link between a thing and a name, but between a
concept and a sound pattern....The linguistic sign is, then, a two-sided
psychological entity (Saussure, 1983, p. 66).

For example, when the concept ‘telephone’ is spoken, the image of a telephone may be
formed in a person’s mind. When a picture of a telephone is seen, the word ‘telephone’
may be formed in a person’s mind.

From another perspective, Barthes (1957) describes signs in various provocative ways
in his book Mythologies. He illustrates the feelings and principles of the French society
with words, beliefs, pictures and actions to disclose the profound prejudice present in
that society. He speaks of signs using various examples, such as The World of
Wrestling, Soap-powders and Detergents, and Operation Margarine. He uses the
analogy of wrestling as a sign of anguish, defeat and justice to represent human beings’
oppression, hatred and pride, instead of a sport. The fervour present in wrestling is
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sought after by the audience as a sign of passion rather than the passion per se. But what
the audience looks forward to seeing is an unconcealed ethical display of such passion
as a symbol of the sport. He contends that advertisements for detergents convince
viewers that foam symbolises comfort, when it actually does not help in cleaning. Foam
has become a sign of comfort, relaxation and tranquility through the media. He also
contrasts the Army, the Church and Margarine. He uses the Army as an example of a
sign that has been blamed for being obsessive, prejudiced and harsh but has touched the
hearts of people with glorious displays by smartly uniformed young men. He uses the
Church as a sign which has been blamed for being self-righteous, prejudiced and
intrusive but has produced civilised and loyal individuals. He also uses Margarine as a
sign of food formerly consumed by only the poor and lower-class people, but has taken
a turn, because the middle class people realised that margarine is actually tasty.
Subsequently, middle class people have changed their prejudiced views of the army, the
church and margarine, thereby taking advantage of protection, comfort and value
respectively.

Levi-Strauss (1963) examines signs from a sociological point of view in his book
Totemism. Animals, plants, human beings and supernatural beings are used as signs in
myths, discussions of ancestors, or even religious worship, to illustrate social structure.
For example, according to the Tallensi in the northern parts of Ghana, the python is
considered a sign of prohibition of killing, because it is regarded as an ancestor of
human beings. It exists spiritually in the social circle of human beings, just as it exists
among other pythons. Another example illustrates that sacred crocodiles, lions or
leopards are seen in Africa as signs of social protection and worship.
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The use of animals, plants, people or even supernatural beings as signs on web
interfaces requires careful consideration. Localisation of web sites for particular cultures
needs special attention to prevent the inappropriate use of images as signs.
Internationalisation of web sites should avoid the use of images to indicate social class
and religion. For instance, certain animals may represent sacredness and others may
represent taboo in particular cultures.

Signs may be categorised into three types or aspects: iconic, indexical and symbolic.
The iconic aspect represents what an object looks like, or reminds people of, by
recognition (without the need for explanation). The indexical aspect represents an action
taken to derive the desired outcome (e.g. clicking on the object to arrive at the preferred
destination). The symbolic aspect represents what an object means (with the need for an
explanation) (Peirce, 1991; Williamson & Barry, 2001).

Given these discussions, the symbolic and iconic aspects of signs are most closely
related to culture. Symbols and icons can be considered to be graphical (visual) signs.
Symbols represent an idea, a person, a place and an object. They operate within the
context of a particular society, hence the need to explain their meaning to those who are
from other settings. A symbol is:
A visible sign or representation of an idea; anything which suggests an idea or
quality, or another thing, as by resemblance or by convention; an emblem; a
representation; a type; a figure; as, the lion is the symbol of courage; the lamb is the
symbol of meekness or patience (ExoCrew, 2008).

Signs that should be identified and easily interpreted without the need to explain their
purpose or representation are known as icons:
An icon is a small picture or symbol on a graphical user interface (GUI) that
represents a program (or command), file, directory (also called a folder) or device
(such as a hard disk or floppy). The term comes from the Greek word eikon,
which means likeness, image or portrait (The Linux Information, 2005).
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Symbols and icons have various aspects/dimensions:
•

Size is an aspect which indicates the degree of importance of symbols or icons.
For example, important items of information on web sites are usually
emphasised with larger font sizes such as the word “NEW” (in large font) being
placed next to the latest update of an anti-virus software.

•

Space of a web site is limited, hence, allocation of larger areas may indicate the
importance of a screen feature. Hence, the size of the symbol or icon may itself
not be large, but it might be placed in a larger allocation of screen space.

•

Contrast helps distinguish a symbol or icon from its surroundings. For example,
a white symbol stands out on a black background on web sites.

•

Shape indicates the intended message of signs (symbols/icons). For example, the
shape of a house is a sign which represents the home page when using the
Microsoft Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox browser.

To highlight the potential of signs, Mohan et al. (2001) claim that signs are not limited
to purely visual aspects such as size, space, constrast and shape. Signs (symbols/icons)
can exist in the form of sounds, tastes and smells, or even touch. This four-dimensional
opinion can be considered in parallel with Norman’s (2004) book entitled Emotional
Design which encompasses three levels of user interface design; namely, visceral design
(appearance), behavioural design (pleasure and usefulness) and reflective design (selfimage, personal gratification, reminiscences).

Icons are graphical representations of real or abstract objects (Danesi, 1998) that are
operated on by users to perform tasks when browsing the Internet. The shape of icons
can reveal or propose certain attributes of tasks performed (Hiraga, 1998; Marcus, 1996;
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Treu, 1994). Some meanings may be culturally determined (Stander, 1998). Two
examples of real objects are the ‘save’ icon and the ‘print’ icon. Two examples of
abstract objects are the ‘copy’ icon and the ‘delete’ icon. Shapes and terminology of the
deleted files receptacle differ from country to country. ‘Trash cans’ are used in USA
while ‘rubbish bins’ are used in Australia. For localisation of web sites, the modification
of the way the icon looks to suit national or cultural diversities, with careful use of
words or images, should be considered (Marcus, 2008).

Numerous icons are used uniformly across diverse application domains which make the
existence of application domain information less crucial. Following from the earlier
example, a “printer” icon to signify the print function is used across every computer
application. However, the icon itself may differ slightly in the way it is constructed and
presented in distinctive applications, but the meaning is the same in terms of its print
function. Using regular icons in diverse software applications to signify the identical
concept assists transfer of user understanding from one user interface to another (Siau,
2005).

Previous research has indicated that people carry out their tasks better when using icons
than text (Repokari, Saarela & Kurkela, 2002). Pictures are frequently viewed as more
effective, as compared to labels, because they do not rely upon a specific language and
have a better probability of reaching out to the international population. This explains
the use of pictures for international road signs and other signs for the general public,
like public toilets and public areas which have signs to prohibit smoking (Heim, 2008).
This is supported by Card et al. (1983) who suggest that human beings deal with visual
stimuli by noticing their physical attributes before their meanings.
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A symbol is a psychologically or mentally applied sensory perceivable sign representing
an abstract or a less obvious object (Saussure, 1983). Certain symbols can be
understood by people from one culture and not from another. Culture includes common
symbols and meanings.

In terms of symbols, Dysart (2001) reports that Hewlett-Packard published nonlocalised printer instructions on its Asian web site which rapidly and adversely affected
its international e-commerce image. The researcher explains that Hewlett-Packard
included, as part of the printer instructions, the image of a human hand with the palm
facing forward which is regarded as intimidating in Asia. After obtaining advice, the
hand image was promptly modified by HP with the palm facing backward. In a similar
situation, Best (2004) reports that a lack of multicultural understanding led to an eightpixel misrepresentation on the map of India, indicating Kashmir as a non-Indian
territory, which cost Microsoft millions of dollars.

In the case of symbols and icons, Heim (2008) explains that occasionally words are
utilised together with pictorial symbols such as the “stop” sign. In such circumstances,
the words are perceived as a picture more than a word. However, utilising text in icons
can be difficult due to the need to translate the text for particular target cultures. This
modification may render a new version of the icon necessary and maybe lead to
redevelopment of the whole icon, to integrate appropriate text sizes essential for other
languages, which can be costly.

A common understanding among web users is an important aspect of the
internationalisation of web sites. Marketers use web sites to create awareness of brands
to an international audience. According to Rowley (2004), the use of universally
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understood graphics is vital in giving the audience the intended message in terms of an
online brand. Nielsen (2000) states that the majority of internationalisation guidelines
are identical to those for conventional software design. For instance, it is recommended
not to utilise icons that display the finger or foot which are insulting in some cultures.

1C.1.2.6 Graphics
Graphics are a combination of pictures, shapes, images, icons and symbols on web sites.
Graphics in brand values and messages on web sites enhance the intended message. An
example of graphics in brand values and messages is a picture of an apple on Apple
Macintosh computers (Rowley, 2004). Photography or drawings of people are often
used in graphics to enhance web sites (Mohnkern, 1997; Rowley, 2004). However,
much care has to be taken in terms of being culturally and socially sensitive. Racial,
cultural and gender stereotypes should be avoided (Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001). Hence,
the use of graphics need to be carefully designed, ensuring that there is nothing
offensive towards any particular culture (Stander, 1998), especially the use of hand
gestures or body parts to guide navigation on web sites.

1C.1.2.7 Summary
The central claim made in this section is that web interface elements play an important
role in the localisation and internationalisation of web sites. Of the elements described
in the previous sections, symbols and icons are selected as constructs in this thesis (see
Table 3.2 and Section 2.4.3.2). Chapter 3 covers the methodology used to consider these
aspects of web interface elements.
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1C.1.3 Web Design Elements Construct
Web design can be defined as the development of a web site for a specific purpose and a
target audience. Web design encompasses the construction of a web site to meet the
needs of a particular culture (or all cultures) for a specific purpose. Web design leads to
the discussion of web design elements in the localisation and internationalisation of web
sites (see Appendix 2).

The Graphical User Interface (GUI) predated web design. Since the first web sites were
developed, the web interface has increasingly adopted a GUI approach and has been
continuously enhanced to become a more sophisticated and attractive tool to facilitate
information access by people from diverse cultures. Web design needs to be discussed
to address the issues of web design elements in this thesis. The following subsections
describe the core aspects of web design from which a subset of issues are selected for
the experiment of this thesis (see Chapter 3).

1C.1.3.1 Colours
Colour is a strong aspect of visual design because it can be employed to attract interest,
get across information, distinguish elements, etc. (Horton, 2006). Colour is an aspect
that can potentially alter the way people feel. Some examples are red indicating “anger”,
green indicating “jealousy”, black indicating “elegance” or “mourning” in Western
culture, while white indicates “mourning” in some Asian cultures.

There is a need to give attention to potentially confusing colour associations. The
Chinese and the Japanese associate “cold” with the colour “white”, Americans associate
“cold” with the colour “blue”. The Chinese associate “on” with the colour “green”,
however, Americans associate “on” with the colour “red”, but only in some instances.
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Americans associate “stability”, “power”, “trustworthiness”, “patriotism” and, to a
certain degree, “conservatism” with the colours “blue”, “red”, “white” (colours of the
American flag) and “grey”.

In some cultures, there is a need to take note of special colour associations. For
example, the Hindus, Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists associate “sacred” with the colour
“saffron”; the Indians associate “mourning” with the colour “brown”; the Chinese
associate “cheating” with the colour “green”; and the Jews associate “holiness” with the
colour “blue” (Choong et al., 2005). In several cultures, there are colour associations
that represent the same meaning. For example, “danger”, “hot” and “stop” are all
associated with the colour “red”, “go” and “safe” are both associated with the colour
“green”, and “caution” is associated with the colour “yellow” (Choong et al., 2005).
These colours are appropriate for internationalisation of web sites since they have
similar meanings and have a lesser chance of offending target users of any particular
culture (Choong et al., 2005; Marcus, 2008).

Background colours on web sites can bring about different reactions from users, as can
text colours (Macaulay, 1995; Osterbauer et al., 2000; Stander, 1998). Colours may
influence user expectations and satisfaction in web site design (Cyr & Trevor-Smith,
2004). The use of colours in text or images can also bring about an influence on the
general appearance of a web site (Rowley, 2004). Meanings in colours on web sites can
be appropriate in one context but not for another. Dysart (2001) notes that the reaction
of people from different cultures towards the same colour vary. For example, the colour
“white” can be associated with purity in Western cultures but it can be associated with
funerals in Asian cultures. The use of purple throughout Disney’s French theme park
attracted negative reactions from the French people because purple is associated with
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death and funeral parlours. However, colour in brand logos and messages on web sites
should not be changed, even though they may have different meanings associated with
them in different cultures, because they are the simplified version of all that the brand
represents (Rowley, 2004). For instance, the yellow colour used for the “M” which
represents McDonalds should not be changed.

Cyr et al. (2004) review the use of colour on a web site originating in Hong Kong. The
researchers find that the local web site attracts a higher percentage of potential
purchases from Americans, Canadians and Germans as compared to the foreign web
site, which indicates clearly that they prefer the localised versions of the web site over
the foreign web site. On the contrary, Japanese prefer the foreign web site and are more
likely to purchase from it. One Japanese respondent expressed the opinion that Japanese
people are inclined towards emotional responses, triggered by pictures and drawings.
The researchers explain the Japanese preference for brighter colours. The researchers
feel that the local web site has colder colours and more poorly designed images. The
researchers also explain that Canadian respondents prefer the Canadian to the Hong
Kong web site because of its plainness, without the use of cartoon-like images on the
Hong Kong web site.

Choong et al. (2005) stipulate that graphic design is a type of visual communication that
utilises visual components like image, colour, style, shape, and typography as an
exclusive type of language known as visual language. Graphical illustration has been
principally developed and tested in the West, but it is aimed at international use. The
researchers also discuss cultural preferences for colours and observe that colours, and
amalgamation of colours, are related to various meanings in distinct cultures. Web
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developers have utilised colours to appeal to users and to symbolise a particular cultural
background.

1C.1.3.2 Navigation
As part of the GUI, menus facilitate the use of computer system functions by allowing
selection of a preferred option directly, or via a set of sub-options known as cascading
menus, which are a form of drop-down menu. Menu options tend to be smaller in screen
area than icons or buttons, which renders them more challenging to choose using a
pointing device (Heim, 2008). Shneiderman & Plaisant (2005) advise that when a
person is carrying out visually-oriented tasks, it is useful to retain the visual aspect by
utilising icons. However, when carrying out tasks on a text document, it is useful to
retain the textual aspect with text-based menus. In web sites, access to cascading menus
may be provided via the navigation bar.

Another web site navigation option is hypertext links, which are used for navigating
from web page to web page. Such links are usually displayed as text (Horton, 2006).
Yet another navigation option is the search tool. The use of the search tool can be
enhanced with the use of icons, especially when there are several search options (Heim,
2008). The efficient use of the web is another important aspect of the
internationalisation of web sites. Spool et al. (1999) notice that users faced two forms of
issues when using the search tool within web sites. They do not comprehend the extent
of the search and they face difficulty making sense of the results of their search.

Van Riel (2003) discusses the site “Whichbook.net”, a search tool from the UK, which
was launched in October 2002 as a locally distributed service. It has proven to be the
pioneer online gateway for access to books by means of the UK library service.
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However, users can come from anywhere and 200 of the 208 UK authorities have
accepted a separate localised web page which provides a variety of alternatives to the
local users. According to the researcher, by May 2003, the number of individual user
sessions reached 10,000 per month and in June and July this increased to 44,000 per
month, which indicated an excellent feedback from users.

1C.1.3.3 Sounds
Sounds are implemented on web sites via files (e.g. wav). They are used to enhance the
information content or to caution users of web sites, depending on the tasks performed.
When selecting sounds to be used on web sites, there is a need to be sensitive to people
from different cultural backgrounds because the same sound can have a different
meaning to different people. For example, Japanese users may find a beep as a result of
a mistake made as embarrassing, because it highlights their failure to bring about a
preferred action when using web sites (Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001).

1C.1.3.4 Animation
Animation involves moving graphics to attract attention and is often overused on web
sites to such an extent that negative feelings towards that web site are generated
(Osterbauer et al., 2000). Since animation involves images, it is also subject to cultural
implications.

1C.1.3.5 Frames and Layout
Frames on web sites often allow the division of a web page into different parts. The use
of frames facilitates the layout and combination of images used on web sites
(Osterbauer et al., 2000). Layout refers to the position of menus, banners or the search
tool (Cyr & Trevor-Smith, 2004). For example, the use of frames may place
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navigational tools (navigation bar, hypertext links and search tool) on the left, right, top
or bottom of a web page. However, the use of frames on web sites may not be effective
in different cultures (Osterbauer et al., 2000). For example, according to Cyr & TrevorSmith (2004), placing key tools at the periphery of a French web site may alienate the
local audience because the French people are accustomed to a centred orientation.

1C.1.3.6 Negative Space
Negative space is described as the areas on web sites which are not occupied by text or
graphics. The more negative space there is on web sites, the easier it is for the users who
are trying to look for specific information. The amount of text used may result in a
different response from different people. For example, a web site with less negative
space makes browsing challenging because it takes more effort trying to decipher the
content of the web site and decide whether to continue browsing it at a more detailed
level. However, those who are not deterred by a web site with less negative space (the
minority), may spend more time browsing through the web site. Web users are likely to
avoid web sites that they consider overuse text because they think they are too complex
(Osterbauer et al., 2000).

1C.1.3.7 Communication Channel
A communication channel on a web site enables interaction between the web site owner
and the user, instead of the web site being just a passive supplier of information. All the
user has to do is to click on the relevant links on the web site. Some examples of
communication channels are Contact Us, E-mail Us, Join Our List, Help Questions,
FAQs, Chat, ‘subscribe now’, ‘book here’, ‘e-auction’, ‘stop me and buy one’,
discussion forum, index functions, site map functions and banner advertisements (Cyr &
Trevor-Smith, 2004; Etgen & Cantor, 1999; Schwienhorst, 1998).
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1C.1.3.8 Summary
The central claim made in this section is that web design plays a vital role in the
localisation and internationalisation of web sites. The aspects of web design elements
construct investigated in this thesis are colours and navigation (hypertext links,
navigation bar and search tool) (see Table 3.2, Section 2.4.3.3 and Appendix 2). Chapter
3 explains the methodology used to explore these aspects of web design elements.
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Major
Construct
Text
Elements

Sub-Categories
Units of Measure

Address formats

Appendix 2
Review of Experimental Issues

Sections 2.4.3.1 &
1C.1.1.7

Literature Review

Marcus, 2008; Maroto & de
Bortoli, 2001

Sections 2.4.3.1 &
1C.1.1.7

References

Marcus, 2008; Maroto & de
Bortoli, 2001

Issues for Experiment

Are localised units of measure easier
for users to interpret than US units of
measure?
Is it possible to have alternative
formats for units of measure presented
on one web site version, so that users
can select?
What special circumstances apply for
use of particular units of measure?
Does the language of users influence
the interpretation of the use of metric
or imperial measurement in web sites?
Does the country where most time is
spent influence the interpretation of
units of measure?
Is localised entry of address formats
easier for users than US address
formats?
Does the language of users affect entry
of the order of address fields in
localised or internationalised web
sites?
Does the country where most time is
spent affect entry of data into address
fields?
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Major
Construct
Sections 2.4.3.1 &
1C.1.1.7

Literature Review

Marcus, 2008; Maroto & de
Bortoli, 2001

Sections 2.4.3.1 &
1C.1.1.7

References

Telephone number
formats

Arko, 2004; Marcus, 2008;
Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001

Sub-Categories

Date and Time
formats

Issues for Experiment

Is localised entry of telephone number
formats easier for users than US
telephone number formats?
Does the language of users affect entry
of the number of digits in localised or
internationalised web sites?
Does the country where most time is
spent affect entry of the telephone
numbers in different formats?
Is localised entry of date and time
formats easier for users than US date
and time formats?
Does the language of users affect entry
of the order of day, month and year
fields in localised or internationalised
web sites?
Does the culture of users affect the
entry of date and time data in web
sites?
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Major
Construct

Sub-Categories
Number and
Currency formats

Name formats

Sections 2.4.3.1 &
1C.1.1.7

Literature Review

Arko, 2004; Marcus, 2008;
Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001

Sections 2.4.3.1 &
1C.1.1.7

References

Marcus, 2008; Maroto & de
Bortoli, 2001

Issues for Experiment

Are localised number and currency
formats easier for users to interpret
than US number and currency formats?
Is it possible to have alternative
formats for number and currency entry
presented on one web site version, so
that users can select?
Does the language of users influence
the interpretation of the decimal
separator, thousands separator and
special font characters used in
localised or internationalised number
and currency formats?
Does the country where most time is
spent influence the interpretation of
number and currency formats in web
sites?
Is localised entry of name formats
easier for users than internationalised
name formats?
Does the language of users affect the
number of fields in localised or
internationalised name formats?
Does the culture of users affect the
number of fields in localised or
internationalised name formats?
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Major
Construct
Web
Interface
Elements

Web Design
Elements

Sub-Categories
Icons

Symbols

Colours

References
Danesi, 1998; Hiraga, 1998;
Marcus, 1996; Marcus 2008;
Stander, 1998; Treu, 1994

Heim, 2008; Marcus, 2008;
Maroto & de Bortoli, 2001;
Stander, 1998

Choong, Plocher & Rau,
2005; Cyr & Trevor-Smith,
2004; Dysart, 2001;
Macaulay, 1995; Marcus,
2008; Osterbauer, et.al.,
2000; Stander, 1998

Literature Review
Sections 2.4.3.2 &
1C.1.2.5

Sections 2.4.3.2 &
1C.1.2.5

Sections 2.4.3.3 &
1C.1.3.1

Issues for Experiment

Are localised icons easier for users to
operate than internationalised icons?
Do localised or internationalised icons
best provide an effective
representation of the intended function
of icons?
Does the religion of users mean a
potential for offence from
internationalised icons?
Does the culture of users influence the
operation of localised or
internationalised icons?
Are localised symbols easier for users
to interpret than internationalised
symbols?
Do localised or internationalised
symbols assist in the interpretation of
the intended meaning of symbols?
Does the religion of users influence the
interpretation of localised or
internationalised symbols?
Is colour preference better suited to
users of a localised web site version
than internationalised web site
version?
Does the culture of users influence
their colour preference on localised or
internationalised web site version?
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Major
Construct

Sub-Categories
Hypertext Links

Navigation Bar

Search Tool

References
Choong, Plocher & Rau,
2005; Crystal, 2001; Horton,
2006; Marcus, 2008;
Osterbauer, et.al., 2000
Choong, Plocher & Rau,
2005; Marcus, 2008;
Osterbauer et al., 2000;
Schneiderman & Plaisant,
2005
Choong, Plocher & Rau,
2005; Marcus, 2008;
Osterbauer et al., 2000

Literature Review
Sections 2.4.3.3 &
1C.1.3.2

Sections 2.4.3.3 &
1C.1.3.2

Sections 2.4.3.3 &
1C.1.3.2

Issues for Experiment

Are localised hypertext links easier for
users to operate than internationalised
hypertext links?
Does the culture of users influence
navigation on a localised or
internationalised web site version?
Is the localised navigation bar easier
for users to operate than the
internationalised navigation bar?
Does the localised or internationalised
navigation bar assist best in task
accomplishment?
Is the localised search tool easier for
users to operate than the
internationalised search tool?
Does the culture of users influence
information search on localised or
internationalised web site version?
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Major Construct
Human

Computer

Interaction

Culture

Text Elements

Sub-categories
Psychology
Metaphors
Cognitive Ergonomics
User Preferences
Disabilities
Culture
Physical Interaction
Devices (Input and Output)
Intelligent/Adaptive User
Interfaces
Modes of Interaction
Ways to improve
interaction between human
beings and computers
Race (Dominant Culture)
Language
Religion
Social Class
Monolingual
Multilingual
Text Clarity
Technical Words
Foreign Characters
Sort Order
Translation Check
Hard-coded Text
Hard-coded Fonts
Units of Measure
Address Formats
Telephone Number Formats

Operationalisable

*
*
*

Research Qn

*
*
*

*
*
*

Localisation

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

*
*

*
*
*

Appendix 3
Operationalisation of Variables

3
5
2
5
2
5
2

Importance
To Study

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
2

Frequently
Studied

*
5
2
5
5
5
4
3
4
4
3
4
3
4
3
3
5
5
5

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Internationalisation
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Web Interface
Elements

Web Design
Elements

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*
*
*
*
*

*

5
5
5
*
*

*
*

*
*
*
5
5

*
*

*
*

*
*

Date and Time Formats
Reading Direction
Number and Currency
Formats
Name Formats
Icons
*
*
*
*

*
*

4
4
5
5

*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*

Indexes
Graphics
Symbols
Colours

*
*
*
*
*

*

3
5

3
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
5
3
3
3
3

*

*

*

Sounds
Animation
Video
Frames and Layout
Negative Space
Scripts
Communication Channel
Hypertext Links
Navigation Bar
Locus of Control
Redundancy
Screen Resolutions
Loading Speed of Web
Sites
Types of Browsers Used
Search Tool
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Major
Construct
Text
Elements

SubCategories
Units of
Measure

Address
Formats

Telephone
Number
Formats

Description

Task/Question

Appendix 4
Text Elements (Pilot and Main Studies)

The units of measure represent the amount of ingredients available for the
participants to select when they carry out the “make-a-meal” task in the web sites.
They were asked to order make-a-meal and go to the meal table.

T1d Booking
T2c Booking
The participant is required to fill in details to make a
booking. The telephone number formats relate to whether the
fields are filled in appropriately.

T2b Meal Table
The “Meal Table” enables the participant to view the meal
items chosen, choose more items or proceed. The “g” (grams)
and “lb” or “ounces” (pounds or ounces) relate to the
participant’s use of units of measure in the web site.
T1d Booking
T2c Booking
The participant is required to fill in details to make a
booking. The address formats relate to whether the fields are
filled in appropriately.

T2a Order Make A Meal
The “Order Make-A-Meal” enables the participant to create a
meal by choosing the “Ingredients”, “Drinks”, “Dessert” and
“Tablecloth”. The “g” (grams) and “lb” or “ounces” (pounds
or ounces) relate to the participant’s use of units of measure
in the web site.

On the Australian web site, the amount of ingredients is represented in grams. On
the Chinese web site, it is also represented in grams. On the International web
site, it is represented in pounds or ounces.

The address formats represent the address formats available for participants to
type their addresses when they carry out the “make a booking” task in the web
sites. They were asked to type their addresses in the spaces provided to make a
booking.

On the Australian web site, the address format used is House/Unit/Building
Number, Street, Suburb, City, State, Postcode. On the Chinese web site, it is
Country, Province, City, Street, Unit/Building Name, House/Room Number,
Postcode. On the International web site, it is House/Unit/Building Number,
Street, Town/Suburb, City, State/Province, Country, Postcode/Zip Code.
The telephone number formats represent the telephone number formats available
for participants to type their telephone numbers when they carry out the “make a
booking” task in the web sites. They were asked to type their telephone numbers
in the spaces provided to make a booking.
On the Australian web site, the telephone number format used is Area Code,
Phone Number. On the Chinese web site, it is City Code, Telephone Number. On
the International web site, it is Country Code, Area Code, Telephone Number.
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Major
Construct

SubCategories
Date and
Time Formats

Number and
Currency
Formats

Description
The date and time formats represent the date and time formats available for
participants to type their dinning dates and times when they carry out the “make a
booking” task in the web sites. They were asked to type their preferred dinning
dates and times to make a booking.
On the Australian web site, the date and time format used is dd:mm:yy, 12-hour
clock. On the Chinese web site, it is yyyy:mm:dd, 24-hour clock. On the
International web site, it is mm:dd:yy, 12-hour clock.
The number and currency formats represent the amount and currency of the set
menu and make-a-meal items available when participants are exploring set menu,
ordering set menu and making a meal in the web sites. They were asked to select
the options available to them when they explored the set menu, ordered the set
menu and ordered make-a-meal.
On the Australian web site, the number and currency is measured in Australian
Dollars. On the Chinese web site, it is measured in Ren Ming Bi. On the
International web site, it is measured in American Dollars.

Task/Question

T1d Booking
T2c Booking
The participant is required to fill in details to make a
booking. The dates and times formats relate to whether the
fields are filled in appropriately.

T1a Explore Set Menu
The “Set Menu” on the navigation bar enables the participant
to select “Explore Set Menu” which consists of “Entree”,
“Main Course”, “Vegetarian”, “Drinks” and “Dessert”. The
“AUD”, “RMB” and “USD” relate to the participant’s use of
number and currency formats in the web site.
T1b Order Set Menu
The “Set Menu” on the navigation bar enables the participant
to select “Order Set Menu” to begin choosing set menu items.
The “AUD”, “RMB” and “USD” relate to the participant’s
use of number and currency formats in the web site.
T1c Meal Trolley
The “Meal Trolley” enables the participant view the set menu
items chosen, choose more items or proceed. The “AUD”,
“RMB” and “USD” relate to the participant’s use of number
and currency formats in the web site.
T2a Order Make A Meal
Order Make A Meal The “Order Make-A-Meal” enables the
participant to create a meal by choosing the “Ingredients”,
“Drinks”, “Dessert” and “Tablecloth”. The “AUD”, “RMB”
and “USD” relate to the participant’s use of number and
currency formats in the web site.
T2b Meal Table
Meal Table The “Meal Table” enables the participant to view
the meal items chosen, choose more items or proceed. The
“AUD”, “RMB” and “USD” relate to the participant’s use of
number and currency formats in the web site.
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Major
Construct

SubCategories
Name
Formats

Language of
the web site
version

The name formats represent the name formats available for participants to type
their names when they carry out the “make a booking” task in the web sites. They
were asked to type their names in the spaces provided to make a booking.

Description

T1d Booking
T2c Booking
The participant is required to fill in details to make a
booking. The name formats relate to whether the fields are
filled in appropriately.
D4. The language used in the web site facilitates navigation
through the web site.
This question aims to find out the degree of influence the
participant’s language has on browsing the web site.

Task/Question

On the Australian web site, Australian English is used. On the Chinese web site,
Mandarin is used. On the International web site, American (International) English
is used.

D9. Please comment on the web site.
This question asks the participants for comments on the web
site.
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Hypothesis
(General: H1-H3; Specific: H4-13)
H1: An Australian (Localised) version of
a web site is more usable than an
Internationalised version for Australian
users.
H2: A Chinese (Localised) version of a
web site is more usable than an
Internationalised version for Chinese
users.
H3: An Internationalised version of a
web site is more usable than an
Australian (Localised) version for users
other than Australians and Chinese.
H4: A web site in Australian English is
more usable to an Australian user than a
web site in International English.
H5: A web site in Mandarin is more
usable to a Chinese user than a web site
in International English.
H6: A web site in International English
is more usable to a non-Australian user
and a non-Chinese user than a web site
in Australian English.
H7: There is a potential relationship
between religion of the user and
usability of a web site (for example, a
web site including an Islamic religious
Symbol is more usable to a Muslim
user).

Web Tasks
Close-Ended Survey Questions

Paired t-test

Paired t-test

Analysis
Method To Measure Impact of
Independent Variable

Web Tasks
Close-Ended Survey Questions

Data Sources

Appendix 5A
Data Analysis Matrix (Pilot and Main Studies)
Variable
Independent: Overall Culture
(Mother Tongue, Religion and
Dominant Culture)
Dependent: Web Design and
Usability Web Task Responses
(Text Elements, Symbols, Colours),
Web Design Responses (Language,
Web Interface Elements, Web Design
Elements)

Independent: Mother Tongue
Dependent: Web Design and
Usability  Web Task Responses
(Text Elements), Web Design
Responses (Language)

Independent: Religion
Dependent: Web Design and
Usability  Web Task Responses
(Symbols, Colours), Web Design
Responses (Web Interface Elements
(Symbols, Icons), Web Design
Elements (Colours))
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Hypothesis
(General: H1-H3; Specific: H4-13)
H8: A web site which reflects Australian
cultural items is more usable to an
Australian user than a web site which
reflects International cultural items.
H9: A web site which reflects Chinese
cultural items is more usable to a
Chinese user than a web site which
reflects International cultural items.
H10: A web site which reflects
International cultural items is more
usable to a person other than an
Australian user and a Chinese user than
a web site which reflects Australian
cultural items.
H11: An Australian web site which uses
a local version of web design, text and
web interface elements is more usable to
an Australian user than an International
web site which uses International web
design, text and web interface elements.
H12: A Chinese web site which uses a
local version of web design, text and
web interface elements is more usable to
a Chinese user than an International web
site which uses International web design,
text and web interface elements.
H13: An International web site which
uses an International version of web
design, text and web interface elements
is more usable to an International user
than an Australian web site which uses
local web design, text and web interface
elements.

Variable
Independent: Dominant Culture
(Nationality, Country, Culture)
Dependent: Web Design and
Usability  Web Task Responses
(Colours), Web Design Responses
(Colours, Hypertext Links,
Navigation Bar, Search Tool)

Independent: Text Elements, Web
Interface Elements, Web Design
Elements
Dependent: Web Design and
Usability  Web Task Responses
(Text Elements, Symbols, Colours),
Web Design Responses (Language,
Web Interface Elements, Web Design
Elements), Open-Ended Survey
Responses, Post-Experiment
Interview Responses (Pilot Study
only)

Data Sources
Web Tasks
Close-Ended Survey Questions

Web Tasks
Close-Ended Survey Questions
Open-Ended Survey Question
Post-Experiment Interview Questions
(Pilot Study only)

Analysis
Method To Measure Impact of
Independent Variable
Paired t-test

Paired t-test
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Mother Tongue

Religion

Variable

Web Tasks
and
Questions

What is your
religion?

How would
you rate your
standard of
English?

Which of the
following is
your mother
tongue?

Standard of English –
• Poor
• Fair
• Good
• Excellent

Language options:
Mother Tongue –
• Australian English
• Mandarin
• Other

Options for Participants

Appendix 5B
Data Analysis Variables (Pilot Study)
What It Means
The language of
the participants

The religion of the
participants

Religion options:
• None
• Buddhism
• Christianity
• Hinduism
• Islam
• Judaism
• Other

Numerical Values of
Options

Mother Tongue:
1 = Australian English
2 = Mandarin
3 = Other

Standard of English:
1= Poor
2 = Fair
3 = Good
4 = Excellent

Religion:
1 = None
2 = Buddhism
3 = Christianity
4 = Hinduism
5 = Islam
6 = Judaism
7 = Other
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Dominant Culture

Units of Measure

Variable

What It Means
The culture of the
participants

Units of measure
options available
in the web site
Language of the
web site version

Web Tasks
and
Questions

What is your
nationality?
Which country
did you spend
most of your
life in?
Which culture
do you identify
with?
How long have
you been in
Australia?
(Enter ‘0’ if
you are not
living in
Australia)
T2a Order
Make A Meal
T2b Meal
Table
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the
web site.

Options for Participants
Dominant Culture options:
Nationality –
• Australian
• PR of China
• Other
Country Spent Most of Life In –
• Australia
• China
• Other
Culture Identify With –
• Australian
• Chinese
• Other
Number of Years In Australia –
• Text field
Units of Measure options:
Australian Web Site –
• “g” (grams)
Chinese Web Site –
• “g” (grams)
International Web Site –
• “lb” or “ounces” (pounds or ounces)
Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• Other

Numerical Values of
Options

Nationality:
1 = Australian
2 = PR of China
3 = Other

Country:
1 = Australia
2 = China
3 = Other

Culture:
1 = Australian
2 = Chinese
3 = Other

Number of Years In
Australia:
Text field

Units of Measure Web
Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task
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Address Formats

Variable

What It Means
Address format
fields available for
participants to
type their
addresses in the
web site
Language of the
web site version

Web Tasks
and
Questions

T1d Booking
T2c Booking
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the
web site.

Address Format fields:
Australian Web Site –
• House/Unit/Building Number, Street,
Suburb, City, State, Postcode
Chinese Web Site –
• Country, Province, City, Street,
Unit/Building Name, House/Room
Number, Postcode
International Web Site –
• House/Unit/Building Number, Street,
Town/Suburb, City, State/Province,
Country, Postcode/Zip Code

Options for Participants

Address Formats Web
Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Numerical Values of
Options

Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• Other
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Telephone Number Formats

Date and Time Formats

Variable

What It Means
Telephone number
format fields
available for
participants to
type their
telephone
numbers in the
web site
Language of the
web site version

Date and time
format fields
available for
participants to
type their dates
and times in the
web site
Language of the
web site version

Web Tasks
and
Questions

T1d Booking
T2c Booking
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the
web site.

T1d Booking
T2c Booking
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the
web site.

Options for Participants

Telephone Number
Formats Web Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Numerical Values of
Options

Date and Time Formats
Web Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Telephone Number Format fields:
Australian Web Site –
• Area Code, Phone Number
Chinese Web Site –
• City Code, Telephone Number
International Web Site –
• Country Code, Area Code, Telephone
Number
Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• Other
Date and Time Format fields:
Australian Web Site –
• dd:mm:yy, 12-hour clock
Chinese Web Site –
• yyyy:mm:dd, 24-hour clock
International Web Site –
• mm:dd:yy, 12-hour clock
Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• Other
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Variable
Number and Currency Formats

What It Means

T1b Order Set
Menu

Web Tasks
and
Questions

Number and
currency options
available for
participants in the
web site
T1c Meal
Trolley

T1a Explore
Set Menu

Language of the
web site version
T2a Order
Make A Meal
T2b Meal
Table
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the
web site.

Options for Participants
Number and Currency Format options:
Australian Web Site –
• AUD
Chinese Web Site –
• RMB
International Web Site –
• USD
Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• Other

Numerical Values of
Options

Number and Currency
Formats Web Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task
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Name Formats

Variable

What It Means
Name format
fields available for
participants to
type their names
in the web site
Language of the
web site version

Web Tasks
and
Questions

T1d Booking
T2c Booking
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the
web site.

Name Format fields:
Australian Web Site –
• First Name, Middle Name, Last
Name
Chinese Web Site –
• Surname, Given Name, Given Name
International Web Site –
• Title, Surname, First Name, Other
Name, Preferred Name

Options for Participants

Name Formats Web
Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Numerical Values of
Options

Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• Other
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Icons

Variable

What It Means
Icons used in the
web site

Web Tasks
and
Questions

D5. The use of
icons in the
web site is easy
to understand.
D6. The use of
icons in the
web site brings
about expected
actions.
D9. Please
comment on
the web site.

Options for Participants
Icons used in the web site:
Australian Web Site –
• Light Blue With Blue Australian
English Words
Chinese Web Site –
• Orange With Black Mandarin
Characters
International Web Site –
• Dark Blue With White International
English Words

Numerical Values of
Options

Icons:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Actions:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Icons Comments:
1 = a response to a postexperiment interview
response
0 = no response to a
post-experiment
interview response

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
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Symbols

Variable

What It Means
Symbol options
available in the
web site

Web Tasks
and
Questions

T1a Explore
Set Menu
D8. The use of
symbols in the
web site
assisted me
when
completing the
tasks assigned.
D9. Please
comment on
the web site.

Options for Participants
Symbol options:
Australian Web Site –
• Halal, Vegetarian, Meat
Chinese Web Site –
• Vegetarian, Beef
International Web Site –
• Halal, Vegetarian

Numerical Values of
Options

Symbols Web Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Symbols:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Symbols Comments:
1 = a response to a postexperiment interview
response
0 = no response to a
post-experiment
interview response

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
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Colours

Variable

What It Means
Colour options
available in the
web site

Web Tasks
and
Questions

T2a Order
Make A Meal
T2b Meal
Table
D7. The ability
to choose
colours to suit
my preference
makes visiting
the web site a
pleasant
experience.
D9. Please
comment on
the web site.

Colours Web Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Numerical Values of
Options

Colour options:
Australian Web Site –
• Red, Blue, Yellow, Green, Orange,
Pink, Purple, White, Black, Grey,
Brown

Options for Participants

Chinese Web Site –
• Red, Blue, Yellow, Green, Orange,
Pink, Purple, White, Black, Grey,
Brown

Colours:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree
International Web Site –
• Red, Blue, Yellow, Green, Orange,
Pink, Purple, White, Black, Grey,
Brown

Colours Comments:
1 = a response to a postexperiment interview
response
0 = no response to a
post-experiment
interview response

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
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Hypertext Links

Variable

What It Means
Hypertext links
used in the web
site

Web Tasks
and
Questions

D2. The
hypertext links
are clear in
directing me to
the information
I need in the
web site.
D9. Please
comment on
the web site.

Options for Participants
Hypertext links used in the web site:
Australian Web Site –
• Red Australian English Words
(visited: red)
Chinese Web Site –
• Red Mandarin Characters (visited:
red)
International Web Site –
• Red International English Words
(visited: red)

Numerical Values of
Options

Hypertext Links:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Hypertext Links
Comments:
1 = a response to a postexperiment interview
response
0 = no response to a
post-experiment
interview response

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
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Navigation Bar

Variable

What It Means
Navigation bar
used in the web
site

Web Tasks
and
Questions

D1. The
navigation bar
is instructive in
guiding me to
the information
I need in the
web site.
D9. Please
comment on
the web site.

Options for Participants
Navigation Bar used in the web site:
Australian Web Site –
• Blue Theme With White Australian
English Words
Chinese Web Site –
• Blue Theme With White Mandarin
Characters
International Web Site –
• Blue Theme With White International
English Words

Numerical Values of
Options

Navigation Bar:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Navigation Bar
Comments:
1 = a response to a postexperiment interview
response
0 = no response to a
post-experiment
interview response

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
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Search Tool

Variable

What It Means
Search tool used
in the web site

Web Tasks
and
Questions

D3. The search
tool is helpful
when finding
information I
need in the
web site.
D9. Please
comment on
the web site.

Options for Participants
Search Tool used in the web site:
Australian Web Site –
• Blue Theme With Red And Black
Australian English Words
Chinese Web Site –
• Blue Theme With Red Mandarin
Characters And Black English Words
International Web Site –
• Blue Theme With Red And Black
International English Words

Numerical Values of
Options

Search Tool:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Search Tool Comments:
1 = a response to a postexperiment interview
response
0 = no response to a
post-experiment
interview response

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
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Mother Tongue

Religion

Variable

What It Means

Web Tasks
and Questions

Language options:
Mother Tongue –
• Australian English
• Mandarin
• Other

Options for Participants

Appendix 5C
Data Analysis Variables (Main Study)

The language of
the participants

What is your
religion?

How would you
rate your
standard of
English?

Which of the
following is
your mother
tongue?

The religion of the
participants

Standard of English –
• Poor
• Fair
• Good
• Excellent
Religion options:
• None
• Buddhism
• Christianity
• Hinduism
• Islam
• Judaism
• Other

Numerical Values of
Options

Mother Tongue:
1 = Australian English
2 = Mandarin
3 = Other

Standard of English:
1 = Poor
2 = Fair
3 = Good
4 = Excellent

Religion:
1 = None
2 = Buddhism
3 = Christianity
4 = Hinduism
5 = Islam
6 = Judaism
7 = Other
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Dominant Culture

Units of Measure

Variable

What It Means
What is your
nationality?

Web Tasks
and Questions

T2b Meal Table

T2a Order Make
A Meal

How long have
you been in
Australia?
(Enter ‘0’ if you
are not living in
Australia)

Which culture
do you identify
with?

Which country
did you spend
most of your life
in?

The culture of the
participants

Units of measure
options available
in the web site
Language of the
web site version

D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the web
site.

Options for Participants
Dominant Culture options:
Nationality –
• Australian
• PR of China
• Other
Country Spent Most of Life In –
• Australia
• China
• Other
Culture Identify With –
• Australian
• Chinese
• Other
Number of Years In Australia –
• Text field
Units of Measure options:
Australian Web Site –
• “g” (grams)
Chinese Web Site –
• “g” (grams)
International Web Site –
• “lb” or “ounces” (pounds or
ounces)
Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• American (International) English

Numerical Values of
Options

Nationality:
1 = Australian
2 = PR of China
3 = Other

Country:
1 = Australia
2 = China
3 = Other

Culture:
1 = Australian
2 = Chinese
3 = Other

Number of Years In
Australia:
Text field

Units of Measure Web
Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task
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Address Formats

Variable

What It Means
Address format
fields available for
participants to type
their addresses in
the web site
Language of the
web site version

Web Tasks
and Questions
T1d Booking
T2c Booking
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the web
site.

Address Format fields:
Australian Web Site –
• House/Unit/Building Number,
Street, Suburb, City, State,
Postcode
Chinese Web Site –
• Country, Province, City, Street,
Unit/Building Name,
House/Room Number, Postcode
International Web Site –
• House/Unit/Building Number,
Street, Town/Suburb, City,
State/Province, Country,
Postcode/Zip Code

Options for Participants

Address Formats Web
Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Numerical Values of
Options

Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• American (International) English
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Telephone Number Formats

Date and Time Formats

Variable

What It Means
Telephone number
format fields
available for
participants to type
their telephone
numbers in the
web site
Language of the
web site version

Date and time
format fields
available for
participants to type
their dates and
times in the web
site
Language of the
web site version

Web Tasks
and Questions
T1d Booking
T2c Booking
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the web
site.

T1d Booking
T2c Booking
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the web
site.

Options for Participants
Telephone Number Format fields:
Australian Web Site –
• Area Code, Phone Number
Chinese Web Site –
• City Code, Telephone Number
International Web Site –
• Country Code, Area Code,
Telephone Number
Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• American (International) English
Date and Time Format fields:
Australian Web Site –
• dd:mm:yy, 12-hour clock
Chinese Web Site –
• yyyy:mm:dd, 24-hour clock
International Web Site –
• mm:dd:yy, 12-hour clock
Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• American (International) English

Numerical Values of
Options

Telephone Number
Formats Web Task :
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Date and Time Formats
Web Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task
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Variable
Number and Currency Formats

Web Tasks
and Questions

T1b Order Set
Menu

What It Means
Number and
currency options
available for
participants in the
web site
T1c Meal
Trolley

T1a Explore Set
Menu

Language of the
web site version
T2a Order Make
A Meal
T2b Meal Table
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the web
site.

Number and Currency Format options:
Australian Web Site –
• AUD
Chinese Web Site –
• RMB
International Web Site –
• USD

Options for Participants

Number and Currency
Formats Web Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Numerical Values of
Options

Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• American (International) English
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Name Formats

Variable

What It Means
Name format
fields available for
participants to type
their names in the
web site
Language of the
web site version

Web Tasks
and Questions
T1d Booking
T2c Booking
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the web
site.

Name Format fields:
Australian Web Site –
• First Name, Middle Name, Last
Name
Chinese Web Site –
• Surname, Given Name, Given
Name
International Web Site –
• Title, Surname, First Name, Other
Name, Preferred Name

Options for Participants

Name Formats Web
Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Numerical Values of
Options

Language used in the web site options:
Australian Web Site –
• Australian English
Chinese Web Site –
• Mandarin
International Web Site –
• American (International) English
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Icons

Variable
Icons used in the
web site

What It Means
D5. The use of
icons in the web
site is easy to
understand.

Web Tasks
and Questions

D6. The use of
icons in the web
site brings about
expected
actions.
D9. Please
comment on the
web site.

Options for Participants
Icons used in the web site:
Australian Web Site –
• Dark Blue With White Australian
English Words
Chinese Web Site –
• Gold With Black Mandarin
Characters
International Web Site –
• Dark Grey With White American
English (International English)
Words

Numerical Values of
Options

Icons:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Actions:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
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Symbols

Variable

What It Means
Symbol options
available in the
web site

Web Tasks
and Questions
T1a Explore Set
Menu
D8. The use of
symbols in the
web site assisted
me when
completing the
tasks assigned.
D9. Please
comment on the
web site.

Options for Participants
Symbol options:
Australian Web Site –
• Halal, Vegetarian, Meat
Chinese Web Site –
• Vegetarian, Beef
International Web Site –
• Halal, Vegetarian

Numerical Values of
Options

Symbols Web Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Symbols:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
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Colours

Variable

What It Means
Colour options
available in the
web site

Web Tasks
and Questions
T2a Order Make
A Meal
T2b Meal Table
D7. The ability
to choose
colours to suit
my preference
makes visiting
the web site a
pleasant
experience.
D9. Please
comment on the
web site.

Chinese Web Site –
• White

Colour options:
Australian Web Site –
• Red, Blue, Yellow, Green,
Orange, Pink, Purple, White,
Black, Grey, Brown

Options for Participants

Colours:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Colours Web Task:
1 = a response to a web
task
0 = no response to a web
task

Numerical Values of
Options

International Web Site –
• Red, Blue, Yellow, Green,
Orange, Pink, Purple, White,
Black, Grey, Brown

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
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Hypertext Links

Navigation Bar

Variable
Hypertext links
used in the web
site

What It Means

Web Tasks
and Questions

D9. Please
comment on the
web site.

D2. The
hypertext links
are clear in
directing me to
the information
I need in the
web site.

Navigation bar
used in the web
site

D1. The
navigation bar is
instructive in
guiding me to
the information
I need in the
web site.
D9. Please
comment on the
web site.

Options for Participants
Hypertext links used in the web site:
Australian Web Site –
• Blue Australian English Words
(visited: red)
Chinese Web Site –
• Red Mandarin Characters (visited:
dark green)
International Web Site –
• Grey American English
(International English) Words
(visited: black)

Navigation Bar used in the web site:
Australian Web Site –
• Blue Theme With White
Australian English Words
Chinese Web Site –
• Red Theme With White Mandarin
Characters
International Web Site –
• Grey Theme With White
American English (International
English) Words

Numerical Values of
Options

Hypertext Links:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
Navigation Bar:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
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Search Tool

Variable
Search tool used in
the web site

What It Means
D3. The search
tool is helpful
when finding
information I
need in the web
site.

Web Tasks
and Questions

D9. Please
comment on the
web site.

Options for Participants
Search Tool used in the web site:
Australian Web Site –
• Blue Theme With Black
Australian English Words
Chinese Web Site –
• Dark Red And Dark Green Theme
With Black Mandarin Characters
International Web Site –
• Grey Theme With Black
American English (International
English) Words

Numerical Values of
Options

Search Tool:
1 = Strongly Disagree
2 = Disagree
3 = Slightly Disagree
4 = Neutral
5 = Slightly Agree
6 = Agree
7 = Strongly Agree

Web Comments:
1 = a response to an
open-ended survey
response
0 = no response to an
open-ended survey
response
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Appendix 6
Post-Experiment Interview Questions (Pilot Study)
The following are Post-Experiment Interview Questions for the pilot phase of the study.
The responses obtained assisted with the revisions of the three web site versions used for
the main phase of the study.

1. The navigation bar is instructive in guiding me to the information I need in the web site.
2. The hypertext links are clear in directing me to the information I need in the web site.
3. The search tool is helpful when finding information I need in the web site.
4. The language used in the web site facilitates navigation through the web site.
5. The use of icons in the web site is easy to understand.
6. The use of icons in the web site brings about expected actions.
7. The ability to choose colours to suit my preference makes visiting the web site a pleasant
experience.
8. The use of symbols in the web site assisted me when completing the tasks assigned.
9. Please comment on the web site.
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Appendix 7
Advertisement (Pilot Study)
This advertisement encompasses information regarding a PhD research project to recruit
participants for the pilot phase of the study. Instructions to participate in the study follow.
Research Project: The Enigma of Web Interfaces – Cultural Aspects of WWW site design
I am a PhD student at Murdoch University investigating the impacts of culture on web
design and usability. The objective of the study is to explore how web sites can be designed
to suit various cultures.
The study involves visiting two web sites to search for information and completing a set of
web site usability tasks based on each web site. When you have completed these tasks, you
will be asked to respond to questions related to web design and to comment on the web
sites. The entire process should take approximately 20-25 minutes. A post-study interview
will be carried out on a day and time you are available. This interview should take
approximately 5-10 minutes.
All your responses to the questions will be kept confidential. No names or information
which may identify you will be used in any publication resulting from the research. A
summary of the results of the research will be emailed to you if you request this. An
opportunity to be included in a Lucky Draw for a $100 restaurant voucher is also available
to participants who choose to do so.
In the event that a participant wishes to speak to the researcher about the problems faced
while visiting the web sites, he or she can contact the researcher at 9360 6974 or
0400892992.
For the purpose of the study, please download Mozilla Firefox from
http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/
To participate in the study, please copy and paste the following URL in the Mozilla Firefox
web browser.
http://wirth.murdoch.edu.au/~llim/welcomeintroduction.php
Linda Lim, PhD student
Fay Sudweeks, sudweeks@murdoch.edu.au, 9360-2364, Co-Supervisor
Andrew Turk, a.turk@murdoch.edu.au, 9360-2793, Co-Supervisor
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Major
Construct
Text
Elements

Sub-Categories
kg, g

Australian

Chinese

Appendix 8A
Pilot Study

Units of Measure

Address Formats

Telephone
Number Formats

dd:mm:yy, 12-hour
clock
AUD

Area Code & Phone
Number or Mobile

House/Unit/Building
Number, Street, Suburb,
City, State, Postcode

kg, g (more
frequently used), lbs,
ounces
Country + Province
+ City + Street +
Unit/Building Name
+ House/Room
Number + Postcode
Country code, City
code/Province code,
Telephone number,
e.g. 86 010
88290765; Country
code, Handphone
number, e.g. 86
13671518196
yyyy:mm:dd, 24hour clock
RMB

Date and Time
Formats
Number and
Currency Formats

lbs, ounces

International

Task/Question

T1d Booking
T2c Booking

T2a Order Make A
Meal
T2b Meal Table
T1d Booking
T2c Booking
House/Unit/Building
Number, Street,
Town/Suburb, City,
State/Province, Country,
Postcode/Zip Code
Country code, Area
code, Telephone number
or Cellphone number

mm:dd:yy, 12-hour
clock
USD

T1d Booking
T2c Booking
T1a Explore Set
Menu
T1b Order Set
Menu
T1c Meal Trolley
T2a Order Make A
Meal
T2b Meal Table
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Major
Construct

Web
Interface
Elements

Sub-Categories
Name Formats

Language of the
web site version

Icons

Light Blue With Blue
Australian English
Words

Australian English

First Name, Middle
Name, Last Name

Australian

Orange With Black
Mandarin Characters

Mandarin

Surname, Given
Name, Given Name

Chinese

Dark Blue With White
International English
Words

Other

Title; Surname; First
Name; Other Name;
Preferred Name

International

D4. The language
used in the web site
facilitates
navigation through
the web site.
D9. Please
comment on the
web site.
D5. The use of
icons in the web
site is easy to
understand.
D6. The use of
icons in the web
site brings about
expected actions.
D9. Please
comment on the
web site.

T1d Booking
T2c Booking

Task/Question
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Major
Construct

Web Design
Elements

Sub-Categories
Symbols

Colours

Hypertext Links

International

Task/Question

Halal Symbols,
Vegetarian Symbols

T1a Explore Set
Menu
D8. The use of
symbols in the web
site assisted me
when completing
the tasks assigned.
D9. Please
comment on the
web site.

Chinese

Red, Blue, Yellow,
Green, Orange, Pink,
Purple, White, Black,
Grey, Brown

Australian

Red, Blue, Yellow,
Green, Orange, Pink,
Purple, White, Black,
Grey, Brown

Red International
English Words (visited:
red)

Beef Symbols,
Vegetarian Symbols

Red, Blue, Yellow,
Green, Orange, Pink,
Purple, White, Black,
Grey, Brown

Red Mandarin
Characters (visited:
red)

Meat Symbols,
Vegetarian Symbols,
Halal Symbols

Red Australian English
Words (visited: red)

T2a Order Make A
Meal
T2b Meal Table
D7. The ability to
choose colours to
suit my preference
makes visiting the
web site a pleasant
experience.
D9. Please
comment on the
web site.
D2. The hypertext
links are clear in
directing me to the
information I need
in the web site.
D9. Please
comment on the
web site.
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Major
Construct

Sub-Categories
Navigation Bar

Search Tool

Blue Theme With Red
And Black Australian
English Words

Blue Theme With White
Australian English
Words

Australian

Blue Theme With
Red Mandarin
Characters And
Black English Words

Blue Theme With
White Mandarin
Characters

Chinese

Blue Theme With Red
And Black International
English Words

Blue Theme With White
International English
Words

International

D1. The navigation
bar is instructive in
guiding me to the
information I need
in the web site.
D9. Please
comment on the
web site.
D3. The search tool
is helpful when
finding information
I need in the web
site.
D9. Please
comment on the
web site.

Task/Question
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Major
Construct
Text Elements

Sub-Categories
kg, g

Australian
kg, g (more frequently
used), lbs, ounces

Chinese

lbs, ounces

International

Task/Question

Appendix 8B
Main Study

Units of Measure

T1d Booking
T2c Booking

T2a Order Make A
Meal
T2b Meal Table
T1d Booking
T2c Booking

Address Formats

USD

mm:dd:yy, 12-hour clock

House/Unit/Building
Number, Street,
Town/Suburb, City,
State/Province, Country,
Postcode/Zip Code
Country code, Area code,
Telephone number or
Cellphone number

House/Unit/Building
Number, Street, Suburb,
City, State, Postcode

Telephone Number
Formats

AUD

dd:mm:yy, 12-hour clock

Area Code & Phone
Number or Mobile

Country + Province +
City + Street +
Unit/Building Name +
House/Room Number +
Postcode
Country code, City
code/Province code,
Telephone number, e.g.
86 010 88290765;
Country code,
Handphone number,
e.g. 86 13671518196
yyyy:mm:dd, 24-hour
clock
RMB

Date and Time
Formats
Number and
Currency Formats

T1d Booking
T2c Booking
T1a Explore Set
Menu
T1b Order Set Menu
T1c Meal Trolley
T2a Order Make A
Meal
T2b Meal Table
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Major
Construct

Web Interface
Elements

Sub-Categories
Name Formats

Language of the web
site version

Icons

Symbols

T1d Booking
T2c Booking

Task/Question

Title; Surname; First
Name; Other Name;
Preferred Name

International

Surname, Given Name,
Given Name

American (International)
English

Chinese

Mandarin

Dark Grey With White
American English
(International English)
Words

Australian

Australian English

Gold With Black
Mandarin Characters

Halal Symbols, Vegetarian
Symbols

First Name, Middle Name,
Last Name

Dark Blue With White
Australian English Words

Beef Symbols,
Vegetarian Symbols

Meat Symbols, Vegetarian
Symbols, Halal Symbols

D4. The language
used in the web site
facilitates navigation
through the web site.
D9. Please comment
on the web site.
D5. The use of icons
in the web site is easy
to understand.
D6. The use of icons
in the web site brings
about expected
actions.
D9. Please comment
on the web site.
T1a Explore Set
Menu
D8. The use of
symbols in the web
site assisted me when
completing the tasks
assigned.
D9. Please comment
on the web site.
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Major
Construct
Web Design
Elements

Sub-Categories
Colours

Hypertext Links

Navigation Bar

Search Tool

Red, Blue, Yellow, Green,
Orange, Pink, Purple,
White, Black, Grey, Brown

International

White

Grey American English
(International English)
Words (visited: black)

Chinese

Red Mandarin
Characters (visited:
dark green)

Australian

Blue Australian English
Words (visited: red)

Red Theme With White
Mandarin Characters

Grey Theme With White
American English
(International English)
Words

Red, Blue, Yellow, Green,
Orange, Pink, Purple,
White, Black, Grey, Brown

Blue Theme With White
Australian English Words

Grey Theme With Black
American English
(International English)
Words

Blue Theme With Black
Australian English Words

Dark Red And Dark
Green Theme With
Black Mandarin
Characters

Task/Question

T2a Order Make A
Meal
T2b Meal Table
D7. The ability to
choose colours to suit
my preference makes
visiting the web site a
pleasant experience.
D9. Please comment
on the web site.
D2. The hypertext
links are clear in
directing me to the
information I need in
the web site.
D9. Please comment
on the web site.
D1. The navigation
bar is instructive in
guiding me to the
information I need in
the web site.
D9. Please comment
on the web site.
D3. The search tool is
helpful when finding
information I need in
the web site.
D9. Please comment
on the web site.
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Appendix 9A
Australian Participants
This web site aims at collecting specific data for this research project and includes
ONLY specific aspects of an active web site. There are TWO versions of this web site
to visit. Please make up booking and payment details but retain the actual format of the
booking details for example, telephone number format with ‘9’ as the prefix in the 8digit telephone number in Perth, Western Australia.
Please complete the following tasks:Step 1: Go to “Explore Set Menu” or “Search” to see what is on the menu.
Step 2: Go to “Order Set Menu” to start making an order.
Step 3: Click “Add To Trolley” to add ONE item and click “Save” after adding the
item. Note: Remember to save after adding the item.
Step 4: Click “Go To Checkout” and type Booking details. Note: Please make up the
details but retain the actual format. For example, telephone number format with
‘9’ as the prefix in the 8-digit telephone number in Perth, Western Australia.
Step 5: Click “Make A Booking” and type Payment details. Note: Please make up the
credit card details because this is a mock-up web site.
Step 6: Click “Settle Bill” followed by “Go To Creation”.
Step 7: You are now at the Home Page again. Go to “Order Make-A-Meal” under
“Creation”.
Step 8: Click “Add To Table” to add TWO items to create a meal and click “Save” after
adding each item. Note: Remember to save after adding each item.
Step 9: Click “Add To Table” to add ONE tablecloth and click “Save” after adding the
tablecloth. Note: Remember to save after adding the tablecloth.
Step 10: Go to “View Meal Table” or “View Ingredients” to click “Go To Checkout”.
Repeat steps 4 to 6 and click “Go To Feedback”.
Step 11: You are now at the feedback questions. Please indicate in the comments
section whether you are a web developer or usability consultant apart from your other
comments. Complete the questions and click “Please submit your response”. “After
submitting your response, please scroll down and click on the link to go to the second
web site”. Click on the link “Please click here to go to the second web site.” Repeat
steps 1 to 11 for the second web site.
Step 12: You have now completed the research project. “Thank you for your
participation. Have a nice day!”.
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Appendix 9B
Chinese Participants
This web site aims at collecting specific data for this research project and includes
ONLY specific aspects of an active web site. There are TWO versions of this web site
to visit. Please make up booking and payment details but retain the actual format of the
booking details for example, telephone number format with ‘9’ as the prefix in the 8digit telephone number in Perth, Western Australia.
Please complete the following tasks:Step 1: Go to “Explore Set Menu” or “Search” to see what is on the menu.
Step 2: Go to “Order Set Menu” to start making an order.
Step 3: Click “Add To Trolley” to add ONE item and click “Save” after adding the
item. Note: Remember to save after adding the item.
Step 4: Click “Go To Checkout” and type Booking details. Note: Please make up the
details but retain the actual format. For example, telephone number format with
‘9’ as the prefix in the 8-digit telephone number in Perth, Western Australia.
Step 5: Click “Make An Order” and type Payment details. Note: Please make up the
credit card details because this is a mock-up web site.
Step 6: Click “Settle Payment” followed by “Go To Creation”.
Step 7: You are now at the Home Page again. Go to “Order Make-A-Meal” under
“Creation”.
Step 8: Click “Add To Table” to add TWO items to create a meal and click “Save” after
adding each item. Note: Remember to save after adding each item.
Step 9: Click “Add To Table” to add ONE tablecloth and click “Save” after adding the
tablecloth. Note: Remember to save after adding the tablecloth.
Step 10: Go to “View Meal Table” or “View Ingredients” to click “Go To Checkout”.
Repeat steps 4 to 6 and click “Go To Feedback”.
Step 11: You are now at the feedback questions. Please indicate in the comments
section whether you are a web developer or usability consultant apart from your other
comments. Complete the questions and click “Please submit your response”. “After
submitting your response, please scroll down and click on the link to go to the second
web site”. Click on the link “Please click here to go to the second web site.” Repeat
steps 1 to 11 for the second web site.
Step 12: You have now completed the research project. “Thank you for your
participation. Have a nice day!”.
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Appendix 9C
Participants of Other Nationalities
This web site aims at collecting specific data for this research project and includes
ONLY specific aspects of an active web site. There are TWO versions of this web site
to visit. Please make up booking and payment details but retain the actual format of the
booking details for example, telephone number format with ‘9’ as the prefix in the 8digit telephone number in Perth, Western Australia.
Please complete the following tasks:Step 1: Go to “Explore Set Menu” or “Search” to see what is on the menu.
Step 2: Go to “Order Set Menu” to start making an order.
Step 3: Click “Add To Trolley” to add ONE item and click “Save” after adding the
item. Note: Remember to save after adding the item.
Step 4: Click “Go To Checkout” and type Booking details. Note: Please make up the
details but retain the actual format. For example, telephone number format with
‘9’ as the prefix in the 8-digit telephone number in Perth, Western Australia.
Step 5: Click “Make A Reservation” and type Payment details. Note: Please make up
the credit card details because this is a mock-up web site.
Step 6: Click “Get Check” followed by “Go To Creation”.
Step 7: You are now at the Home Page again. Go to “Order Make-A-Meal” under
“Creation”.
Step 8: Click “Add To Table” to add TWO items to create a meal and click “Save” after
adding each item. Note: Remember to save after adding each item.
Step 9: Click “Add To Table” to add ONE tablecloth and click “Save” after adding the
tablecloth. Note: Remember to save after adding the tablecloth.
Step 10: Go to “View Meal Table” or “View Ingredients” to click “Go To Checkout”.
Repeat steps 4 to 6 and click “Go To Feedback”.
Step 11: You are now at the feedback questions. Please indicate in the comments
section whether you are a web developer or usability consultant apart from your other
comments. Complete the questions and click “Please submit your response”. “After
submitting your response, please scroll down and click on the link to go to the second
web site”. Click on the link “Please click here to go to the second web site.” Repeat
steps 1 to 11 for the second web site.
Step 12: You have now completed the research project. “Thank you for your
participation. Have a nice day!”.
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Appendix 10A
Qualitative and Quantitative Analyses (Pilot Study)
10A.1 – Group 1 (Australian)
Group 1 participants visited the Australian and International web site versions. The
main comments from this group’s responses to the open-ended survey question and
post-experiment interview questions on the web sites are shown in Tables 10A.1a10A.1d.

Table 10A.1a Comments from open-ended survey question by Group 1 (Australian)
participants (Australian Web Site Version)
Positive Comments

%

Neutral Comments

%

Negative Comments

No real idea of the
two versions

7

There is insufficient
instruction on what to do
next

43

%

Good website and a
useful tool in ordering
meals

21

Quite an innovative
application of the web

21

The web site navigation
is poor

43

Simple and easy to
follow

7

The menus were a little
frustrating

29

The blue colour chosen
makes you feel alive

7

Rather disjointed, messy
layout

29

There are numerous
terms on buttons that are
confusing

14

Table 10A.1b shows that more than half of this group of participants found the
Hypertext Links and Symbols on the Australian web site easy to understand but not as
easy when compared to the International web site (Table 10A.1d). Further, this group
provided no negative comments for the Language used on the Australian web site.
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Table 10A.1b Comments on web design items from post-experiment interview responses
by Group 1 (Australian) participants (Australian Web Site Version)
Web Design Items

Positive Comments

%

D1. The navigation bar is
instructive in guiding me
to the information I need
in the web site.

Did what was intended

Negative Comments

%

21

Confusing

21

Straight forward

14

Not clear in direction

14

International site is
clearer
Home is much more
usual link

7

Not very obvious

36

Search tool not
needed
Didn't know what to
expect

21

The icons directed
me to actions that I
was not expecting
I didn't know what
was going to happen
before I pressed it
I noticed the buttons
were big and bulky

29

Well-laid out

14

D2. The hypertext links
are clear in directing me
to the information I need
in the web site.

Quite straight forward

36

Clear

14

Easy-to-understand

7

D3. The search tool is
helpful when finding
information I need in the
web site.

Beneficial

14

D4. The language used in
the web site facilitates
navigation through the
web site.

D5. The use of icons in
the web site is easy to
understand.

D6. The use of icons in
the web site brings about
expected actions.

D7. The ability to choose
colours to suit my
preference makes visiting
the web site a pleasant
experience.

D8. The use of symbols in
the web site assisted me
when completing the
tasks assigned.

Suitable for the general
public

29

Simple language

21

Easy to understand

14

Interesting dish names

7

Easy to follow

29

Easy to understand

21

Straight forward

21

Most buttons "Add",
"Checkout", etc buttons
fulfilled their expected
result
Makes surfing for
information more
pleasing to the eyes

21

Symbols made it
simpler so that
information do not need
to be specifically typed
out
The symbols in the
Australian website are
bigger and more visible
Image is better than
wording

36

29

21

Neutral Comments

Not much to say

Didn't use the
search tool

No real difference
between the two
versions

%

7

29

7

14

21

14

I didn't pay much
attention to them

7

7

I'm not particular in
colour

43

It was kinda of quirky

21

Not fussed either
way

7

Content and
functionality is more
important

14

No comment
Not really

7
29

The halal one was
difficult to decipher
on the Australian site

7

The vegetarian one
was nearly
impossible to read on
both sites

7

7
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Table 10A.1c Comments from open-ended survey question by Group 1 (Australian)
participants (International Web Site Version)
Positive Comments

%

Neutral Comments

%

Negative Comments

%

Prefer this version

29

Couldn't identify a
difference between the
two versions

14

36

A creative way to design a
website

14

There are numerous
terms on buttons that are
confusing
It was time consuming
Rather disjointed, messy
layout

21

The menus were a little
frustrating

14

29

Table 10A.1d shows that, for the International web site, more than three-quarters of
Group 1 participants found the Hypertext Links and Language used were helpful in
leading them to the information they required. Another factor that the table shows is that
this group of participants had no negative comments for the Language used. This
contrasts with responses to the open-ended survey question where there were more
negative than positive comments on the International web site (Table 10A.1c). However,
there were even more negative comments given on the Australian web site (Table
10A.1a).

Table 10A.1e shows the web task responses to web task items on the Australian and
International web site versions by Group 1 participants. This group made a variety of
meal choices on both web site versions. Blue was the most popular tablecloth colour
regardless of the web site versions. Participants responded more favourably to the Text
Elements on the Australian web site version.
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Table 10A.1d Comments on web design items from post-experiment interview responses
by Group 1 (Australian) participants (International Web Site Version)
Web Design Items

Positive Comments

D1. The navigation
bar is instructive in
guiding me to the
information I need
in the web site.
D2. The hypertext
links are clear in
directing me to the
information I need
in the web site.

Did what was intended

29

Straight forward

21

Well-laid out

14

Quite straight forward

29

Clear
Easy-to-understand
Very imaginative
International site is clearer
Beneficial

21
14
7
7
14

Most helpful

7

D3. The search
tool is helpful when
finding information
I need in the web
site.

D4. The language
used in the web
site facilitates
navigation through
the web site.

D5. The use of
icons in the web
site is easy to
understand.
D6. The use of
icons in the web
site brings about
expected actions.

%

Suitable for the general
public

36

Simple language

21

Easy to understand

14

Interesting dish names
Easy to follow

7
21

Better than AUS version

21

Pleasant to the eye
Most buttons "Add",
"Checkout", etc buttons
fulfilled their expected
result

21
36

D7. The ability to
choose colours to
suit my preference
makes visiting the
web site a pleasant
experience.

Makes surfing for
information more pleasing
to the eyes

36

D8. The use of
symbols in the web
site assisted me
when completing
the tasks assigned.

Symbols made it simpler
so that information do not
need to be specifically
typed out
The symbols in the
Australian website are
bigger and more visible

29

It helped a bit

14

21

Neutral Comments

%

Negative Comments

%

Confusing

14

Not much to say

7

Home is much more
usual link

7

Didn't use the search
tool

29

Not very obvious

29

Search tool not
needed
Didn't know what to
expect

29

Doesn't seem to be a
logical layout
Not many icons are
used in the website

14

The icons directed me
to actions that I was
not expecting

21

I didn't know what was
going to happen before
I pressed it
I personally (in real
situation) wouldn't like
making any transaction
over the net
It was kinda of quirky

14

Content and
functionality is more
important

14

The vegetarian one
was nearly impossible
to read on both sites

7

The halal one was
difficult to decipher on
the Australian site

7

No real difference
between the two
versions

14

21

I'm not particular in
colour

29

Not fussed either way

7

No comment
I don't think they actually
influenced any of my
choices though

7
21

7

7

21
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Table 10A.1e Responses to web task items by Group 1 (Australian) participants
Australian Web Site Version
Halal

43%

Vegetarian

57%

Meat
Red

International Web Site Version
Symbols
Halal

Vegetarian

43%
Tablecloth Colours
0%
Red

50%

36%

0%

Blue

50%

Blue

Yellow

14%

Yellow

21%

Green

7%

Green

0%

Orange

7%

Orange

0%

Pink

7%

Pink

7%

Purple

0%

Purple

0%

Brown

0%

Brown

7%

White

14%

White

21%

Grey

0%

Grey

0%

Black

0%

7%

First Name

Black
Name Formats
100%
Title

Middle Name

21%

Surname

100%

Last Name

100%

First Name

100%

Other Name

29%

Area Code

Preferred Name
Telephone Number Formats
93%
Country Code

Phone Number

100%

dd:mm:yy

Telephone Number
Date and Time Formats
71%
mm:dd:yy

12-hour clock

Area Code

43%

100%

71%
79%
86%
100%
50%

0%

House/Unit/Building Number

64%
12-hour clock
Address Formats
100%
House/Unit/Building Number

Street

100%

Street

100%

Suburb

100%

Town/Suburb

100%

City

93%

City

86%

State

100%

State/Province

100%

Postcode

100%

Country

93%

g (grams)

AUD

Postcode/Zip Code
Units of Measure
100%
lbs/oz (pounds/ounces)
Number and Currency Formats
100%
USD

100%

100%
100%

100%

In Table 10A.2, proportions and means are derived from responses to the closed-ended
survey questions during the experiment by Group 1 participants. The mean values of
web design items are collapsed from a 7 point scale to a 3 point scale, namely, Disagree
(D = 1), Neutral (N = 2) and Agree (A = 3). This reduction is for the ease of data
analysis, since participant numbers are low.
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Table 10A.2 Comparison of proportions and means of responses to close-ended survey
questions between Australian and International Web Site Versions (Group 1 –
Australian participants)
Web Design Items

Australian Web Site Version

International Web Site Version

A

N

D

Means

A

N

D

Means

D1. The navigation bar is
instructive in guiding me to the
information I need in the web site.

64%

14%

21%

2.43

86%

7%

7%

2.79

D2. The hypertext links are clear
in directing me to the information I
need in the web site.

71%

14%

14%

2.57

86%

7%

7%

2.79

D3. The search tool is helpful
when finding information I need in
the web site.

29%

57%

14%

2.14

36%

50%

14%

2.21

D4. The language used in the web
site facilitates navigation through
the web site.

93%

0%

7%

2.86

93%

0%

7%

2.86

D5. The use of icons in the web
site is easy to understand.

79%

14%

7%

2.71

86%

7%

7%

2.79

D6. The use of icons in the web
site brings about expected actions.

79%

14%

7%

2.71

71%

14%

14%

2.57

71%

21%

7%

2.64

71%

21%

7%

2.64

64%

7%

29%

2.36

71%

21%

7%

2.64

D7. The ability to choose colours
to suit my preference makes
visiting the web site a pleasant
experience.
D8. The use of symbols in the web
site assisted me when completing
the tasks assigned.

A = Agree; N = Neutral; D = Disagree

Overall, Group 1 participants generally gave a higher rating to the International web site
than the Australian web site, particularly for item D1 (64% Australian; 86%
International). The only item that was given a higher rating in the Australian web site
was D6 (79% Australian; 71% International).

10A.2 – Group 2 (Chinese)
Group 2 participants visited the Chinese and International web site versions. In Tables
10A.3a-10A.3d, the key comments from this group’s responses to the open-ended
survey question and post-experiment interview questions on the web site are shown.
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Table 10A.3a Comments from open-ended survey question by Group 2 (Chinese)
participants (Chinese Web Site Version)
Positive Comments

%

Negative Comments

%

Very nice design

67

Not what people expect nowadays

33

Clear and useful

22

Lack of consistency

22

The web link is very clear

22

11

The symbols and icons brought me
about expected actions

11

Some Chinese words - not very
meaningful
For Chinese, dark red should be more
nice

11

This group of participants found the Navigation Bar on the Chinese web site instructive.
They also gave no negative comments for Hypertext Links, Icons and Actions on the
Chinese web site (Table 10A.3b).

Table 10A.3b Comments on web design items from post-experiment interview responses
by Group 2 (Chinese) participants (Chinese Web Site Version)
Web Design Items
D1. The navigation
bar is instructive in
guiding me to the
information I need in
the web site.
D2. The hypertext
links are clear in
directing me to the
information I need in
the web site.
D3. The search tool is
helpful when finding
information I need in
the web site.
D4. The language
used in the web site
facilitates navigation
through the web site.
D5. The use of icons
in the web site is easy
to understand.

D6. The use of icons
in the web site brings
about expected
actions.
D7. The ability to
choose colours to suit
my preference makes
visiting the web site a
pleasant experience.
D8. The use of
symbols in the web
site assisted me when
completing the tasks
assigned.

Positive Comments
Very instructive
Fair enough
Helpful
Very clear
Quite easy to use
Clear
Fair enough
Some images and icons
are very nice

%
44
44
22
22
11
44
22
11

Neutral Comments

%

N/C

11

It is helpful
Very nice

22
22

Never use
No comments for
search tools

22
0

Fair enough

33

Very clear

22

The icons are nice

33

Easy to understand
Quite easy to
understand
It brings expected
actions

22
11
44

I did not really pay
attention to them
N/C

11

11

%

A bit difficult

22

Some Chinese words
may improve

22

In China, they normally
use dark red, or dark
green for restaurant

11

Sometimes may lost
some tasks

11

11

It is a pleasant
experience

33

I did not really pay
attention to them
Not many icons to
comment
N/C
No comments

Fairly good

22

Never use it

11

Assisted me to
complete the task
Quite useful to assist
me to complete the
tasks

33

I did not really pay
attention to them
N/C

11

11

Negative Comments

11

0
22

11
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Table 10A.3c Comments from open-ended survey question by Group 2 (Chinese)
participants (International Web Site Version)
Positive Comments
Very clear and nice

%
56

Negative Comments
Not what people expect nowadays

%
33

The website is very easy to use

33

Lack of consistency
For Chinese, dark red should be more
nice

22
11

Table 10A.3d shows that Group 2 participants found the Navigation Bar on the
International web site instructive. The only negative feedback on this web site from this
group was about Symbols because some participants in the group commented that they
were “getting lost”. Similarly, there were more positive comments given in the openended survey (Table 10A.3c) on the International web site. However, there were even
more positive comments provided on the Chinese web site (Table 10A.3a).

In Table 10A.3e, the web task responses to web task items on the Chinese and
International web site versions by Group 2 participants are shown. This group generally
preferred a vegetarian diet on the Chinese web site. Blue was the most popular
tablecloth colour regardless of the web site versions. This group responded more
positively in terms of Text Elements on the Chinese web site version.
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Table 10A.3d Comments on web design items from post-experiment interview responses
by Group 2 (Chinese) participants (International Web Site Version)
Web Design Items
D1. The navigation bar
is instructive in guiding
me to the information I
need in the web site.
D2. The hypertext links
are clear in directing
me to the information I
need in the web site.
D3. The search tool is
helpful when finding
information I need in
the web site.
D4. The language used
in the web site
facilitates navigation
through the web site.
D5. The use of icons in
the web site is easy to
understand.
D6. The use of icons in
the web site brings
about expected actions.

D7. The ability to
choose colours to suit
my preference makes
visiting the web site a
pleasant experience.
D8. The use of symbols
in the web site assisted
me when completing
the tasks assigned.

Positive Comments
Very instructive
Fair enough
Very clear
Useful
Clear
Fair enough
Some images and icons
are very nice
It is helpful
2nd time when I login, I
found it’s ok
Very nice
Very clear
Fair enough
Clear

%
44
33
22
11
44
33
11

The icons are nice

33

Easy to understand
Quite easy to understand
It brings expected actions

22
11
44

It is a pleasant
experience
Fairly good

Assisted me to complete
the task
Quite useful to assist me
to complete the tasks

Neutral Comments

%

N/C

11

Never use
No comments for
search tools

22
0

I did not really pay
attention to them
N/C

11

11

33

Not many icons to
comment
I did not really pay
attention to them
N/C
No comments

22

Never use it

11

33

I did not really pay
attention to them
N/C

11

22
22

Negative Comments

%

Sometimes may lost
some tasks

11

22
33
33
11

11

11

11
0
33

11
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Table 10A.3e Responses to web task items by Group 2 (Chinese) participants
Chinese Web Site Version

International Web Site Version
Symbols

Vegetarian

78%

Beef

Halal

56%

Red

22%
Vegetarian
Tablecloth Colours
11%
Red

Blue

33%

Blue

22%

Yellow

0%

Yellow

0%

Green

11%

Green

11%

Orange

11%

Orange

11%

Pink

11%

Pink

11%

Purple

0%

Purple

11%

Brown

0%

Brown

0%

White

11%

White

11%

Grey

0%

Grey

0%

Black

0%

Black

0%

Surname

Name Formats
100%

Title

89%

Given Name

100%

Surname

100%

Given Name

11%

First Name

100%

Other Name

11%

City Code

Preferred Name
Telephone Number Formats
89%
Country Code

Telephone Number

100%

yyyy:mm:dd

Telephone Number
Date and Time Formats
100%
mm:dd:yy

24-hour clock

Area Code

56%
11%

0%
100%
56%
100%

78%

100%

Province

89%
12-hour clock
Address Formats
100%
House/Unit/Building
Number
100%
Street

City

100%

Town/Suburb

22%

Street

89%

City

100%

Unit/Building Name

33%

State/Province

100%

House/Room Number

100%

Country

100%

Country

Postcode
g (grams)
RMB

100%
Postcode/Zip Code
Units of Measure
100%
lbs/oz (pounds/ounces)
Number and Currency Formats
100%
USD

0%

89%

100%
100%
100%

In Table 10A.4, proportions and means are derived from responses to the closed-ended
survey questions during the experiment by Group 2 participants. Similar to Table
10A.1, the mean values of web design items are collapsed from a 7 point scale to a 3
point scale for the ease of data analysis.
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Table 10A.4 Comparison of proportions and means of responses to close-ended survey
questions between Chinese and International Web Site Versions (Group 2 – Chinese
participants)
Chinese Web Site Version

Web Design Items
D1. The navigation bar is
instructive in guiding me to the
information I need in the web
site.
D2. The hypertext links are
clear in directing me to the
information I need in the web
site.
D3. The search tool is helpful
when finding information I
need in the web site.
D4. The language used in the
web site facilitates navigation
through the web site.
D5. The use of icons in the
web site is easy to
understand.
D6. The use of icons in the
web site brings about
expected actions.

D7. The ability to choose
colours to suit my preference
makes visiting the web site a
pleasant experience.

International Web Site Version

A

N

D

Means

A

N

D

Means

100%

0%

0%

3.00

78%

22%

0%

2.78

89%

11%

0%

2.89

89%

11%

0%

2.89

89%

11%

0%

2.89

100%

0%

0%

3.00

89%

11%

0%

2.89

89%

11%

0%

2.89

89%

11%

0%

2.89

100%

0%

0%

3.00

89%

11%

0%

2.89

100%

0%

0%

3.00

78%

22%

0%

2.78

100%

0%

0%

3.00

0%

0%

3.00

100%

0%

0%

3.00

D8. The use of symbols in the
web site assisted me when
100%
completing the tasks
assigned.
A = Agree; N = Neutral; D = Disagree

For Group 2 participants, there was a slightly higher rating given overall for the
International web site except for item D1 (100% Chinese; 78% International).

10A.3 – Group 3 (International)
Group 3 participants visited the International web site and the Australian web site
versions. Tables 10A.5a-10A.5d show the main comments from this group’s responses
to the open-ended survey question and post-experiment interview questions on the web
sites.
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Table 10A.5a Comments from open-ended survey question by Group 3 (International)
participants (International Web Site Version)
Positive Comments

%

Neutral Comments

%

Negative Comments

%

Overall, the web design
is attractive and unique
as it allows customer to
customize their meals

67

I didn't notice any
difference between
the 2 websites

17

The whole site was fairly
cumbersome to use

67

Easy to use

50
Too many paths you
could take through the
website

17

Table 10A.5b shows that, apart from the Search Tool, these participants provided more
positive comments. There were no negative comments about the Language and Symbols.

Table 10A.5b Comments on web design items from post-experiment interview responses
by Group 3 (International) participants (International Web Site Version)
Web Design Items
D1. The navigation bar
is instructive in guiding
me to the information I
need in the web site.
D2. The hypertext links
are clear in directing
me to the information I
need in the web site.
D3. The search tool is
helpful when finding
information I need in
the web site.
D4. The language used
in the web site
facilitates navigation
through the web site.

D5. The use of icons in
the web site is easy to
understand.

D6. The use of icons in
the web site brings
about expected actions.
D7. The ability to
choose colours to suit
my preference makes
visiting the web site a
pleasant experience.
D8. The use of symbols
in the web site assisted
me when completing
the tasks assigned.

Positive Comments
Easy to use

%
33

Visible
Easy to understand
Easy to use

17
17
33

A little

17

The language was
concise and clear
Very clear
Interesting dish names

17
17

It is fairly clear
Easy to understand

17
33

The icons were clearly
labelled
Yes, for all the icons
except the save button

17

Nice

33

Yes, like the colours
The symbols were
informative to a small
extent

17
17

Neutral Comments

%

Negative Comments
Could be more
intuitive

%
33

Not really

0

Don't generally like
to use

17

Did not use

67

Used the menu instead
Not really

17
0

More definition for
icons in terms of
sequence

17

Frustrated

17

No, I look for
convenience and
ease of use in a
website

17

33

17

I was not aware this
was possible

17

I'm not sure if they
helped me complete the
task

33
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Table 10A.5c Comments from open-ended survey question by Group 3 (International)
participants (Australian Web Site Version)
Positive Comments

%

Neutral Comments

%

Negative Comments

%

Easier to use

67

I didn’t notice any difference
between the 2 websites

33

17

Better interface this time

33

Offers too many options
to the user
Still feel there is a lack of
navigation buttons once
you have got into the
menu creation

Lots of choices to cater for
any taste
Notice More symbols used
here

33

17

17

Table 10A.5d shows that Group 3 participants provided similar comments on the
International web site to the Australian web site; that is, comments were mostly positive
with the exception of those about the Search Tool. Besides Language and Symbols,
there were also no negative comments given about the Navigation Bar.

Table 10A.5e indicates the web task responses to web task items on the International
web site and the Australian web site versions by Group 3 participants. This group of
participants generally preferred a Halal diet on the Australian web site. Red was the
most popular tablecloth colour for the International web site, whereas purple and white
were more popular on the Australian web site. Generally, participants responded more
to the Text Elements on the Australian web site, although more responded to “Other
Name” and “Preferred Name” on the International web site.
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Table 10A.5d Comments on web design items from post-experiment interview responses
by Group 3 (International) participants (Australian Web Site Version)
Web Design
Items
D1. The
navigation bar is
instructive in
guiding me to
the information I
need in the web
site.
D2. The
hypertext links
are clear in
directing me to
the information I
need in the web
site.
D3. The search
tool is helpful
when finding
information I
need in the web
site.
D4. The
language used
in the web site
facilitates
navigation
through the web
site.
D5. The use of
icons in the web
site is easy to
understand.
D6. The use of
icons in the web
site brings
about expected
actions.
D7. The ability
to choose
colours to suit
my preference
makes visiting
the web site a
pleasant
experience.
D8. The use of
symbols in the
web site
assisted me
when
completing the
tasks assigned.

Positive Comments

%

Easy to use
Easy to understand
Visible

33
17
17

Easy to use

33

A little

17

The language was
concise and clear

33

Interesting dish names

17

Very clear

17

Easy to understand

33

The icons were clearly
labelled
Notice the difference in
icons compared to the
first web site
Yes, for all the icons
except the save button
Nice

17

Yes, like the colours

17

Notice the difference in
symbols compared to the
first web site
The symbols were
informative to a small
extent

17

Neutral Comments

%

Negative Comments

%

Not really

0

Don’t generally like to
use

17

Did not use
Used the menu
instead

67
17

Not really

0

More definition for icons
in terms of sequence

17

Frustrated

17

No, I look for
convenience and ease
of use in a website
I still do not know how to
do this

17

17

17
33

I’m not sure if they
helped me complete
the task

17

33

17
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Table 10A.5e Responses to web task items by Group 3 (International) participants
Halal

International Web Site Version
Symbols
50%

Vegetarian

Red

33%
Tablecloth Colours
50%

Australian Web Site Version
Halal

100%

Vegetarian

33%

Meat

83%

Red

17%

Blue

0%

Blue

0%

Yellow

17%

Yellow

0%

Green

0%

Green

0%

Orange

0%

Orange

0%

Pink

0%

Pink

0%

Purple

17%

Purple

33%

Brown

0%

Brown

0%

White

0%

White

33%

Grey

0%

Grey

0%

Black

Black

17%

Title

17%
Name Formats
83%

First Name

100%

Surname

100%

Middle Name

17%

First Name

100%

Last Name

100%

Other Name

33%

Area Code

83%

Phone Number

83%

dd:mm:yy

67%

12-hour clock

50%
100%

Preferred Name
Country Code
Area Code
Telephone Number
mm:dd:yy
12-hour clock
House/Unit/Building Number

67%
Telephone Number Formats
83%
50%
83%
Date and Time Formats
17%
0%
Address Formats
100%

Street

100%

House/Unit/Building
Number
Street

Town/Suburb

33%

Suburb

50%

City

100%

City

100%

State/Province

100%

State

100%

Country

83%

Postcode

100%

100%
Units of Measure
100%
g (grams)
Number and Currency Formats
100%
AUD

100%

Postcode/Zip Code
lbs/oz (pounds/ounces)
USD

100%

100%

In Table 10A.6, proportions and means are derived from responses to the closed-ended
survey questions during the experiment by Group 3 participants. Similar to Tables
10A.2 and 10A.4, the mean values of web design items are collapsed from a 7 point
scale to a 3 point scale for the ease of data analysis.
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Table 10A.6 Comparison of proportions and means of responses to close-ended survey
questions between International and Australian Web Site Versions (Group 3 –
International participants)
International Web Site Version

Web Design Items

Australian Web Site Version

A

N

D

Means

A

N

D

Means

100%

0%

0%

3.00

100%

0%

0%

3.00

67%

0%

33%

2.33

83%

0%

17%

2.67

67%

17%

17%

2.50

67%

33%

0%

2.67

100%

0%

0%

3.00

100%

0%

0%

3.00

D5. The use of icons in the web
site is easy to understand.

100%

0%

0%

3.00

50%

50%

0%

2.50

D6. The use of icons in the web
site brings about expected
actions.

67%

17%

17%

2.50

67%

0%

33%

2.33

67%

17%

17%

2.50

67%

17%

17%

2.50

83%

17%

0%

2.83

83%

0%

17%

2.67

D1. The navigation bar is
instructive in guiding me to the
information I need in the web
site.
D2. The hypertext links are
clear in directing me to the
information I need in the web
site.
D3. The search tool is helpful
when finding information I need
in the web site.
D4. The language used in the
web site facilitates navigation
through the web site.

D7. The ability to choose
colours to suit my preference
makes visiting the web site a
pleasant experience.
D8. The use of symbols in the
web site assisted me when
completing the tasks assigned.
A = Agree; N = Neutral; D = Disagree

For most of the items, there are no differences between the International and Australian
web sites for Group 3 participants. However, they gave a higher rating to item D2 in the
Australian web site (67% International; 83% Australian), and they found item D5 easier
to use in the International web site (100% International; 50% Australian).

10A.4 Paired t-test for Responses to Web Design Items
The comparison of paired t-test values of web design items for the Australian, Chinese
and International web site versions is displayed in Table 10A.7. This test was chosen to
compare the means of items for the web site versions visited by each of the three groups.
Group 1 (Australian) compares the means of web design items between the Australian
and International web site versions. Similar comparisons for Group 2 (Chinese) and
Group 3 (International) were conducted. None of the web design items was significant
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at the 0.05 level. This is probably due, at least in part, to the low number of participants
in this pilot study.

Table 10A.7 Comparison of paired t-test values of responses to close-ended survey
questions for Australian, Chinese and International Web Site Versions for each group
Group 1
(Australian)
Australian and
International Web
Site Versions

Group 2
(Chinese)
Chinese and
International
Web Site
Versions

Group 3
(International)
International
and Australian
Web Site
Versions

0.136

0.169

n.s.

0.189

1.000

0.363

0.720

0.347

0.695

1.000

n.s.

n.s.

0.775

0.347

0.076

0.635

0.347

0.363

1.000

0.169

n.s.

0.336

n.s.

0.363

Web Design Items

D1. The navigation bar is instructive in guiding me to the
information I need in the web site.
D2. The hypertext links are clear in directing me to the
information I need in the web site.
D3. The search tool is helpful when finding information I
need in the web site.
D4. The language used in the web site facilitates
navigation through the web site.
D5. The use of icons in the web site is easy to
understand.
D6. The use of icons in the web site brings about
expected actions.
D7. The ability to choose colours to suit my preference
makes visiting the web site a pleasant experience.
D8. The use of symbols in the web site assisted me
when completing the tasks assigned.

10A.5 Summary of Further Statistical Analysis and Discussion of Results in the
Context of Hypotheses
This section provides a brief summary of the results (see also Tables 10B.1-10B.9).

The chi-square analysis indicated that none of the web design elements for Mother
Tongue is significant (p <0.05) for all three web site versions (Table 10B.2). However,
from the comparison using paired t-test which includes both the qualitative and
quantitative data analyses, the overall impact of Mother Tongue on web design and
usability of the Localised and Internationalised versions of the web site showed
significant differences for all three groups of participants, in the direction of the
Internationalised versions of the web site for Group 1 (Australian) participants and
Group 2 (Chinese) participants, but in the direction of the International web site version
for Group 3 (International) participants (Table 10B.5). Thus, H4 and H5 are not
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supported because the Internationalised versions are favoured, while H6 is supported
because the International web site version is favoured.

Although the associations between Religion and web design elements (Colours and
Icons) are significant (p < 0.05) for the Localised version of the web site for Group 1
(Australian) participants and the International web site version for Group 3
(International) participants respectively (Table 10B.2), the overall impact measured by
paired t-test (qualitative and quantitative data analyses) shows that there is no potential
relationship between religion of the user and usability of a web site because there are no
significant differences (p < 0.05) for all three groups of participants (Table 10B.6).
Therefore, H7 is not supported.

Although none of the associations between Dominant Culture and the web design
elements are significant (p < 0.05) for the Localised version and Internationalised
version of the web site for Group 1 (Australian) participants and Group 3 (International)
participants, there is a significant (p < 0.05) association between Dominant Culture and
Search Tool on the Localised version of the web site for Group 2 (Chinese) participants
(Table 10B.2). However, the general impact measured by paired t-test (qualitative and
quantitative data analyses) shows that there are no significant differences (p< 0.05) for
all three groups of participants in terms of the overall impact of Dominant Culture on
web design and usability of the Localised and Internationalised versions of the web site
(Table 10B.7). As a result, H8, H9 and H10 are not supported.

Table 10B.3 shows that there is significance for the association between Overall Culture
and Search Tool on the Localised version of the web site for Group 2 (Chinese)
participants. However, there is no significance for the association between Overall
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Culture and web design elements (Colours, Navigation Bar, Hypertext Links and Search
Tool) on the Localised version and Internationalised version of the web site for Group 1
(Australian) participants and Group 3 (International) participants. More positive
responses were given to the Internationalised versions of the web site for Group 1
(Australian) participants and Group 2 (Chinese) participants, and the Australian web
site version for Group 3 (International) participants (Tables 10A.1a-d, Table 10A.2,
Tables 10A.3a-d, Table 10A.4, Tables 10A.5a-d, Table 10A.6, Table 4.8a and Table
4.8b). This could be because all three groups of participants may be experienced and
heavy users of the web (Table 4.1a and Table 4.1b). However, Table 10B.8 indicates
that there is a significance difference between the overall impact of Culture on web
design and usability of the Localised version and Internationalised version of the web
site for Group 1 (Australian) participants and Group 2 (Chinese) participants in the
direction of the Internationalised versions but no significant difference between the
same versions for Group 3 (International) participants (qualitative and quantitative data
analyses using paired t-test). Hence, H11 and H12 are not supported because the
Internationalised versions are favoured, while H13 is not supported because the
International web site version is not significantly favoured, which also means that the
general hypotheses H1, H2 and H3 are not supported.

The hypotheses supported are summarised in Table 10B.9 (Appendix 10B). None of the
general hypotheses (H1, H2 and H3) and one of the specific alternative hypotheses (H6)
is supported in the direction of the alternative hypothesis (Ha) because the association is
significant. However, these results are indicative only because of the small (and uneven)
number of participants in each group.
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Appendix 10B
Additional Statistical Analyses (Pilot Study)
This appendix covers the quantitative results and discussion from the pilot study which
consisted of a small number of participants (29). The pilot study aimed at testing the
material, procedures and analysis techniques to be used in the main study.

10B.1 Additional Statistical Analysis
As described in Table 3.1, the first web site visited by the participants was the localised
version of the web site and the second web site was the internationalised version of the
web site. The chi-square and paired t-test results reported in the following sections are
after the reduction and integration of data. These analyses are carried out to test if the
localised version of the web site is more usable for the particular groups (Group 1
(Australian), Group 2 (Chinese), Group 3 (International)) as compared to the
internationalised version of the web site.

10B.1.1 Measure of Variable Independence for Demographic Factors, Mother Tongue,
Religion, Dominant Culture and Overall Culture (Chi-square Analysis)
Chi-square analysis calculates ratios of observed and expected distributions and tests for
variable independence. A reduction of data complexity was performed as previously
described and the integrated categories were analysed.

A chi-square analysis was carried out to test whether the observed distribution (data
collected from experiment) differs from the expected one and to test for variable
independence of the demographic factors (Gender, Standard of English, Mother
Tongue, Religion, Dominant Culture and Overall Culture) with the web design items of
Navigation Bar, Hypertext Links, Search Tool, Icons, Colours and Symbols.
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Group 1 (Australian) compares the association between each demographic factor and
the usability assessments of the web design items for both the Australian (first web site)
and International (second web site) web site versions. Similar associations were carried
out for Group 2 (Chinese) and Group 3 (International).

A chi-square analysis indicated that Standard of English and Gender have no significant
association with the usability assessments of the Hypertext Links, Search Tool,
Language, Actions, Colours and Symbols, i.e. no difference between the observed (data
collected from experiment) and expected distribution on both the localised and
internationalised versions of the web site for the pilot study data set for each group.
Table 10B.1 shows only the significant associations. These significant associations are
between Standard of English and Icons (D5) on the internationalised version of the web
site for Group 1 (Australian) participants, and Gender and Navigation Bar (D1) on the
internationalised version of the web site for Group 2 (Chinese) participants at a
significance level of 0.05.

Table 10B.1 Chi-square analysis of demographic factors and web design items
Demographic
Factors

Web Design Items

Groups (Web Site
Versions)

Chi

df

Sig

Standard of English

Icons (D5)

Aus (Int Web Site)

14.350

4

.006*

Chi (Int Web Site)

5.143

1

.023*

Gender
Navigation Bar (D1)
* = Significant association

A chi-square statistical test also revealed that the Mother Tongue has no significant
association with the usability assessments of the Navigation Bar, Hypertext Links,
Search Tool, Icons, Colours and Symbols, i.e. no difference between the observed (data
collected from experiment) and expected distribution on both the localised and
internationalised versions of the web site for the pilot study data set for each group.
Table 10B.2 presents only the significant associations. They are the association between
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Religion and Colours (D7) (Chi (6) = 14.047 p < 0.05 Sig = 0.029) on the localised
version of the web site for Group 1 (Australian), the association between Religion and
Icons (D5, D6) (Chi (4) = 12.000 p < 0.05 Sig = 0.017) on the International web site
version for Group 3 (International), and the association between Dominant Culture and
Search Tool (D3) (Chi (2) = 9.000 p < 0.05 Sig = 0.011) on the localised version of the
web site for Group 2 (Chinese) at a significance level of 0.05.

Table 10B.2 Chi-square analysis of demographic factors and web design elements
Demographic
Factors
Religion

Web Design Elements
Colours

Groups (Web Site
Versions)
Aus (Aus Web Site)

Icons

Int (Int Web Site)

Dominant Culture

Search Tool

Chi (Chi Web Site)

Chi

df

Sig

14.047

6

.029*

12.000

4

.017*

9.000

2

.011*

* = Significant association

Similarly, Table 10B.3 indicates that Overall Culture (Dominant Culture, Mother
Tongue, Religion) has no significant association with the usability assessments of the
Colours, Hypertext Links, Navigation Bar, Icons and Symbols, i.e. no difference
between the observed (data collected from experiment) and expected distribution on
both the localised and internationalised versions of the web site for the pilot study data
set for each group. This table displays only the significant association, which is between
Overall Culture and Search Tool (D3) on the localised version of the web site for Group
2 (Chinese) at a significance level of 0.05.

Table 10B.3 Chi-square analysis of Overall Culture and web design elements
Overall Culture (Dominant Culture, Mother Tongue, Religion)
Groups (Web Site
Web Design Elements
Versions)
Chi
Search Tool
Chi (Chi Web Site)
9.000
* = Significant association

df

Sig

2

.011*
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A chi-square analysis of Country and Religion (Table 10B.4) shows that they are not
associated with each other for each group. No figures were generated for the
International web site because the country responses given by Group 3 (International)
were constant.

Table 10B.4 Chi-square analysis of Country and Religion
The Association between Country and
Religion
Groups (Web Sites)

Chi

df

Sig

Australian

3.982

3

.263

Chinese

5.625

4

.229

nil

nil

nil

International
* = Significant association

10B.1.2 Comparison between Localised Version and Internationalised Version of the
Web Site (Paired t-test)
A comparison of paired t-test values of web task items, web design items, open-ended
survey responses and post-experiment interview responses between the localised
version and internationalised version of the web site for Group 1 (Australian)
participants, Group 2 (Chinese) participants and Group 3 (International) participants is
displayed in Tables 10B.5, 10B.6, 10B.7 and 10B.8. This test was conducted to
compare the impact of Mother Tongue, Religion, Dominant Culture and Overall Culture
using a summary score of web task responses, web design responses and comments
related to each construct on the Localised version and Internationalised version of the
web site in terms of the difference in preference for each group of participants.

The impact of Mother Tongue showed significant results for all three groups of
participants. The impact of Overall Culture indicated significant results for Group 1
(Australian) participants and Group 2 (Chinese) participants (see Appendix 3C for how
means were derived from constructs). From the comparisons using paired t-test, the
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significant differences in the direction of the hypotheses supported are derived (see
Table 10B.9).

Table 10B.5 Impact of Mother Tongue on web site versions for each group
13

Sig. (2tailed)
.000*

-3.578

8

.007*

4.715

5

.005*

Groups

Web Site Versions

Australian

Australian and International

t
-10.693

Chinese

Chinese and International
International and Australian

International

df

* = Significant difference

Table 10B.6 Impact of Religion on web site versions for each group
Sig. (2tailed)

Groups

Web Site Versions

Australian

Australian and International

.465

13

.649

Chinese

Chinese and International

-1.180

8

.272

International

International and Australian

-1.936

5

.111

t

df

* = Significant difference

Table 10B.7 Impact of Dominant Culture on web site versions for each group
Sig. (2tailed)

Groups

Web Site Versions

Australian

Australian and International

-1.681

13

.117

Chinese

Chinese and International

-.359

8

.729

International

International and Australian

-1.000

5

.363

t

df

* = Significant difference

Table 10B.8 Impact of Overall Culture on web site versions for each group
Sig. (2tailed)

Groups

Web Site Versions

Australian

Australian and International

-3.554

13

.004*

Chinese

Chinese and International

-3.776

8

.005*

International

International and Australian

1.109

5

.318

t

df

* = Significant difference

10B.2 Discussion of Results in the Context of Hypotheses
This section encompasses the discussion of results in context of hypotheses which
continues from the previous section. This involves both quantitative and qualitative
results to determine the support of each hypothesis.

The pilot study results are discussed in the order of the general (H1, H2, H3) and specific
hypotheses (H4 - H13) for the web site versions (Australian, Chinese and International)
visited by each participant group, namely Group 1 (Australian) participants, Group 2
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(Chinese) participants and Group 3 (International) participants. A summary of results in
the context of these hypotheses is provided in Table 10B.9.

Table 10B.9 Summary of Hypotheses
Hypothesis
Number
H1

H2
H3

H4
H5
H6

H7

H8
H9
H10
H11

H12

H13

Hypothesis Description
An Australian (Localised) version of a web site is more usable than
an Internationalised version for Australian users.
A Chinese (Localised) version of a web site is more usable than an
Internationalised version for Chinese users.
An Internationalised version of a web site is more usable than an
Australian (Localised) version for users other than Australians and
Chinese.
A web site in Australian English is more usable to an Australian
user than a web site in International English.
A web site in Mandarin is more usable to a Chinese user than a
web site in International English.
A web site in International English is more usable to a nonAustralian user and a non-Chinese user than a web site in
Australian English.
There is a potential relationship between religion of the user and
usability of a web site (for example, a web site including an Islamic
religious Symbol is more usable to a Muslim user).
A web site which reflects Australian cultural items is more usable to
an Australian user than a web site which reflects International
cultural items.
A web site which reflects Chinese cultural items is more usable to a
Chinese user than a web site which reflects International cultural
items.
A web site which reflects International cultural items is more usable
to a person other than an Australian user and a Chinese user than a
web site which reflects Australian cultural items.
An Australian web site which uses a local version of web design,
text and web interface elements is more usable to an Australian
user than an International web site which uses International web
design, text and web interface elements.
A Chinese web site which uses a local version of web design, text
and web interface elements is more usable to a Chinese user than
an International web site which uses International web design, text
and web interface elements.
An International web site which uses an International version of web
design, text and web interface elements is more usable to an
International user than an Australian web site which uses local web
design, text and web interface elements.

Result
Not Supported

Not Supported
Not Supported

Not Supported
Not Supported
Supported

Not Supported

Not Supported

Not Supported

Not Supported

Not Supported

Not Supported

Not Supported

Hypothesis 1: An Australian (Localised) version of a web site is more usable than an
Internationalised version for Australian users.

A paired t-test indicated that there is a significant difference between the impact of a
summary score of all the web task responses, web design responses, open-ended survey
responses and post-experiment interview responses related to Overall Culture on the
localised version and internationalised version of the web site in the direction of the
International web site version (internationalised) for Australian users (Table 10B.8).
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Since the qualitative and quantitative data analyses are included in the measurement of
the general impact of Overall Culture on web design and usability of the web site for
Australian users, this paired t-test showed that an Australian (Localised) version of a
web site is not more usable than an Internationalised version for Australian users
because the internationalised version (International web site version) of the web site is
favoured by Australian users. Hypothesis H1 is not supported.

Hypothesis 2: A Chinese (Localised) version of a web site is more usable than an
Internationalised version for Chinese users.

Table 10B.8 shows that there is a significant difference between the impact of a
summary score of all the web task responses, web design responses, open-ended survey
responses and post-experiment interview responses related to Overall Culture on the
localised version and internationalised version of the web site in the direction of the
International web site version (internationalised) for Chinese users (paired t-test). The
overall impact of both the qualitative and quantitative data analyses through the paired
t-test indicated that a Chinese (Localised) version of a web site is not more usable than
an Internationalised version for Chinese users because the internationalised version
(International web site version) of the web site is favoured by Chinese users. Hypothesis
H2 is not supported.

Hypothesis 3: An Internationalised version of a web site is more usable than an
Australian (Localised) version for users other than Australians and Chinese.

A paired t-test showed that there is no significant difference between the impact of a
summary score of all the web task responses, web design responses, open-ended survey
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responses and post-experiment interview responses related to Overall Culture on the
localised version and internationalised version of the web site for International users
(Table 10B.8). The general impact measured by the qualitative and quantitative data
analyses involved in this paired t-test showed that an Internationalised version of a web
site is not more usable than an Australian (Localised) version for users other than
Australians and Chinese, although the International web site version is favoured by
International users. Hypothesis H3 is not supported.

Hypothesis 4: A web site in Australian English is more usable to an Australian user
than a web site in International English.

In Table 10A.1e, Group 1 (Australian) participants gave a higher rating to the Text
Elements on the Australian web site version (Localised). This means that the language
used on the Localised version of the web site was found easier to understand by this
group of participants.

Table 10A.7 shows that there is no significant difference between item D4 on the
Australian web site version (Localised) and International web site version
(Internationalised) at a significance level of 0.05. Table 10A.2 also shows that item D4
was equally favoured on both versions of the web site by Australian users. None of the
associations between Mother Tongue and web design elements is significant for the
Localised version and Internationalised version of the web site (p <0.05) for Australian
users (Table 10B.2). This explains that there is variable independence between Mother
Tongue and web design elements on both versions of the web site for Australian users.
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However, the paired t-test result in Table 10B.5 indicated that there is a significant
difference between the impact of a summary score of the web task responses and web
design responses related to Mother Tongue on the Australian and International web site
versions (Localised and Internationalised) in the direction of the International web site
version (Internationalised). The overall impact showed that a web site in Australian
English is not more usable than a web site in International English because the
Internationalised version (International web site version) of the web site is favoured by
Australian users. Hypothesis H4 is not supported.

Hypothesis 5: A web site in Mandarin is more usable to a Chinese user than a web site
in International English.

Group 2 (Chinese) participants gave a higher rating to the Text Elements on the Chinese
web site version (Localised) (Table 10A.3e). This explains that the language used on the
Localised version of the web site was found easier to use by this same group of
participants.

Table 10A.7 indicates that there is no significant difference between item D4 on the
Chinese web site version (Localised) and International web site version
(Internationalised) at a significance level of 0.05. Table 10A.4 also shows that item D4
was equally favoured on both versions of the web site by Chinese users. Again, none of
the associations between Mother Tongue and web design elements is significant for the
Localised version and Internationalised version of the web site (p <0.05) for Chinese
users (Table 10B.2). This shows that there is variable independence between Mother
Tongue and web design elements on both versions of the web site for Chinese users.
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Table 10B.5 indicates that there is a significant difference between the impact of a
summary score of the web task responses and web design responses related to Mother
Tongue on the Chinese and International web site versions (Localised and
Internationalised) in the direction of the International web site version
(Internationalised). The general impact measured shows that a web site in Mandarin is
not more usable than a web site in International English because the Internationalised
version (International web site version) of the web site is favoured by Chinese users.
Hypothesis H5 is not supported.

Hypothesis 6: A web site in International English is more usable to a non-Australian
user and a non-Chinese user than a web site in Australian English.

Group 3 (International) participants gave a higher rating to the Text Elements on the
Australian web site version except for “Other Name” and “Preferred Name” on the
International web site version (Table 10A.5e). This means that the language used on the
Australian web site version was found to be more straightforward by this group of
participants.

Table 10A.7 shows that there is no significant difference between item D4 on the
International web site version and Australian web site version at a significant level of
0.05. Table 10A.6 also shows that item D4 was equally favoured on both versions of the
web site by International users. None of the associations between Mother Tongue and
web design elements is significant for the Localised version and Internationalised
version of the web site (p <0.05) for International users (Table 10B.2). This means that
there is variable independence between Mother Tongue and web design elements on
both versions of the web site for International users.
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A paired t-test showed that there is a significant difference between the impact of a
summary score of the web task responses and web design responses related to Mother
Tongue on the International and Australian web site versions in the direction of the
International web site version (Table 10B.5). The overall impact indicated that a web
site in International English is more usable to a non-Australian user and a non-Chinese
user than a web site in Australian English because the International web site version is
favoured by International users. Hypothesis H6 is supported.

Hypothesis 7: There is a potential relationship between religion of the user and
usability of a web site (for example, a web site including an Islamic religious Symbol is
more usable to a Muslim user).

Table 10A.1e shows that Group 1 (Australian) participants provided a higher rating for
a vegetarian diet on the Australian web site version (Localised). This explains that the
vegetarian Symbol is more helpful in choosing vegetarian dishes on the Australian web
site version. This table also indicates that Group 1 (Australian) participants gave a
higher rating to the blue tablecloth colour on the Australian web site version and
International web site version (Localised and Internationalised). This means that this
same group of participants found the ability to choose Colours on both web site versions
equally effective.
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Table 10A.7 shows that there are no significant differences between items D5, D6, D7
and D8 on the Australian web site version (Localised) and International web site version
(Internationalised) at a significance level of 0.05. Table 10A.2 indicates that items D5
and D8 were favoured on the International web site version (Internationalised), whereas
item D6 was favoured on the Australian web site version (Localised).

Table 10B.2 indicates that there is a significant association between Religion and web
design elements (Colours) (p < 0.05) on the Localised version of the web site for
Australian users. This shows that there is variable dependence between Religion and
Colours on the Localised version of the web site for Australian users. Table 10B.4
shows that Country and Religion are not associated with each other for Group 1
(Australian) participants. This explains that the Country (Australia) where participants
spent most of their lives does not influence their religious beliefs.

Table 10A.3e indicates that Group 2 (Chinese) participants provided a higher rating for
a vegetarian diet on the Chinese web site version (Localised). This shows that the
vegetarian Symbol is more useful in selecting vegetarian dishes on the Chinese web site
version. The same table also indicates that the blue tablecloth colour was given a higher
rating on the Chinese web site version and International web site version (Localised and
Internationalised). This means that the ability to choose Colours on both the Localised
and Internationalised web site versions is just as helpful for Chinese users.

Table 10A.7 indicates that there are no significant differences between items D5, D6,
D7 and D8 on the Chinese web site version (Localised) and International web site
version (Internationalised) at a significance level of 0.05. Table 10A.4 shows that items
D5, D6 and D7 were favoured on the International web site version (Internationalised).
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None of the associations between Religion and web design elements on the Localised
and Internationalised versions of the web site is significant (p < 0.05) for Chinese users
(Table 10B.2). This indicates that there is variable independence between Religion and
web design elements on both versions of the web site for Chinese users. Table 10B.4
shows that Country and Religion of participants are not associated with each other for
Group 2 (Chinese) participants (chi-square analysis). This explains that the Country
(China) where participants spent most of their lives does not affect their religious
convictions.

Table 10A.5e indicates that Group 3 (International) participants provided a higher rating
for a Halal diet on the Australian web site version. This explains that the Halal Symbol
is more helpful in choosing Halal dishes on the Australian web site version. This table
also shows that the red tablecloth colour was given a higher rating on the International
web site version. However, the purple and white tablecloth colours were given a higher
rating on the Australian web site version. This reveals that the ability to choose Colours
on both the Localised and Internationalised web site versions is equally effective for
International users.

Table 10A.7 shows that there are no significant differences between items D5, D6, D7
and D8 on the International web site version and Australian web site version at a
significant level of 0.05. Table 10A.6 indicates that item D5 was favoured on the
International web site version.
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The association between Religion and web design elements (Icons) is significant (p <
0.05) for the International web site version for International users (Table 10B.2). This
indicates that there is variable dependence between Religion and Icons on the
International web site version for International users. Table 10B.4 shows that there is no
association between Country and Religion for Group 3 (International) participants (chisquare analysis). This indicates that the Country lived (nationalities other than Australia
and China) does not influence their religious inclinations.

In summary, there is support for the web task responses (Symbols) on the Localised
versions of the web site for Australian users and Chinese users respectively. However,
the overall impact of a summary score of the web task responses and web design
responses related to Religion measured by a paired t-test shows that there are no
significant differences for Group 1 (Australian) participants, Group 2 (Chinese)
participants and Group 3 (International) participants (p < 0.05) (Table 10B.6). This also
shows that there is no potential relationship between religion of the user and usability
of a web site because the Internationalised version (International web site version) of
the web site and the Australian web site version are favoured by Chinese users and
International users correspondingly. Hypothesis H7 is not supported.

Hypothesis 8: A web site which reflects Australian cultural items is more usable to an
Australian user than a web site which reflects International cultural items.

Table 10A.1e indicates that Group 1 (Australian) participants provided a higher rating
to the blue tablecloth colour on the Australian web site version and International web
site version (Localised and Internationalised). This means that this group of participants
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found the ability to choose Colours on both the Localised version and Internationalised
version of the web site just as useful.

Table 10A.7 shows that there are no significant differences between items D1, D2, D3
and D7 on the Australian web site version (Localised) and International web site version
(Internationalised) at a significance level of 0.05. Table 10A.2 indicates that items D1,
D2 and D3 were favoured on the International web site version (Internationalised).
None of the associations between Dominant Culture and web design elements is
significant for both the Localised and Internationalised versions of the web site (p
<0.05) for Australian users (Table 10B.2). This indicates that there is variable
independence between Dominant Culture and web design elements on both versions of
the web site for Australian users.

Correspondingly, the overall impact of a summary score of the web task responses and
web design responses related to Dominant Culture measured by a paired t-test indicates
that a web site which reflects Australian cultural items is not more usable to an
Australian user than a web site which reflects International cultural items because the
Internationalised version (International web site version) of the web site is favoured by
Australian users (Table 10B.7). Hypothesis H8 is not supported.

Hypothesis 9: A web site which reflects Chinese cultural items is more usable to a
Chinese user than a web site which reflects International cultural items.

Table 10A.3e shows that the blue tablecloth colour was given a higher rating on the
Chinese web site version and International web site version (Localised and
Internationalised). This explains that the ability to choose Colours on both the Localised
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version and Internationalised version of the web site is just as effective for Chinese
users.

Table 10A.7 indicates that there are no significant differences between items D1, D2,
D3 and D7 on the Chinese web site version (Localised) and International web site
version (Internationalised) at a significance level of 0.05. Table 10A.4 shows that item
D1 was favoured on the Chinese web site version (Localised) while items D3 and D7
were favoured on the International web site version (Internationalised). The association
between Dominant Culture and Search Tool on the Localised version of the web site is
significant (p <0.05) for Chinese users (Table 10B.2). This means that there is variable
dependence between Dominant Culture and Search Tool on the Localised version of the
web site for Chinese users.

However, the general impact of a summary score of the web task responses and web
design responses related to Dominant Culture measured by paired t-test shows that a
web site which reflects Chinese cultural items is not more usable to a Chinese user than
a web site which reflects International cultural items because the Internationalised
version (International web site version) of the web site is favoured by Chinese users
(Table 10B.7). Hypothesis H9 is not supported.
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Hypothesis 10: A web site which reflects International cultural items is more usable to a
person other than an Australian user and a Chinese user than a web site which reflects
Australian cultural items.

Table 10A.5e shows that the red tablecloth colour was given a higher rating on the
International web site version. However, the purple and white tablecloth colours were
given a higher rating on the Australian web site version. This means that the ability to
choose Colours on both the Localised version and Internationalised version of the web
site is equally useful for International users.

Table 10A.7 shows that there are no significant differences between items D1, D2, D3
and D7 on the International web site version and Australian web site version at a
significance level of 0.05. Table 10A.6 indicates that item D2 was favoured on the
Australian web site version. None of the associations between Dominant Culture and
web design elements on the Localised and Internationalised versions of the web site is
significant (p <0.05) for International users (Table 10B.2). This means that there is
variable independence between Dominant Culture and web design elements on both
versions of the web site for International users.

The overall impact of a summary score of the web task responses and web design
responses related to Dominant Culture measured by a paired t-test indicates that a web
site which reflects International cultural items is not more usable to a person other than
an Australian user and a Chinese user than a web site which reflects Australian cultural
items because the Australian web site version is favoured by International users (Table
10B.7). Hypothesis H10 is not supported.
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Hypothesis 11: An Australian web site which uses a local version of web design, text
and web interface elements is more usable to an Australian user than an International
web site which uses International web design, text and web interface elements.

Figure 4.1 shows that more participants preferred Australian English to Mandarin and
Other (International English), which explains the rationale for more responses to the
Text Elements, Web Interface Elements and Web Design Elements on the Australian
web site version than the Chinese web site version and International web site version.
This indicates that more participants found the Australian web site version usable. In
Table 10A.1e, Group 1 (Australian) participants provided a higher rating to the Text
Elements on the Australian web site version (Localised). This also shows that this group
of participants found the language used on the Localised version of the web site easier
to understand.

Overall, Table 10A.1e shows that Group 1 (Australian) participants gave a higher rating
for a vegetarian diet on the Australian web site version (Localised). This shows that this
group of participants found the vegetarian Symbol more effective in selecting vegetarian
dishes on the Australian web site version. Table 10A.1e also shows that Group 1
(Australian) participants gave a higher rating to the blue tablecloth colour on the
Australian web site version and International web site version (Localised and
Internationalised). This shows that this same group of participants found the ability to
choose Colours on both the Localised and Internationalised versions of the web site
helpful.
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Table 10A.2 indicates that Group 1 (Australian) participants gave a higher rating to the
International web site version (Internationalised) especially item D1 (64% Australian;
86% International). Similarly, Table 4.8a shows the mean percentage agreement on web
design items and indicates that this group agreed more with the web design items on the
International web site version (Internationalised) than the Australian web site version
(Localised). Table 10A.2 also shows that this group of participants gave a higher rating
only to item D6 (79% Australian; 71% International) on the Australian web site version
(Localised). Table 10A.7 indicates that there is no significant difference between any of
the items (D1-D8) on the Australian web site version (Localised) and International web
site version (Internationalised) at a significance level of 0.05. Table 10A.2 also shows
that the International web site version (Internationalised) was favoured in most cases.
Overall, Tables 10A.1a-d show that more positive open-ended survey responses and
post-experiment interview responses were provided by this group of participants on the
International web site version (Internationalised) than the Australian web site version
(Localised). Particular to the pilot study, Table 10A.1b and Table 10A.1d show that
only positive post-experiment interview responses were given to the language used on
both the Australian and International web site versions (Localised and Internationalised).
However, more positive responses were provided for the International web site version
(Internationalised). Table 4.8b also shows that there were more positive comments from
the post-experiment interview responses given to the International web site version
(Internationalised). In general, the Australian users gave more positive responses to the
Internationalised version (International web site version) of the web site (Tables
10A.1a-d, Table 10A.2, Table 4.8a and Table 4.8b) because this may be due to the
Australian users being experienced and heavy users of the web (Table 4.1a and Table
4.1b).
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Table 10B.3 shows that none of the associations between Overall Culture and web
design elements on the Localised version and Internationalised version of the web site
are significant (p <0.05) for Australian users. This means that there is variable
independence between Overall Culture and web design elements on both versions of the
web site for Australian users.

Overall, a paired t-test indicated that there is a significant difference (p <0.05) between
the impact of a summary score of all the web task responses, web design responses,
open-ended survey responses and post-experiment interview responses related to
Overall Culture on the Localised version and Internationalised version of the web site
for Group 1 (Australian) participants in the direction of the International web site
version (Internationalised) (Table 10B.8). The general impact of measured by this
paired t-test shows that an Australian web site which uses a local version of web design,
text and web interface elements is not more usable to an Australian user than an
International web site because the Internationalised version (International web site
version) of the web site is favoured by Australian users. Hypothesis H11 is not supported.

Hypothesis 12: A Chinese web site which uses a local version of web design, text and
web interface elements is more usable to a Chinese user than an International web site
which uses International web design, text and web interface elements.

Figure 4.1 shows that lesser participants preferred Mandarin to Australian English. This
explains the fewer responses to the Text Elements, Web Interface Elements and Web
Design Elements on the Chinese web site version than the Australian web site version.
A smaller number of participants found the Chinese web site version usable. However,
Group 2 (Chinese) participants provided a higher rating to the Text Elements on the
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Chinese web site version (Localised) (Table 10A.3e). This shows that this same group
of participants found the language used on the Localised version of the web site easier
to use.

Table 10A.3e shows that Group 2 (Chinese) participants gave a higher rating for a
vegetarian diet on the Chinese web site version (Localised). This indicates that this
group of participants found the vegetarian Symbol more helpful in choosing vegetarian
dishes on the Chinese web site version. The same table also indicates that Group 2
(Chinese) participants gave a higher rating to the blue tablecloth colour on the Chinese
web site version (Localised) and International web site version (Internationalised). This
means that this group of participants found the ability to choose Colours on both the
Localised version and Internationalised version of the web site just as usable.

Table 10A.4 indicates that there was a higher rating given overall by Group 2 (Chinese)
participants to the International web site version (Internationalised) except for item D1
(100% Chinese; 78% International). Table 4.8a shows that this group agreed more on
average with the web design items on the International web site version
(Internationalised) than the Chinese web site version (Localised). Table 10A.7 shows
that there is no significant difference between any of the items (D1-D8) on both the
Chinese web site version (Localised) and International web site version
(Internationalised) at a significance level of 0.05. However, Table 10A.4 also shows that
the International web site version (Internationalised) was favoured in many cases. In
Table 10A.3a-d, more positive open-ended survey responses were provided by this
group on the Chinese web site version (Localised). However, more positive postexperiment interview responses given by this group of participants shows that they
preferred the International web site version (Internationalised) to the Chinese web site
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version (Localised). Table 10A.3b and Table 10A.3d indicate that mainly positive postexperiment interview responses were provided for the language used on the Chinese and
International web site versions (Localised and Internationalised). Specifically, more
positive responses were given to the International web site version (Internationalised).
There were also similar or more positive comments from the post-experiment interview
responses provided to the International web site version (Internationalised) than the
Chinese web site version (Localised) (Table 4.8b). However, in general, the Chinese
users also provided more positive responses to the Internationalised version
(International web site version) of the web site (Tables 10A.3a-d, Table 10A.4, Table
4.8a and Table 4.8b). This group of participants may be experienced and heavy users of
the web (Table 4.1a and Table 4.1b).

Table 10B.3 indicates that the association between Overall Culture and Search Tool on
the Localised version of the web site is significant (p <0.05) for Chinese users. This
explains that there is variable dependence between Overall Culture and Search Tool on
the Localised version of the web site for Chinese users.

In general, a paired t-test indicated that there is a significant difference (p <0.05)
between the impact of a summary score of all the web task responses, web design
responses, open-ended survey responses and post-experiment interview responses
related to Overall Culture on the Localised version and Internationalised version of the
web site for Group 2 (Chinese) participants in the direction of the International web site
version (Internationalised) (Table 10B.8). The overall impact measured by the paired ttest shows that a Chinese web site which uses a local version of web design, text and
web interface elements is not more usable to a Chinese user than an International web
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site because the Internationalised version (International web site version) of the web site
is favoured by Chinese users. Hypothesis H12 is not supported.

Hypothesis 13: An International web site which uses an International version of web
design, text and web interface elements is more usable to an International user than an
Australian web site which uses local web design, text and web interface elements.

Figure 4.1 shows that the smallest proportion of participants preferred Other
(International English), which explains the least responses to the Text Elements, Web
Interface Elements and Web Design Elements on the International web site version. The
least number of participants found the International web site version usable. Overall,
more Group 3 (International) participants provided a higher rating to the Text Elements
on the Australian web site version, with the exception of “Other Name” and “Preferred
Name” on the International web site version (Table 10A.5e). This shows that in general
this group of participants found the language used on the Australian web site version
more straightforward.

Table 10A.5e shows that Group 3 (International) participants gave a higher rating for a
Halal diet on the Australian web site version. This shows that this group of participants
found the Halal Symbol more useful in selecting Halal dishes on the Australian web site
version. This table also indicates that participants from Group 3 (International)
participants gave a higher rating to the red tablecloth colour on the International web
site version, and purple and white tablecloth colours on the Australian web site version.
This explains that this same group of participants found the ability to choose Colours on
both the Localised version and Internationalised version of the web site equally
effective.
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Table 10A.6 shows that there are no differences for majority of the items between the
International web site version and Australian web site version, but Group 3
(International) participants gave a higher rating to item D2 on the Australian web site
version than the International web site version (67% International; 83% Australian).
Furthermore, this group discovered that item D5 was easier to use on the International
web site version (100% International; 50% Australian). Interestingly, Table 4.8a shows
that this group gave more agreement on average to the web design items on the
International web site version than the Australian web site version. Table 10A.7
indicates that there are no significant differences between all items (D1-D8) on the
International web site version and Australian web site version. Table 10A.6 also shows
that item D5 was preferred on the International web site version more than item D2 was
preferred on the Australian web site version. Overall, Tables 10A.5a-d indicate that this
group of participants preferred the Australian web site version to the International web
site version by providing more positive open-ended survey responses and postexperiment interview responses. Table 10A.5b and Table 10A.5d show that there were
no negative post-experiment interview responses given to the language used on both the
International and Australian web site versions. Interestingly, more positive responses
were provided for the International web site version. In Table 4.8b, the comments from
the post-experiment interview responses given to the Australian web site version were
similar or more positive than the International web site version. The International users
also gave more positive responses to the Australian web site version (Tables 10A.5a-d,
Table 10A.6, Table 4.8a and Table 4.8b) and this group of participants may be
experienced and heavy users of the web (Table 4.1a and Table 4.1b).
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Table 10B.3 shows that there are no significant associations between Overall Culture
and web design elements on the Localised version and Internationalised version of the
web site (p <0.05) for International users. This explains that there is variable
independence between Overall Culture and web design elements on both versions of the
web site for International users.

Overall, a paired t-test indicated that there is no significant difference (p <0.05) between
the impact of a summary score of all the web task responses, web design responses,
open-ended survey responses and post-experiment interview responses related to
Overall Culture on the localised version and internationalised version of the web site for
Group 3 (International) participants (Table 10B.8). The general impact measured by this
paired t-test indicates that an International web site which uses an International version
of web design, text and web interface elements is not more usable to an International
user than an Australian web site, although the International web site version is favoured
by International users. Hypothesis H13 is not supported.

Therefore, most of the null hypotheses are accepted while none of the general
hypotheses (H1, H2 and H3) are supported and only one of the specific alternative
hypotheses (H6) is supported in the direction of the alternative hypothesis (Ha) because
the association is significant. However, these results are indicative only because of the
small (and uneven) number of participants in each group.
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Appendix 11A
Student Guild
This advertisement encompasses information regarding a PhD research project to recruit
participants for the main phase of the study. Appendix 11B to Appendix 11E consists of
similar information.
Research Project: The Enigma of Web Interfaces – Cultural Aspects of WWW site
design
I am a PhD student at Murdoch University investigating the impacts of culture on web
design and usability. The objective of the study is to explore how web sites can be
designed to suit various cultures.
The study involves visiting two web sites to search for information and completing a set
of web site usability tasks based on each web site. When you have completed these
tasks, you will be asked to respond to questions related to web design and to comment
on the web sites. The entire process should take approximately 20-25 minutes.
The study requires male and female participants above the age of 18.
All your responses to the questions will be kept confidential. No names or information
which may identify you will be used in any publication resulting from the research
unless required to do so by law. A summary of the results of the research will be
emailed to you if you request this. An opportunity to be included in a Lucky Draw is
also available to participants who choose to do so.
1st Prize: A $100 restaurant voucher
2nd Prize: A $50 gift card
3rd Prize: A $10 dessert voucher
In the event that a participant wishes to speak to the researcher about the problems faced
while visiting the web sites, he or she can contact the researcher at 9360 6974 or
0400892992 or alwayslin@hotmail.com
In the event that a participant wishes to speak to an independent person about the way
the research is conducted, he or she should contact the Research Ethics Office on 9360
6677 or ethics@central.murdoch.edu.au

How to participate:For the purpose of the study, please download Mozilla Firefox from
http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/
The instructions are on the web site. Please remember to follow them very closely in
one sitting.
Here is the url to begin the study.
http://wirth.murdoch.edu.au/~llim/welcomeintroduction.php
Linda Lim, PhD student
Fay Sudweeks, sudweeks@murdoch.edu.au, 9360-2364, Co-Supervisor
Andrew Turk, a.turk@murdoch.edu.au, 9360-2793, Co-Supervisor
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Appendix 11B
Get Ready for the Upcoming Event
Research Project: The Enigma of Web Interfaces – Cultural Aspects of WWW site
design
I am a PhD student at Murdoch University investigating the impacts of culture on web
design and usability. The objective of the study is to explore how web sites can be
designed to suit various cultures.
The study involves visiting two web sites to search for information and completing a set
of web site usability tasks based on each web site. When you have completed these
tasks, you will be asked to respond to questions related to web design and to comment
on the web sites. The entire process should take approximately 20-25 minutes.
All your responses to the questions will be kept confidential. No names or information
which may identify you will be used in any publication resulting from the research
unless required to do so by law. A summary of the results of the research will be
emailed to you if you request this. An opportunity to be included in a Lucky Draw is
also available to participants who choose to do so.
1st Prize: A $100 restaurant voucher
2nd Prize: A $50 gift card
3rd Prize: A $10 dessert voucher

In the event that a participant wishes to speak to the researcher about the problems faced
while visiting the web sites, he or she can contact the researcher at 9360 6974 or
0400892992 or alwayslin@hotmail.com
In the event that a participant wishes to speak to an independent person about the way
the research is conducted, he or she should contact the Research Ethics Office on 9360
6677 or ethics@central.murdoch.edu.au

How to sign up:For the purpose of the study, please download Mozilla Firefox from
http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/
Email Linda at alwayslin@hotmail.com to receive the url to begin participating in the
study.
Linda Lim, PhD student
Fay Sudweeks, sudweeks@murdoch.edu.au, 9360-2364, Co-Supervisor
Andrew Turk, a.turk@murdoch.edu.au, 9360-2793, Co-Supervisor
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Appendix 11C
Australian Computer Society
I am a PhD student at Murdoch University in Perth, WA investigating the impacts of
culture on web design and usability. I am also a member of the ACS.
I am wondering if you would like to participate in my research project. Alternatively, I
hope that you can help me recruit participants by circulating this email to others. Your
support and participation is very much appreciated. Each participant's response is very
valuable.
The objective of the study is to explore how web sites can be designed to suit various
cultures.
My Research Project is entitled The Enigma of Web Interfaces - Cultural Aspects of
WWW site design. The study commences on the 16th of April and the url to begin will
be emailed to those who have indicated interest in participating. The study requires male
and female participants above the age of 18.
The study involves visiting two web sites to search for information and completing a set
of web site usability tasks based on each web site. When you have completed these
tasks, you will be asked to respond to questions related to web design and to comment
on the web sites. The entire process should take approximately 20-25 minutes.
All your responses to the questions will be kept confidential. No names or information
which may identify you will be used in any publication resulting from the research
unless required to do so by law. A summary of the results of the research will be
emailed to you if you request this. An opportunity to be included in a Lucky Draw is
also available to participants who choose to do so.
1st Prize: A $100 restaurant voucher
2nd Prize: A $50 gift card
3rd Prize: A $10 dessert voucher
In the event that a participant wishes to speak to the researcher about the problems faced
while visiting the web sites, he or she can contact the researcher at 08 9360 6974 or
0400892992 or alwayslin@hotmail.com
In the event that a participant wishes to speak to an independent person about the way
the research is conducted, he or she should contact the Research Ethics Office on 08
9360 6677 or ethics@central.murdoch.edu.au
How to sign up:For the purpose of the study, please download Mozilla Firefox from
http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/
Email Linda at alwayslin@hotmail.com to receive the url to begin participating in the
study.
Linda Lim, PhD student
Fay Sudweeks, sudweeks@murdoch.edu.au, 9360-2364, Co-Supervisor
Andrew Turk, a.turk@murdoch.edu.au, 9360-2793, Co-Supervisor
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Appendix 11D
Murdoch Alumni
I am a PhD student at Murdoch University in Perth, Western Australia investigating the
impacts of culture on web design and usability.
I am wondering if you would like to participate in my research project. Your support
and participation is very much appreciated. Each participant's response is very valuable.
The objective of the study is to explore how web sites can be designed to suit various
cultures.
My Research Project is entitled The Enigma of Web Interfaces - Cultural Aspects of
WWW site design. The study commences on the 16th of April and the url to begin will
be emailed to those who have indicated interest in participating. The study requires
male and female participants above the age of 18.
The study involves visiting two web sites to search for information and completing a set
of web site usability tasks based on each web site. When you have completed these
tasks, you will be asked to respond to questions related to web design and to comment
on the web sites. The entire process should take approximately 20-25 minutes.
All your responses to the questions will be kept confidential. No names or information
which may identify you will be used in any publication resulting from the research
unless required to do so by law. A summary of the results of the research will be
emailed to you if you request this. An opportunity to be included in a Lucky Draw is
also available to participants who choose to do so.
1st Prize: A $100 restaurant voucher
2nd Prize: A $50 gift card
3rd Prize: A $10 dessert voucher
In the event that a participant wishes to speak to the researcher about the problems faced
while visiting the web sites, he or she can contact the researcher at 618 9360 6974 or
61400892992 or alwayslin@hotmail.com
In the event that a participant wishes to speak to an independent person about the way
the research is conducted, he or she should contact the Research Ethics Office on 618
9360 6677 or ethics@central.murdoch.edu.au
How to sign up:For the purpose of the study, please download Mozilla Firefox from
http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/
Email Linda at alwayslin@hotmail.com to receive the url to begin participating in the
study.
Linda Lim, PhD student
Fay Sudweeks, sudweeks@murdoch.edu.au, 618 9360-2364, Co-Supervisor
Andrew Turk, a.turk@murdoch.edu.au, 618 9360-2793, Co-Supervisor
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Appendix 11E
International Contacts
I am a PhD student at Murdoch University in Perth, Western Australia investigating the
impacts of culture on web design and usability.
I am wondering if you would like to participate in my research project. Your support
and participation is very much appreciated. Each participant's response is very valuable.
The objective of the study is to explore how web sites can be designed to suit various
cultures.
My Research Project is entitled The Enigma of Web Interfaces - Cultural Aspects of
WWW site design. The study commences on the 16th of April. The study requires
male and female participants from all countries except Australia above the age of
18.
The study involves visiting two web sites to search for information and completing a set
of web site usability tasks based on each web site. When you have completed these
tasks, you will be asked to respond to questions related to web design and to comment
on the web sites. The entire process should take approximately 20-25 minutes.
All your responses to the questions will be kept confidential. No names or information
which may identify you will be used in any publication resulting from the research
unless required to do so by law. A summary of the results of the research will be
emailed to you if you request this. An opportunity to be included in a Lucky Draw is
also available to participants who choose to do so.
1st Prize: A $100 restaurant voucher
2nd Prize: A $50 gift card
3rd Prize: A $10 dessert voucher
In the event that a participant wishes to speak to the researcher about the problems faced
while visiting the web sites, he or she can contact the researcher at 618 9360 6974 or
61400892992 or alwayslin@hotmail.com
In the event that a participant wishes to speak to an independent person about the way
the research is conducted, he or she should contact the Research Ethics Office on 618
9360 6677 or ethics@central.murdoch.edu.au
How to participate:For the purpose of the study, please download Mozilla Firefox from
http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/
The instructions are on the web site. Please remember to follow them very closely in
one sitting. Here is the url to begin the study.
http://wirth.murdoch.edu.au/~llim/welcomeintroduction.php
Linda Lim, PhD student
Fay Sudweeks, sudweeks@murdoch.edu.au, 618 9360-2364, Co-Supervisor
Andrew Turk, a.turk@murdoch.edu.au, 618 9360-2793, Co-Supervisor
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Appendix 12
Chi-Square Tables of Demographics (Main Study)
The following are detailed results from the chi-square analyses performed between
demographic factors and web design elements in the main phase of the study.
Table 12.1 Chi-square Analysis of Mother Tongue and Web Design Elements – Group 1
(Australian) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Elements

Groups (Web Sites)

Colours

Aus (Aus Web Site)

Colours

Mother Tongue

Chi
6.006

df
6

Sig
.423

Aus (Int Web Site)

4.978

6

.547

Aus (Aus Web Site)

4.756

6

.575

Aus (Int Web Site)

4.108

6

.662

Aus (Aus Web Site)

4.267

6

.641

Aus (Int Web Site)

6.403

6

.380

Aus (Aus Web Site)

6.321

6

.388

Aus (Int Web Site)

11.234

6

.081

Aus (Aus Web Site)

4.776

6

.573

Icons

Aus (Int Web Site)

1.507

6

.959

Symbols

Aus (Aus Web Site)

3.094

6

.797

Symbols

Aus (Int Web Site)

7.251

6

.298

Hypertext Links
Hypertext Links
Navigation Bar
Navigation Bar
Search Tool
Search Tool
Icons

* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

Table 12.2 Chi-square Analysis of Mother Tongue and Web Design Elements – Group 2
(Chinese) Participants
Demographic Factor
Mother Tongue

Web Design Elements

Chi
nil

df

nil

Sig
nil 1

nil

nil

Colours

Chi (Chi Web Site)

Colours

Chi (Int Web Site)

Hypertext Links

Chi (Chi Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Hypertext Links

Chi (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Navigation Bar

Chi ( Chi Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Navigation Bar

Chi (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Search Tool

Chi (Chi Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Search Tool

Chi (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Chi ( Chi Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Chi (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Chi (Chi Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Chi (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Icons
Icons
Symbols
Symbols
* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

1

Groups (Web Sites)

nil

No statistics are computed because Mother Tongue is a constant.
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Table 12.3 Chi-square Analysis of Mother Tongue and Web Design Elements – Group 3
(International) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Elements

Groups (Web Sites)

Chi
107.516

df
6

Sig
.000**

Mother Tongue

Colours

Int (Int Web Site)

Colours

Int (Aus Web Site)

104.937

6

.000**

Hypertext Links

Int (Int Web Site)

106.260

6

.000**

Hypertext Links

Int (Aus Web Site)

104.426

6

.000**

Navigation Bar

Int (Int Web Site)

107.192

6

.000**

Int (Aus Web Site)

4.946

4

.293

Search Tool

Int (Int Web Site)

2.649

4

.618

Search Tool

Int (Aus Web Site)

3.860

4

.425

Icons

Int (Int Web Site)

2.500

4

.645

Int (Aus Web Site)

5.428

4

.246

Symbols

Int (Int Web Site)

1.663

4

.797

Symbols

Int (Aus Web Site)

1.199

4

.878

Navigation Bar

Icons

* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

Table 12.4 Chi-square Analysis of Standard of English and Web Design Items – Group
1 (Australian) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Items

Groups (Web Sites)

Chi
4.567

df
4

Sig
.335

Standard of English

Navigation Bar

Aus (Aus Web Site)

Navigation Bar

Aus (Int Web Site)

5.119

4

.275

Hypertext Links

Aus (Aus Web Site)

6.247

4

.181

Hypertext Links

Aus (Int Web Site)

12.003

4

.017*

Search Tool

Aus (Aus Web Site)

3.682

4

.451

Search Tool

Aus (Int Web Site)

3.867

4

.424

Language

Aus (Aus Web Site)

4.725

4

.317

Language

Aus (Int Web Site)

9.707

4

.046*

Icons

Aus (Aus Web Site)

3.485

4

.480

Icons

Aus (Int Web Site)

.900

4

.925

Aus (Aus Web Site)

1.776

4

.777

Actions

Aus (Int Web Site)

4.668

4

.323

Colours

Aus (Aus Web Site)

11.920

4

.018*

Colours

Aus (Int Web Site)

11.994

4

.017*

Aus (Aus Web Site)

7.480

4

.113

Aus (Int Web Site)

7.464

4

.113

Actions

Symbols
Symbols

* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)
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Table 12.5 Chi-square Analysis of Standard of English and Web Design Items – Group
2 (Chinese) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Items

Groups (Web Sites)

Chi
8.782

df
6

Sig
.186

Standard of English

Navigation Bar

Chi (Chi Web Site)

Navigation Bar

Chi (Int Web Site)

6.607

6

.359

Hypertext Links

Chi (Chi Web Site)

17.148

6

.009**

Hypertext Links

Chi (Int Web Site)

6.564

6

.363

Chi (Chi Web Site)

6.672

6

.352

Search Tool

Chi (Int Web Site)

11.187

3

.011*

Language

Chi (Chi Web Site)

22.681

6

.001**

Language

Chi (Int Web Site)

11.468

6

.075

Chi (Chi Web Site)

5.109

6

.530

Icons

Chi (Int Web Site)

1.907

6

.928

Actions

Chi (Chi Web Site)

4.264

6

.641

Actions

Chi (Int Web Site)

4.399

6

.623

Colours

Chi (Chi Web Site)

5.369

6

.497

Chi (Int Web Site)

2.138

6

.907

Symbols

Chi (Chi Web Site)

3.277

6

.773

Symbols

Chi (Int Web Site)

5.580

6

.472

Search Tool

Icons

Colours

* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

Table 12.6 Chi-square Analysis of Standard of English and Web Design Items – Group
3 (International) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Items

Groups (Web Sites)

Chi
22.859

df
6

Standard of English

Navigation Bar

Int (Int Web Site)

Navigation Bar

Int (Aus Web Site)

8.568

6

.199

Hypertext Links

Int (Int Web Site)

15.902

6

.014*

Hypertext Links

Int (Aus Web Site)

27.775

6

.000**

Search Tool

Int (Int Web Site)

5.906

6

.434

Search Tool

Int (Aus Web Site)

13.638

6

.034*

Language

Int (Int Web Site)

20.514

6

.002**

Language

Int (Aus Web Site)

5.469

6

.485

Icons

Int (Int Web Site)

4.770

6

.574

Icons

Int (Aus Web Site)

4.424

6

.620

Int (Int Web Site)

2.824

6

.831

6

.005**

Actions

Sig
.001**

Int (Aus Web Site)

18.544

Colours

Int (Int Web Site)

12.259

6

.056

Colours

Int (Aus Web Site)

1.322

6

.970

Int (Int Web Site)

6.987

6

.322

Int (Aus Web Site)

5.344

6

.500

Actions

Symbols
Symbols

* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)
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Table 12.7 Chi-square Analysis of Religion and Web Design Elements – Group 1
(Australian) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Elements

Groups (Web Sites)

Religion

Colours

Aus (Aus Web Site)

Chi
9.432

df
10

Sig
.492

Colours

Aus (Int Web Site)

9.534

10

.482

Hypertext Links

Aus (Aus Web Site)

16.000

10

.100

Hypertext Links

Aus (Int Web Site)

15.655

10

.110

Navigation Bar

Aus (Aus Web Site)

15.926

10

.102

Navigation Bar

Aus (Int Web Site)

5.276

10

.872

Search Tool

Aus (Aus Web Site)

11.032

10

.355

Search Tool

Aus (Int Web Site)

10.091

10

.433

Icons

Aus (Aus Web Site)

7.419

10

.685

Icons

Aus (Int Web Site)

7.126

10

.714

Symbols

Aus (Aus Web Site)

7.968

10

.632

Symbols

Aus (Int Web Site)

6.439

10

.777

* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

Table 12.8 Chi-square Analysis of Religion and Web Design Elements – Group 2
(Chinese) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Elements

Groups (Web Sites)

Religion

Colours

Chi (Chi Web Site)

Chi
6.665

df
6

Sig
.353

Colours

Chi (Int Web Site)

5.663

6

.462

Hypertext Links

Chi (Chi Web Site)

Hypertext Links

Chi (Int Web Site)

6.453

6

.374

6.877

6

.332

Chi ( Chi Web Site)

4.942

6

.551

Navigation Bar

Chi (Int Web Site)

4.865

6

.561

Search Tool

Chi (Chi Web Site)

4.352

6

.629

Search Tool

Chi (Int Web Site)

1.073

3

.784

Chi ( Chi Web Site)

3.546

6

.738

Icons

Chi (Int Web Site)

4.015

6

.675

Symbols

Chi (Chi Web Site)

4.040

6

.671

Symbols

Chi (Int Web Site)

4.369

6

.627

Navigation Bar

Icons

* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)
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Table 12.9 Chi-square Analysis of Religion and Web Design Elements – Group 3
(International) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Elements

Groups (Web Sites)

Chi
12.336

df
10

Sig
.263

Religion

Colours

Int (Int Web Site)

Colours

Int (Aus Web Site)

14.030

10

.172

Hypertext Links

Int (Int Web Site)

25.032

10

.005**

Int (Aus Web Site)

10.640

10

.386

Navigation Bar

Int (Int Web Site)

32.652

10

.000**

Navigation Bar

Int (Aus Web Site)

9.211

10

.512

Search Tool

Int (Int Web Site)

10.608

10

.389

Int (Aus Web Site)

13.899

10

.178

Icons

Int (Int Web Site)

9.883

10

.451

Icons

Int (Aus Web Site)

14.269

10

.161

Symbols

Int (Int Web Site)

6.730

10

.751

Int (Aus Web Site)

6.930

10

.732

Hypertext Links

Search Tool

Symbols
* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

Table 12.10 Chi-square Analysis of Dominant Culture and Web Design Elements –
Group 1 (Australian) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Elements

Groups (Web Sites)

Dominant Culture

Colours

Aus (Aus Web Site)

Chi
1.935

df
4

Sig
.748

Colours

Aus (Int Web Site)

3.224

4

.521

Hypertext Links

Aus (Aus Web Site)

1.924

4

.750

Hypertext Links

Aus (Int Web Site)

.875

4

.928

Aus (Aus Web Site)

7.753

4

.101

Navigation Bar

Aus (Int Web Site)

2.185

4

.702

Search Tool

Aus (Aus Web Site)

4.429

4

.351

Search Tool

Aus (Int Web Site)

5.948

4

.203

Aus (Aus Web Site)

6.724

4

.151

Icons

Aus (Int Web Site)

7.856

4

.097

Symbols

Aus (Aus Web Site)

3.652

4

.455

Symbols

Aus (Int Web Site)

.538

4

.970

Navigation Bar

Icons

* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)
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Table 12.11 Chi-square Analysis of Dominant Culture and Web Design Elements –
Group 2 (Chinese) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Elements

Groups (Web Sites)

Dominant Culture

Colours

Chi (Chi Web Site)

Chi
.553

df
2

Sig
.759

Colours

Chi (Int Web Site)

.316

2

.854

Hypertext Links

Chi (Chi Web Site)

3.072

2

.215

Hypertext Links

Chi (Int Web Site)

1.737

2

.420

Navigation Bar

Chi ( Chi Web Site)

1.865

2

.394

Navigation Bar

Chi (Int Web Site)

1.237

2

.539

Search Tool

Chi (Chi Web Site)

.312

2

.855

Search Tool

Chi (Int Web Site)

.015

1

.901

Icons

Chi ( Chi Web Site)

8.221

2

.016*

Icons

Chi (Int Web Site)

6.306

2

.043*

Chi (Chi Web Site)

5.823

2

.054

Chi (Int Web Site)

2.542

2

.281

Symbols
Symbols
* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

Table 12.12 Chi-square Analysis of Dominant Culture and Web Design Elements –
Group 3 (International) Participants
Demographic Factor
Dominant Culture

Web Design Elements
Colours

Groups (Web Sites)
Int (Int Web Site)

Chi
nil

df
nil

Sig
nil 2

Colours

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Hypertext Links

Int (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Hypertext Links

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Navigation Bar

Int (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Navigation Bar

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Search Tool

Int (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Search Tool

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Icons

Int (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Icons

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Symbols

Int (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Symbols
* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

2

No statistics are computed because Dominant Culture is a constant.
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Table 12.13 Chi-square Analysis of Overall Culture and Web Design Elements – Group
1 (Australian) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Elements

Groups (Web Sites)

Chi
1.935

df
4

Sig
.748

Overall Culture

Colours

Aus (Aus Web Site)

Colours

Aus (Int Web Site)

3.224

4

.521

Hypertext Links

Aus (Aus Web Site)

1.924

4

.750

Hypertext Links

Aus (Int Web Site)

.875

4

.928

Navigation Bar

Aus (Aus Web Site)

7.753

4

.101

Navigation Bar

Aus (Int Web Site)

2.185

4

.702

Search Tool

Aus (Aus Web Site)

4.429

4

.351

Search Tool

Aus (Int Web Site)

5.948

4

.203

Icons

Aus (Aus Web Site)

6.724

4

.151

Icons

Aus (Int Web Site)

7.856

4

.097

Symbols

Aus (Aus Web Site)

3.652

4

.455

Aus (Int Web Site)

.538

4

.970

Symbols
* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

Table 12.14 Chi-square Analysis of Overall Culture and Web Design Elements – Group
2 (Chinese) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Elements

Groups (Web Sites)

Chi
.553

df
2

Sig
.759

Overall Culture

Colours

Chi (Chi Web Site)

Colours

Chi (Int Web Site)

.316

2

.854

Chi (Chi Web Site)

3.072

2

.215

Hypertext Links

Chi (Int Web Site)

1.737

2

.420

Navigation Bar

Chi ( Chi Web Site)

1.865

2

.394

Chi (Int Web Site)

1.237

2

.539

Chi (Chi Web Site)

.312

2

.855

Hypertext Links

Navigation Bar
Search Tool
Search Tool

Chi (Int Web Site)

.015

1

.901

Icons

Chi ( Chi Web Site)

8.221

2

.016*

Icons

Chi (Int Web Site)

6.306

2

.043*

Symbols

Chi (Chi Web Site)

5.823

2

.054

Symbols

Chi (Int Web Site)

2.542

2

.281

* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)
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Table 12.15 Chi-square Analysis of Overall Culture and Web Design Elements – Group
3 (International) Participants
Demographic Factor
Overall Culture

Web Design Elements
Colours

Groups (Web Sites)
Int (Int Web Site)

Chi
nil

df
nil

Sig
nil 3

nil

Colours

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

Hypertext Links

Int (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Hypertext Links

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Navigation Bar

Int (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Int (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Int (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Int (Int Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Int (Aus Web Site)

nil

nil

nil

Navigation Bar
Search Tool
Search Tool
Icons
Icons
Symbols
Symbols
* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

Table 12.16 Chi-square Analysis of Gender and Web Design Items – Group 1
(Australian) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Items

Groups (Web Sites)

Gender

Navigation Bar

Aus (Aus Web Site)

Chi
.466

df
2

Sig
.792

Navigation Bar

Aus (Int Web Site)

1.514

2

.469

Hypertext Links

Aus (Aus Web Site)

5.585

2

.061

Hypertext Links

Aus (Int Web Site)

.164

2

.921

Search Tool

Aus (Aus Web Site)

.237

2

.888

Search Tool

Aus (Int Web Site)

.598

2

.742

Language

Aus (Aus Web Site)

4.865

2

.088

Language

Aus (Int Web Site)

3.478

2

.176

Icons

Aus (Aus Web Site)

.302

2

.860

Aus (Int Web Site)

.453

2

.797

Aus (Aus Web Site)

.375

2

.829

Aus (Int Web Site)

4.830

2

.089

Aus (Aus Web Site)

.192

2

.908

Aus (Int Web Site)

2.732

2

.255

Aus (Aus Web Site)

.028

2

.986

Symbols
Aus (Int Web Site)
* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

1.568

2

.457

Icons
Actions
Actions
Colours
Colours
Symbols

3

No statistics are computed because Overall Culture is a constant.
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Table 12.17 Chi-square Analysis of Gender and Web Design Items – Group 2 (Chinese)
Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Items

Groups (Web Sites)

Chi
.153

df
2

Sig
.926

Gender

Navigation Bar

Chi (Chi Web Site)

Navigation Bar

Chi (Int Web Site)

1.287

2

.525

Hypertext Links

Chi (Chi Web Site)

1.332

2

.514

Hypertext Links

Chi (Int Web Site)

2.326

2

.313

Chi (Chi Web Site)

.928

2

.629

Search Tool

Chi (Int Web Site)

1.894

1

.169

Language

Chi (Chi Web Site)

5.477

2

.065

Language

Chi (Int Web Site)

1.791

2

.408

Chi (Chi Web Site)

2.570

2

.277

Icons

Chi (Int Web Site)

4.534

2

.104

Actions

Chi (Chi Web Site)

1.717

2

.424

Actions

Chi (Int Web Site)

.687

2

.709

Colours

Chi (Chi Web Site)

.559

2

.756

Chi (Int Web Site)

.954

2

.621

Symbols

Chi (Chi Web Site)

2.169

2

.338

Symbols

Chi (Int Web Site)

.415

2

.813

Search Tool

Icons

Colours

* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)

Table 12.18 Chi-square Analysis of Gender and Web Design Items – Group 3
(International) Participants
Demographic Factor

Web Design Items

Groups (Web Sites)

Chi
1.223

df
2

Sig
.542

Gender

Navigation Bar

Int (Int Web Site)

Navigation Bar

Int (Aus Web Site)

.300

2

.861

Hypertext Links

Int (Int Web Site)

.791

2

.673

Hypertext Links

Int (Aus Web Site)

5.248

2

.073

Search Tool

Int (Int Web Site)

2.177

2

.337

Int (Aus Web Site)

2.535

2

.282

Language

Int (Int Web Site)

5.891

2

.053

Language

Int (Aus Web Site)

.689

2

.709

Icons

Int (Int Web Site)

4.890

2

.087

Icons

Int (Aus Web Site)

6.700

2

.035*

Actions

Int (Int Web Site)

1.215

2

.545

Int (Aus Web Site)

1.417

2

.492

Colours

Int (Int Web Site)

1.492

2

.474

Colours

Int (Aus Web Site)

.759

2

.684

Int (Int Web Site)

1.762

2

.414

Int (Aus Web Site)

2.056

2

.358

Search Tool

Actions

Symbols
Symbols

* = Statistically significant association (p < 0.05)
** = Statistically significant association (p < 0.01)
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Appendix 13
Categorical Regression Tables of Demographics (Main Study)
The following are detailed results from the categorical regression analyses performed
between demographic factors and web design elements in the main phase of the study.
Categorical regression analysis is performed to measure the strength of demographic
factors (categorical data) as predictors for the web design items on the three web site
versions. The categorical regression analyses were carried out between a summary score
of responses (web task, web design and web comments) to Mother Tongue, Religion,
Dominant Culture and Overall Culture, and Colours, Hypertext Links, Navigation Bar,
Search Tool, Icons and Symbols on each web site version for each participant group.
They were also carried out between responses (web task, web design and web
comments) to Gender and Standard of English, and Navigation Bar, Hypertext Links,
Search Tool, Language, Icons, Actions, Colours and Symbols on each web site version
for each participant group.
Table 13.1 Categorical regression analysis of demographic factors and web design
elements – Group 1 (Australian) participants
Demographic Factor
Mother Tongue

Religion

Dominant Culture

Web Design Elements
Colours (D7)
Colours (D7)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)
Icons (D5, D6)
Icons (D5, D6)
Symbols (D8)
Symbols (D8)
Colours (D7)
Colours (D7)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)
Icons (D5, D6)
Icons (D5, D6)
Symbols (D8)
Symbols (D8)
Colours (D7)
Colours (D7)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)
Icons (D5, D6)
Icons (D5, D6)
Symbols (D8)
Symbols (D8)

Web Site Versions
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International

2

R
.785
.689
.654
.775
.628
.737
.583
.647
.416
.612
.578
.770
.807
.710
.632
.758
.600
.749
.588
.659
.421
.652
.548
.815
.773
.696
.643
.794
.613
.797
.552
.743
.470
.618
.578
.770
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Overall Culture

Colours (D7)
Colours (D7)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)
Icons (D5, D6)
Icons (D5, D6)
Symbols (D8)
Symbols (D8)

Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International

.802
.741
.696
.832
.663
.766
.642
.706
.443
.779
.620
.852

Table 13.2 Categorical regression analysis of demographic factors and web design
elements – Group 2 (Chinese) participants
Demographic Factor
Mother Tongue

Religion

Dominant Culture

Overall Culture

Web Design Elements
Colours (D7)
Colours (D7)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)
Icons (D5, D6)
Icons (D5, D6)
Symbols (D8)
Symbols (D8)
Colours (D7)
Colours (D7)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)
Icons (D5, D6)
Icons (D5, D6)
Symbols (D8)
Symbols (D8)
Colours (D7)
Colours (D7)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)
Icons (D5, D6)
Icons (D5, D6)
Symbols (D8)
Symbols (D8)
Colours (D7)
Colours (D7)
Hypertext Links (D2)

Web Site Versions
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese

2

R
.971
.482
.641
.618
.672
.708
.423
.776
.634
.505
.349
.459
.964
.463
.605
.584
.657
.656
.403
.537
.682
.528
.511
.464
.964
.647
.683
.684
.808
.681
.506
.580
.636
.520
.331
.391
.971
.519
.645
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Hypertext Links (D2)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)
Icons (D5, D6)
Icons (D5, D6)
Symbols (D8)
Symbols (D8)

International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International
Chinese
International

.631
.702
.669
.496
.550
.675
.542
.411
.489

Table 13.3 Categorical regression analysis of demographic factors (Gender, Standard
of English) and web design items – Group 1 (Australian) participants
Demographic Factor
Gender

Standard of English

Web Design Items
Navigation Bar (D1)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)
Language (D4)
Language (D4)
Icons (D5)
Icons (D5)
Actions (D6)
Actions (D6)
Colours (D7)
Colours (D7)
Symbols (D8)
Symbols (D8)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Navigation Bar (D1)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Hypertext Links (D2)
Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)
Language (D4)
Language (D4)
Icons (D5)
Icons (D5)
Actions (D6)
Actions (D6)
Colours (D7)
Colours (D7)
Symbols (D8)
Symbols (D8)

Web Site Versions
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International
Australian
International

2

R
.021
.048
.051
.115
.007
.031
.043
.095
.005
.008
.007
.013
.077
.142
.009
.079
.031
.048
.085
.119
.011
.032
.044
.099
.029
.010
.009
.014
.099
.142
.046
.079
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Table 13.4 Categorical regression analysis of demographic factors (Gender, Standard
of English) and web design items – Group 2 (Chinese) participants
Demographic Factor
Gender

Standard of English

2

Web Design Items
Navigation Bar (D1)

Web Site Versions
Chinese

R
.072

Navigation Bar (D1)
Hypertext Links (D2)

International
Chinese

.024
.099

Hypertext Links (D2)

International

.049

Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)

Chinese
International

.011
.048

Language (D4)
Language (D4)

Chinese
International

.190
.087

Icons (D5)
Icons (D5)

Chinese
International

.041
.046

Actions (D6)

Chinese

.017

Actions (D6)
Colours (D7)

International
Chinese

.006
.008

Colours (D7)
Symbols (D8)

International
Chinese

.012
.037

Symbols (D8)

International

.012

Navigation Bar (D1)
Navigation Bar (D1)

Chinese
International

.077
.033

Hypertext Links (D2)
Hypertext Links (D2)

Chinese
International

.153
.053

Search Tool (D3)
Search Tool (D3)

Chinese
International

.033
.127

Language (D4)

Chinese

.193

Language (D4)
Icons (D5)

International
Chinese

.087
.043

Icons (D5)
Actions (D6)

International
Chinese

.057
.022

Actions (D6)

International

.006

Colours (D7)
Colours (D7)

Chinese
International

.011
.017

Symbols (D8)
Symbols (D8)

Chinese
International

.043
.056
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